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Idioms differ not only semantically from the literal language in exhibiting varying degrees of
opacity, they also frequently violate the syntactic rules of free language. This talk examines
German VP-idioms with respect to their argument selection and alternation behavior.
Both argument reduction and argument augmentation are frequently found in VP-idioms. We
address the following questions: Does the idiosyncratic subcategorization behavior of verbs in
idioms correlate with their semantic transparency within the VP? Do verbs’ idiosyncratic argument selections create frames with their own, lexeme-independent idiomatic meaning?
With respect to argument alternations, we examine to what extent argument alternation patterns
that have been identified in the literal language apply to idioms, and whether alternations in
idioms are subject to the same semantic constraints. Finally, we examine the specific use idioms
make of argument alternations.
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Within linguistics, verb classes have often been used to organize lexical knowledge along both
syntactic lines (e.g., subcategorization) and semantic lines (e.g., types of denoted semantic relations). The two enterprises converge in so far as subcategorization can be for the most part
predicted from the meaning of verbs (cf. Levin (1993) among others) and that valence alternations are for the most part semantically motivated (cf. Pinker (1989) among others). In the first
part of this talk I will examine linguistic research that addresses three questions:
1. Under what assumptions is it true that semantic properties determine (for the most part)
syntactic subcategorization properties?
2. Why do certain semantic properties, but not others, matter for predicting syntactic classes?
3. Why do we have semantically-based semantic alternations (see Dowty (2001))?
The second part of this talk will examine psycholinguistic research that bears on the existence
within the mental lexicon of semantically defined verb classes that have no syntactic reflexes. I
will provide experimental evidence for the following points:
1. Because of information-theoretic reasons, class size matters: Smaller semantic classes play
a stronger role than all-inclusive semantic classes;
2. (Semantically-defined) verb classes without any syntactic reflexes play a role in processing filler-gap dependencies in reading, in predicting eye-movements in a “visual world”
paradigm, and in syntactic priming;
3. Both properties of typical fillers of a semantic role and abstract participant role properties
are accessed when a verb’s meaning is accessed.
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Recent developments in Natural Language Processing have focussed on data-driven statistical
techniques and exploited existing text as a learning resource. Learning methodologies have been
developed based on the assumption that fundamental linguistic notions, such as those defining
verb semantics and verb classes, can be automatically learned by appropriately developed statistics on a large corpus.
I will draw on many experiments on verb classification and disambiguation to illustrate what
learning features and techniques have been found to work and which do not give satisfactory
results to date. We will see that cross-linguistic transfer effects are very helpful learning cues in
classification, while appropriate and successful use of alternations still eludes us.
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combinatorial information is directly linked to each
individual verb. We refer to this form of
representation as lexically specific because
syntactic information is associated with each
individual verb. This explains why priming in
PO/DO structures is stronger when the verb is
repeated than when it is not. This type of
representation can be distinguished from a
category-general representation,
that
is,
combinatorial information is represented
independently from lexical information and
syntactic information is associated with a word
class (e.g., verbs) as whole.
If syntactic
information is represented at the category-general
level, priming should be no stronger when the verb
is repeated than when it is not (in contrast with
Pickering and Branigan’s findings from PO/DO
structures).
The aim of the present experiments was to
investigate the representation of verbs’ transitivity
information. Until now, the representation of
transitivity information has not been investigated
systematically. Although it is generally assumed
that people represent transitivity information and
use it during sentence processing (e.g., Clifton,
Frazier & Connine, 1984; Stowe, Tanenhaus, and
Carlson, 1991), it is unclear exactly how
transitivity information is stored.

Introduction

It is a well-known phenomenon that language
users tend to repeat syntactic structures across
utterances. This phenomenon occurs even when
there are no lexical, semantic or prosodic relations
between two consecutive sentences (Pickering &
Branigan, 1999). This tendency is widely referred
to as syntactic priming (e.g., Bock, 1986, 1989;
Bock & Loebell, 1990). It has been shown that
syntactic priming can be used to investigate the
representation of syntactic structures (e.g.,
Pickering & Branigan, 1998, Branigan, Pickering
& Cleland, 2000). Pickering and Branigan (1998)
investigated syntactic priming of two alternative
ditransitive structures (double object, DO
structures, e.g., the racing driver showed the team
manager the torn overall and prepositional object,
PO structures, e.g., the racing driver showed the
torn overall to the team manager) using a written
completion task. They found that participants
tended to complete target fragments using the same
structure as they had used in the preceding prime
sentences. They observed this tendency when the
verb in the target fragment was different from the
one in the prime as well as when the verb in the
target was the same as in the prime. Therefore,
they argued that information about the way a verb
combines with other linguistic constituents (they
call this ‘combinatorial information’) is shared
between verbs. However, they observed a stronger
priming effect when the verb in the prime and
target was repeated. Pickering and Branigan
(1998) accounted for these results with a model
developed from Roelofs’ (1992, 1993) lexical
network model. They argued that combinatorial
information is directly linked to each verb at the
lemma stratum. For example, when the prime verb
show is used with the PO construction, it activates
not only the combinatorial PO node but also the
link between this node and the particular verb
show. Because of the residual activation of this
link, people show a stronger tendency to produce
PO completions when they see the same verb show
in the target compared to when they see a different
verb such as give.
Pickering and Branigan’s model assumes that
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Experiment 1

Experiment 1 investigated how monotransitive
and intransitive structures are represented using the
syntactic priming method. In order to address the
question of whether monotransitivity and
intransitivity information are represented at the
lexically-specific or category-general level, we
investigated whether priming is stronger when the
verb in the prime and target is repeated than when
it is not.
2.1

Method

We adopted a spoken sentence completion task
(e.g. Branigan et al., 2000). Participants read one
of the prime sentences in (1) aloud and next they
4

read the target fragment (2) aloud and completed
it. We used verbs that can be used as either
monotransitives or intransitives.
Prime sentences were either monotransitive
sentences (1a and c) or intransitive sentences (1b
and d). We also manipulated whether the verb in
the prime sentence was repeated in a target (1a and
b) or not repeated (1c and d). The target fragment
could be completed as either a monotransitive
completion (e.g., While the prisoner was bullying
the inmate, he was put into detention) or an
intransitive completion (e.g., While the prisoner
was bullying, other prisoners joined in).

intransitive primes (1b and d). Furthermore, there
was an interaction between prime structure and
verb repetition.
After intransitive primes,
participants produced fewer monotransitive
completions, in other words, more intransitive
completions when the verb in prime and target was
the same than when the verbs were different. Most
interestingly, however, we did not observe stronger
priming after monotransitive primes when the verb
was repeated. That is, there was a verb repetition
effect for the intransitive conditions but not for the
monotransitive conditions.
2.3

1a. The teenager was bullying the man.
(monotransitive prime, verb repeated)
1b. The teenager and the man were bullying.
(intransitive prime, verb repeated)
1c. The teenager was jeering the man.
(monotransitive prime, verb not repeated)
1d. The teenager and the man were jeering.
(intransitive prime, verb not repeated)

The finding that priming for intransitives was
stronger when the verb was repeated than when it
was not suggests that the representation of
intransitivity information is directly associated
with each individual verb. In contrast, priming for
monotransitives did not differ depending on
whether the verb was repeated or not. This suggest
that the representation of monotransitivity
information is not directly associated with a
particular verb, but rather associated with the class
of verbs as a whole. In other words, intransitivity
information is represented at the lexically-specific
level, whereas monotransitivity information is
represented at the category-general level.

2. While the prisoner was bullying….... (target)
2.2

Results

The percentage of monotransitive completions
out of the total number of monotransitive and
intransitive completions was taken as a measure of
the activation of the monotransitive structure.
Same verb

Conclusions
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Different verb

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 addressed the question of whether
the absence of a verb repetition effect for
monotransitives is unique to the particular verbs
used in Experiment 1, that is, verbs that can be
used either as monotransitives or intransitives. In
Experiment 2, we used verbs that can be used
either as monotransitives or ditransitives and
investigated how transitivity information is
represented for these verbs.
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3.1

Method
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The method was the same as in Experiment 1.
Prime sentences were either monotransitive
sentences (3a and c) or ditransitive sentences (3b
and d). In (3a and b), the verb in a prime sentence
was repeated in the target whereas it was not in (3c
and d). The target fragment could be completed as
either a monotransitive completion (e.g., The uncle
sold his watch) or a ditransitive completion (e.g.,
The uncle sold his brother the car).

0
monotransitive prime

intransitve prime

Figure 1: Percentage of monotransitive completions out
of all mono- and intransitive completions

Figure 1 shows the percentage of monotransitive
completions. The results showed that participants
produced more monotransitive completions to (2)
after reading monotransitive (1a and c) than
5

3a. The performer sold the ticket.
(monotransitive prime, verb repeated)
3b. The performer sold the tourist the ticket.
(ditransitive prime, verb repeated)
3c. The performer offered the ticket.
(monotransitive prime, verb not repeated)
3d. The performer offered the tourist the ticket.
(ditransitive prime, verb not repeated)

Experiment 2 showed that mono/ditransitive
verbs represent monotransitivity information in the
same way as mono/intransitive verbs do. The
results suggested that monotransitivity information
is represented at the category-general level
(confirming the conclusions from Experiment 1)
whereas the representation of ditransitivity
information is lexically specific, similar to
intransitivity information investigated in
Experiment 1.

4. The uncle sold..….. (target)
3.2

Results
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The percentage of monotransitive completions
out of the total number of monotransitive and
ditransitive completions was taken as a measure of
the activation of the monotransitive structure.
Same verb

In Experiments 1 and 2, there was no evidence
that the priming effect for monotransitives was
stronger when the verb was repeated between the
prime and target than when it was not. One
possibility is that monotransitives do not prime in
either the verb repeated or non-repeated
conditions, which would result in no verb
repetition effect. The monotransitive structure is a
highly frequent structure, and therefore, the
activation of this structure can perhaps not be
boosted any further by a monotransitive prime
sentence.
We tested this hypothesis by
investigating whether monotransitives (5a) prime
relative to a baseline condition (5b) that did not
contain a verb. We also included an intransitive
prime condition (5c).

Different verb
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monotransitive prime

Method

The method was the same as in Experiments 1
and 2. After both the monotransitive (5a) and
intransitive primes (5b), the verb was repeated in
the target. The baseline sentences (5c) were
composed of adverbs and adjectives and did not
contain verbs and nouns, as they may be associated
with combinatorial information (cf. Cleland &
Pickering, 2003; Pickering & Branigan, 1998) and
may prime.

0
ditransitve prime

Figure 2: Percentage of monotransitive completions
out of all mono- and ditransitive completions

Figure 2 shows the percentage of monotransitive
completions. The results showed that participants
produced more monotransitive completions to (4)
after monotransitive primes (3a and c) than after
ditransitive primes (3b and d). Most importantly,
we observed an interaction between prime
structure and verb repetition. After ditransitive
primes, we observed a stronger priming effect
when the verb was repeated than it was not,
whereas there was no evidence that the priming
effect for monotransitives was stronger when the
verb was repeated than when it was not. That is,
there was a verb repetition effect for ditransitives
but not for monotransitives.
3.3

Experiment 3

5a. The ambulance driver overtook the
policewoman. (monotransitive prime)
5b. The ambulance driver and the policewoman
overtook. (intransitive prime)
5c. Always passionate and very creative.
(baseline prime)
6. When the motor cyclist overtook……. (target)
4.2

Results

The percentage of monotransitive completions
out of the total number of monotransitive and
intransitive completions was taken as a measure of
the activation of the monotransitive structure.

Conclusions
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ditransitive primes than after reading
monotransitive primes and the ditransitive priming
was larger when the verb was repeated than when
it was not. However, as in Experiment 1, priming
for monotransitives was no stronger when the verb
was repeated than when it was not. In Experiment
3 , we replicated Experiment 1, observing that
participants produced fewer monotransitive
completions after reading intransitive primes than
after reading monotransitive primes and,
furthermore, they produced fewer monotransitive
completions after reading intransitive primes than
after reading baseline sentences.
Most
importantly, Experiment 3 showed that participants
produced no more monotransitive completions
after monotransitives than after baseline sentences,
indicating that monotransitives did not prime at all.
This suggests that the absence of a verb repetition
effect for monotransitives in Experiments 1 and 2
was due to a general absence of priming from
monotransitives.
How can the absence of monotransitive priming
be explained? First, people may not represent the
monotransitive structure. However, this is
implausible, because without such a representation,
the language processor would not know how to
process monotransitive sentences and people
would not be able to determine that monotransitive
sentences are grammatical. A much more
plausible alternative account is that the level of
activation for monotransitives is already at a
maximum level and cannot be boosted any further.
There are two ways that the monotransitive
structure can have a maximum level of activation.
One possibility is that for some individual verbs,
the monotransitive structure is maximally activated
because they are nearly always used as
monotransitives and therefore cannot be activated
any further. This is a lexically-specific maximum
activation because the maximum activation only
occurs for verbs that have an extremely strong
monotransitive bias, but not for others. However,
it is somewhat unlikely that this explains the lack
of priming in our experiments, because the verbs
that we used in our experiments were not
particularly strongly biased towards the
monotransitive structure. The second, more
plausible explanation is that the monotransitive
structure is maximally activated for the class of
verbs in general. Across all verbs, monotransitives
are much more frequent than either intransitives or
ditransitives, so it seems plausible to assume that
the monotransitive structure has a categorygeneral maximum activation.
We believe that a category-general maximum
activation is also the most economical way of
representing transitivity information. Language
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Figure 3: Percentage of monotransitive completions out
of all mono- and ditransitive completions

Figure 3 shows the percentage of monotransitive
completions. The results showed that participants
produced more intransitive completions after
intransitive primes than after monotransitive
primes and baseline sentences. Most importantly,
they did not produce more monotransitive
completions after monotransitive primes than after
baseline sentences. Therefore, there was no
priming effect for monotransitives.
4.3

Conclusions

The results of Experiment 3 showed that the
intransitive structure primes whereas the
monotransitive structure does not. It might be
argued that the null priming effect for
monotransitives is due to a ceiling effect.
However, this account is unlikely as the percentage
of monotransitive completions is well below
100%. We discuss reasons for the absence of a
priming effect for monotransitive structures below.
5

Discussion

In Experiment 1, we observed that participants
produced more monotransitive completions after
reading monotransitive primes than after reading
intransitive primes and more intransitive
completions after reading intransitive primes than
after reading monotransitive primes. Most
importantly, priming of intransitives was stronger
when the verb was repeated than when it was not,
whereas priming of monotransitives was the same,
regardless of whether the verb was repeated.
Experiment 2 showed that participants produced
more ditransitive completions after reading
7

users very frequently hear or read monotransitive
structures, so keeping track of all occurrences of
monotransitives is relatively costly. In contrast,
intransitive and ditransitive structures occur less
frequently, so keeping track of their activation is
relatively easy. Furthermore, because almost all
verbs can be used as monotransitives (even socalled intransitive verbs such as sneeze: Peter
sneezed blood), there is no need to represent
monotransitivity information for individual verbs,
especially given that impossible monotransitive
sentences can often be ruled out by their semantics
(e.g., *The man sneezed the nose). In other words,
semantic information is often sufficient to
determine whether a monotransitive sentence is
acceptable.
Finally, the idea that monotransitives constitute
the default structure is also consistent with the
findings from child language. There is evidence
that with age, children show an increasing
tendency to overgeneralize the monotransitive use
of intransitive verbs (e.g., *Peter giggled me or
* she cried her), whereas the tendency to
overgeneralize the intransitive use of intransitive
verbs decreases with age (e.g., *John hits) (Brooks
& Tomasello, 1999; Maratsos, Gudeman, GerardNgo, & Dettart, 1987).
The fact that children produce more
monotransitive overgeneralizations with age
suggests that they gradually come to assume that
any verb can be used as monotransitive. In
contrast, the fact that children do not
overgeneralize intransitive usage suggests that they
gradually come to assume that not all verbs can be
used as intransitive. Therefore, as children grow
older, the monotransitive structure becomes the
default structure and is represented at the categorygeneral level, whereas intransitives are represented
at the lexically-specific level.
Our results can be integrated into the Pickering
and Branigan’s (1998) network model by
extending it to the representation of
monotransitivity and intransitivity information. As
mentioned in Introduction, their model assumes
that combinatorial information is associated with
each individual verb node. More specifically,
combinatorial information about the PO and DO
structure is directly associated with each individual
verb node. Priming in the repeated verb conditions
is stronger than priming in the different verb
conditions because the activation of the link
between a particular verb node and the DO or PO
node is boosted. Our experiments showed that
intransitivity information is also associated with
each individual verb, in the same way as
information about the DO and PO structure. In
contrast, we have argued that monotransitivity

information is associated at the categoricallygeneral level, and is therefore not directly
associated with each individual verb. We assume
that combinatorial information of the
monotransitive structure is associated with the
verb-category node and is therefore represented for
the class of verbs as a whole. As assumed by
Pickering and Branigan (1998), the verb-category
node is shared among all verbs and because it is
activated whenever any verb is used, the node is
inherently activated, that is, it has the maximum
level of activation. The absence of a priming
effect for monotransitives suggests that the link
between this category-general node and
monotransitive combinatorial information also has
a maximum level of activation. This contradicts
many current linguistic theories that assume that
each lexical item incorporates syntactic
information on what type of argument structures it
can take (Chomsky, 1981; Pollard & Sag, 1994).
Instead, we claim that not all transitivity
information is associated with individual verbs:
intransitivity and ditransitivity information is
associated with individual verbs, but
monotransitivity information is not.
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those having the nasal infix or the suffix -st- in
the Present stem1 (e. g. migti ‘to fall asleep’,
dingti ‘to disappear’ in Table 1; they will be
called n/st-verbs hereafter) vs. those palatalizing the last consonant of both Present and Past
stems2 (e.g. gerti ‘to drink’ in Table 1, knarkti
‘to snore’; they will be called j-verbs in the
subsequent text).

Abstract
In this paper I argue that inflection class
membership among the so-called ‘primary’ verbs in Lithuanian, which has always been considered to be extremely
idiosyncratic, is at least partly predictable
from the verb’s semantics. The most important semantic parameters responsible
for inflection class assignment are agentivity of the verb’s highest ranking participant (thus most transitive and agentive
intransitive ‘primary’ verbs share the same
morphological features whereas nonagentive intransitives fall into another inflectional class) and the inherent aspectual
properties of the verb (intransitive verbs
denoting atelic and telic processes fall into
different classes). These semantic features
are cross-linguistically recognized as relevant for ‘unaccusativity’ or ‘split intransitivity’; thus Lithuanian inflectional morphology may be subsumed under a typologically well-established pattern.
1

Infinitive Present3Sg Past3Sg
Gloss
‘run’
bėgti
bėga
bėgo
‘fall
migti
minga
migo
asleep’
‘disappear’
dingti
dingsta
dingo
‘be born’
gimti
gimsta
gimė
‘drink’
gerti
geria
gėre
Table 1. Some inflectional classes of
Lithuanian primary verbs
The main goal of this paper is to argue that
the verb’s assignment to one of the two major
subclasses (viz. the aforementioned n/st-class
and j-class) is to a great extent determined by
its semantics.
2

Introduction

The semantics of n/st-verbs

A closer examination of the meanings of
verbs belonging to the n/st-class reveals that
with minor exceptions they form a semantically coherent class: almost 90% of these verbs
(the class comprises more that 250 lexemes)
denote telic eventualities whose only participant is a Patient (viz., has enough Proto-Patient
properties in the sense of (Dowty, 1991), (Ackerman and Moore, 2001)): aušti ‘to cool
down’, blukti ‘to fade away’, dužti ‘to break
(intr.)’, gižti ‘to turn sour’, kimti ‘to become
hoarse’, lipti ‘to stick’, pigti ‘to become

The verbal system of Lithuanian is notorious
for both number and complexity of various
morpho(phono)logical features whose combinations produce quite a large inventory of inflectional classes; see (Dressler et al., 2004) for
a comprehensive analysis. The greatest diversity of patterns shows itself with the so-called
‘primary’ verbs (those whose infinitive is
formed by attaching the suffix -ti directly to
the root, like bėg-ti ‘to run’) which distinguish
about 15 distinct patterns, see Table 1 for only
a small subset of actual possibilities. The attempts to account for the distribution of these
patterns in phonological or morphophonological terms (see e. g. Ambrazas (ed.), 1997) turn
out to be inadequate, especially when trying to
predict whether the verb would fall into one of
the two largest subclasses of ‘primary’ verbs:

1

The distribution of the infix and the suffix
themselves is purely phonological, see (Stang,
1942).
2 Palatalization is orthographically expressed by i- between the consonant and the following vowel
or by the ending -ø in the Past forms.
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cheaper’, rausti ‘to become red’ etc. These
verbs may be characterized as denoting externally caused eventualities in the sense of
(Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995, 1998) thus
sharing the following lexico-semantic representation:

Lithuanian are sensitive to different
semantic properties of predicates, but I am not
going to pursue this topic further, since I have
not investigated it in sufficient depth.
Thus, although not all verbs belonging to the
n/st-class may be fully subsumed under the
semantic prototype of telic patientive intransitives, the class itself may be adequately characterized semantically.

(1) [ACTIVITY] CAUSE [BECOME[STATE(x)]]
The main feature distinguishing these verbs
from their transitive counterparts, which often
belong to the j-class (cf. linkti ‘to bend (intr.)’
— Present linksta vs. lenkti ‘to bend (tr.)’ —
Present lenkia) is that the latter require the explicit specification of both the activity and its
instigator, the Agent, while the former leave
this semantic component and its participant
completely unspecified. Thus the following
may serve as refined lexico-semantic representations of linkti and lenkti:

3

The semantic classes of j-verbs

The j-class is much less semantically homogenous than the n/st-class. It comprises almost 400 lexemes of which more than 50 %
are (canonical) transitives, such as verpti ‘to
spin (thread)’, arti ‘to plough’, drožti ‘to
plane’, ližti ‘to lick’, rėžti ‘to cut’, blokšti ‘to
throw’, klausti ‘to ask’ etc. The intransitive
j-verbs form a large group and fall into several
subclasses:
(i) verbs of internally caused sound emission: bimbti ‘to buzz’, gergžti ‘to talk
hoarsely’, knarkti ‘croak’, pipti ‘peep’ etc.;
(ii) verbs of light or smell emission: pliksti
‘to shine’, dvokti ‘to stink’;
(iii) agentive verbs of manner of motion:
plaukti ‘to swim’, kuisti ‘to run very fast’, lėkti
‘to fly’ etc.;
(iv) verbs denoting natural activities, most
probably conceptualized as caused by an
Agent-like natural force: bliaukti ‘to flow (of a
stream)’, dumti ‘to blow (of the wind)’ etc.;
(v) verbs denoting activities with a human
protagonist: brūzti ‘to toil’, žaisti ‘to play’ etc.
It is clear that the intransitive j-verbs share
an important semantic feature: they denote internally caused atelic eventualities. This may
be clearly seen from the contrast between
agentive verbs of motion belonging to the jclass and to the n/st-class: the latter are verbs
of directed motion (telic) while the former are
verbs of manner of motion (atelic), cf. (Levin
and Rappaport Hovav, 1990, 1995). The common lexico-semantic representation of intransitive j-verbs is the following:

(2) linkti: λy∃x [ACT(x)]CAUSE
[BECOME[BENT(y)]]
(3) lenkti: λyλx [ACT(x)]CAUSE
[BECOME[BENT (y)]]
There are some verbs in the n/st-class which
at first sight do not conform to the above stated
prototype. Those are e.g. agentive3 intransitives kilti ‘to rise’ and sprukti ‘to flee’ and
transitive justi ‘to (come to) feel’ and mėgti ‘to
(come to) like’. However, I believe that at least
these putative exceptions can be subsumed under the semantic prototype of the n/st-class.
The first two verbs denote directed motion and
are telic; they have the following lexicosemantic representation:
(4) λx [ACT(x)] CAUSE [BECOME[STATE(x)]]
The other pair, although syntactically transitive, are non-canonical dyadic predicates (see
e.g. (Tsunoda, 1985) for a cross-linguistic survey of such verbs), whose highest ranking participant has just a few of the Proto-Agent properties; what they have in common with the
prototypical telic intransitives is that the
change-of-state component embedded into
their meaning is predicated of the highest ranking participant (= syntactic subject); cf. similar
observations made for auxiliary selection in
Dutch in (Lieber and Baayen, 1997). Therefore, it is possible to speculate that inflection
class assignment and argument selection in

(5) λx [ACT<MANNER> (x)]
It is also not surprising that both agentive intransitive and transitive verbs fall into the
j-class: the feature they share is the Activity
component predicated of their highest ranking
participant, cf. (3) and (5).

3 However, kilti may be used with a whole
variety of subjects, not necessarily animate and
agentive, cf. vandens lygis kyla ‘the water level
rises’ ; besides, like quite a number of non-agentive
n/st verbs, kilti has a transitive j-counterpart : kelti.

4

Other verb classes

Other subclasses of Lithuanian primary
verbs have considerably fewer members, and it
11

is hard to postulate a coherent semantic basis
for any of them. Among the verbs which fall
into these minor classes there are both transitive and intransitive predicates, and the latter
may be either agentive or patientive.
However, while it is not possible to semantically motivate inflectional properties of all
members of the minor morphological classes,
it seems that such a motivation nevertheless
can be found for some such verbs. For instance, consider the following lexemes: sėsti
‘to sit down’, lipti ‘to climb’, lįsti ‘to penetrate
into smth.’; they have neither infix/st-suffix,
nor j-suffix: Present sėda, Past sėdo. What they
have in common semantically, as it seems, is
both genuine agentivity of the subject (these
verbs usually allow only animate subjects) and
the ‘change of state’ component. Thus, they do
not fall under either prototype stated above,
and this is, probably, the reason why they are
not assigned to either of the major inflectional
classes.
Another small set of predicates for which a
putative explanation of their inflectional class
membership can be adduced are three labile
verbs, which have both causative and inchoative (Haspelmath, 1993) uses: degti ‘to burn’,
kepti ‘to bake’, virti ‘to boil’. They belong to
yet another small and semantically heterogeneous inflectional class, sharing with the jverbs the Past stem, but lacking any affix in
the Present stem: Present dega, Past degė.
Since these verbs conform to both prototypes
in their different senses, which fail to be formally differentiated (unlike such pairs as
linkti/lenkti ‘to bend (intr/tr)’), it is not very
surprising that they belong to a morphological
type distinct from those of canonical transitives and patientive intransitives. It is probably
possible to consider their morphological properties as ‘iconically’ reflecting their ‘dual’ semantico-syntactic behaviour: ordinary transitive verbs have j-suffix in both stems, while
labile verbs palatalize only the Past stem.
Notwithstanding possible semantic motivations for some members of the minor inflectional classes of Lithuanian ‘primary’ verbs, I
believe that only the major classes, namely the
n/st-class and the j-class, can be unequivocally
characterized semantically.
5

inflection class may be seen in Table
2 (based on a list of ‘primary’ verbs with consonant-final roots taken from (Lyberis, 1962)).
As the figures indicate, there is a statistically
highly significant interdependency between
semantic and morphological classes of ‘primary’ verbs in Lithuanian (especially with
monadic verbs); moreover, it is possible to pin
down single components of meaning responsible for inflectional class assignment:
(6) BECOME[STATE(x)] → n/st-class.
(7) ACT(x) → j-class.
Transitive
Agentive
intransitive
Patientive
intransitive
Total

j
247
121

n/st
8
7

Other
51
7

Total
306
135

7

237

4

248

375

252

62

689

Table 2: The distribution of semantic and
morphological classes of Lithuanian ‘primary’
verbs
If both components co-occur in the lexicosemantic representation of a verb and are
predicated of the same participant, the conflict
is resolved either by some sort of hierarchical
ranking of these parameters (thus, for kilti ‘to
rise’, which belongs to the n/st-class, the ranking is (6) > (7)) or by assigning the verb to
some minor inflectional class (e.g., agentive
telic sėsti ‘to sit down’ has neither palatalized
stem-final consonant nor infix or suffix). Such
variation is not unexpected, since it is in the
non-prototypical cases that the least languageinternal and cross-linguistic consistency of patterns usually shows up.
Thus, it is possible to conclude that inflection class membership among Lithuanian ‘primary’ verbs, especially in their intransitive
subset, has a clear, although not a 100 %, semantic motivation.
6

Typological perspective: Georgian

In order to see that the phenomena discussed
above are not merely an idiosyncrasy of a language with highly irregular inflectional morphology, let us briefly look at the data from an
unrelated language with strikingly similar
matches between lexical semantics and verbal
morphosyntax, namely Georgian.
As is widely acknowledged (see (Vogt,
1971), (Harris, 1981), (Holisky, 1979, 1981),
(Merlan, 1985), (Van Valin, 1990) for both de-

Interim summary

In the preceding sections I have tried to
show that inflectional class assignment with
‘primary’ verbs in Lithuanian is motivated by
the semantic structure of these lexical items.
The correlation between semantic features and
12

scriptive generalizations and explanatory proposals), there are three major productive
classes of verbs in Georgian, all of which are
more or less homogenously semantically motivated. The morphosyntactic properties of
Georgian verbal classes are summarized in Table 3; they include subject agreement morphology (here are relevant only 3SgPresent,
3PlPresent, and 3PlAorist suffixes) and case
assignment to subject and object in the Aorist
tense.
Class
I
II
III

Case-marking
Sb: Erg — Ob: Nom
Sb: Nom
Sb: Erg

and n/st-verbs. Besides, just as
Lithuanian atelic verbs pattern with transitive
verbs morphologically, so do their Georgian
counterparts: it is evident from Table 3 above
that classes I and III share agreement morphemes (however, these verbs are dissimilar in
other important morphological respects).
This evident similarity in the semantic properties of verbal classes in two unrelated languages which have never been in any contact
cannot be accidental and must be motivated by
cross-linguistically valid or even universal patterns linking lexical semantics, argument structure and morphosyntax (see (Lazard, 1985),
(Van Valin, 1990), (Verhaar, 1990), (Mithun,
1991), (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995),
(Kibrik, 1997), (Croft, 1998), (Alexiadou et. al
(eds.), 2004) for various attempts at explaining
such and similar cross-linguistic similarities).

Agreement
-s — -en — -es
-a — -an — -nen
-s — -en — -es

Table 3. Verb classes in Georgian
Semantic properties of the verbs belonging
to these classes may be outlined as follows
(see (Harris, 1981) and (Holisky, 1981) for an
extensive treatment; I consider only underived
verbs):
Class I contains transitive (dyadic) verbs:
mok’lavs ‘to kill’, dac’ers ‘to write’, dagvis ‘to
sweep smth out’, šek’eravs ‘to sew’, micems
‘to give’ etc.
Class II mainly contains verbs denoting telic
eventualities, among which are both patientive
and agentive: mok’vdeba ‘to die’, darčeba ‘to
remain’, dadneba ‘to melt’, dadgeba ‘to stand
up’ etc.
Class III contains verbs denoting atelic eventualities; the range of meanings possible with
these verbs resembles very much that of
Lithuanian intransitive j-verbs:
(i) verbs of sound emission: bzuk’unebs ‘to
buzz’, laklakebs ‘to chat’, xorxocebes ‘to laugh
loudly’ etc.;
(ii) verbs of light emission: bdγvrialebs ‘to
glisten’, varvarebs ‘to flare’, rialebs ‘to twinkle’ etc.
(iii) verbs denoting ‘motion without displacement’: babanebs ‘to tremble’, trtis ‘to
shake’ etc.;
(iv) verbs denoting non-directed motion: goravs ‘to roll’, xt’is ‘to jump’, curavs ‘to swim’,
parpatebs ‘to flit’ etc.;
(v) verbs denoting natural processes: grgvinavs ‘to thunder’, tovs ‘to snow’, kris ‘to blow
(of the wind)’ etc.
(vi) verbs denoting activities with a human
protagonist: tamašobs ‘to play’, mušaobs ‘to
work’, cek’vavs ‘to dance’ etc.
Thus, verb classes in Georgian have wellgrounded semantic motivation, which, moreover, is quite similar to that of Lithuanian j-
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Summary and conclusions

In this paper I hope to have shown that all
idiosyncrasies notwithstanding, it is possible to
arrive at a fairly reliable predictability of inflection class of a Lithuanian ‘primary’ verb on
the basis of its lexical semantics. Certainly,
there is no exact 100 % matching between semantic features and morphological properties,
but the correlation is nevertheless statistically
highly significant.
Having compared Lithuanian data with that
of a well-studied language, Georgian, I have
argued that there is a striking and undoubtedly
non-accidental similarity between verbal
classes in these languages. Certainly, the
Georgian verbal system is much more semantically transparent than that of Lithuanian;
however, the verbal lexicon of both languages
seems to be structured by the same semantic
features, viz. agentivity/patientivity and telicity/atelicity.
What is also important to mention is the fact
that the semantic parameters of inflection class
assignment of intransitive verbs in Lithuanian
and Georgian coincide with those usually regarded as determining the unaccusative vs.
unergative classification of verbs, cf. (Van Valin, 1991), (Levin, Rappaport Hovav, 1995).
Actually, with respect to Georgian it was argued by Harris (1981, 1982) on the basis of
syntactic behaviour (e.g., case marking of subjects) of verbs of Classes II and III, that the
former are unaccusative, while the latter are
unergative. While it will require further investigations to determine whether Lithuanian intransitive j-verbs are syntactically unergative,
and n/st-verbs unaccusative (see (Timberlake,
13

1982) for attempts to discover unaccusative diagnostics for Lithuanian), it is already significant that morphological properties of Lithuanian verbs conform to typologically wellestablished patterns.
8
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Abstract

formation, in particular, is informative during language acquisition (e.g. (Lenneberg, 1967), (Naigles,
1990) and (Fisher et al., 1994)). Often theories
rely on syntactic diversity in the child’s input for
successful acquisition. For example, Landau and
Gleitman (1985) suggest that children use verb
subcategorization frames (SCFs) to identify novel
word meanings; arguing that in many cases surfacestructure/situation pairs are insufficient or even misleading about a verb’s interpretation . Consider the
sentences Did you eat your cookie? and Do you
want your cookie? According to Landau and Gleitman the SCFs of eat and want cue their interpretations, i.e. want occurs with sentential complements,
suggesting a mental component to its interpretation.
Furthermore, they suggest that SCFs provide convergent evidence on the meaning of a verb. For
instance, if John zirks bill the book the learner assumes zirk to be an active verb of transfer (such
as bring, throw, explain), whereas if John is zirking that the book is dull the learner interprets zirk to
be a mental verb.
Such a syntactically intensive theory of acquisition can only be supported if the input to children is
sufficiently complex and diverse in its SCFs. In general, CDS is thought to be syntactically simpler than
adult speech, using simpler and fewer SCFs (Snow,
1986). If the rôle of CDS is to teach language, as
Snow suggests, then we may have a conflict with
acquisition theories that require syntactic complexity and diversity.
Manual analysis of SCFs is very costly and therefore not ideal for large scale studies in specific
domains, such as CDS. Automatic acquisition of
SCFs from corpora now produces fairly accurate
lexical data useful for (psycho)linguistic research
(e.g. Roland et al. (2000)). However, these methods are yet to be applied to CDS.
In this paper, we address the problem by using
the most comprehensive subcategorization system
available for English to automatically acquire large
scale empirical data related to verb SCFs from CDS.
We use both qualitative and quantitative methods

Empirical data regarding the syntactic complexity of child directed speech (CDS) is necessary
for determining its rôle in language acquisition.
Of particular importance is data related to the
predicate-argument structures and verb subcategorization frames (SCFs). However, manual analysis of SCFs is costly and consequently available
data for evaluating theories is sparse. We address this problem by using the most comprehensive
subcategorization system available to automatically
acquire large scale empirical data related to verb
SCFs from CDS (an edited corpus of the CHILDES
database (MacWhinney, 1995)). We compare this
data against adult speech (a subset of the spoken
part of the British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech,
1992)) and find that SCFs typical to CDS are different and often simpler than those typical to speech
between adults. We discuss the impact of our findings on the prevailing theories of language acquisition.

1 Introduction
Understanding the rôle, if any, of child directed
speech (CDS) is of fundamental importance to language acquisition. Several manual small scale studies (see Snow (1986) for an overview) have suggested that CDS is very different from speech between adults: intonation is often exaggerated, a
specific vocabulary can be used, and sometimes
even specific syntactic structures. However, the
rôle of CDS is by no means clear. Pine (1994),
amongst others, speculates that the purpose of
CDS is to merely engage the child in conversation.
Snow (1986), on the other hand, suggests that CDS
is actually teaching the child language. Clearly,
larger-scale studies into the nature of CDS are required before we can begin to establish its rôle in
acquisition. This paper details a systematic, largescale investigation into the syntactic properties of
verbs in CDS.
There is considerable evidence that syntactic in-
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to compare the resulting data against that obtained
from a corpus of adult speech. We discuss our findings in relation to the prevailing theories of language acquisition.
Section 2 describes our method for subcategorization acquisition and section 3 introduces the corpora we used in our work. Our experiments and results are reported in section 4 and section 5 provides
discussion and summarises our observations.

tion probabilities are fairly stable across American
vs. British English corpora; finding any exceptions
to be the result of subtle shifts in verb sense due to
genre.
The following sections describe the two corpora
we chose to experiment with.
3.1 Child Directed Speech - CHILDES Corpus
The CDS corpus has been created from several
sections of the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 1995): Demetras1 (Demetras, 1989b); Demetras2 (Demetras, 1989a); Higginson (Higginson,
1985); Post (Post, 1992); Sachs (Sachs, 1983); Suppes (Suppes, 1974); Warren-Leubecker (WarrenLeubecker, 1982). These sections of the database
exhibit naturalistic interactions between a child and
caretaker (average child age 2;7). Speakers are both
male and female, from a variety of backgrounds
and from several locations around the USA. Child
speech has been removed from the corpus and there
is no reading. The corpus contains 534,782 words
and has an average utterance length of 4.8.

2 Methodology
We used for subcategorization acquisition the latest
version of Briscoe and Carroll’s (1997) system (Korhonen, 2002) which incorporates 163 SCF distinctions, a superset of those found in the ANLT (Boguraev et al., 1987) and COMLEX (Grishman et al.,
1994) dictionaries. The SCFs abstract over specific lexically governed particles and prepositions
and specific predicate selectional preferences but include some derived semi-predictable bounded dependency constructions, such as particle and dative
movement.
The system first extracts sentences containing
specific predicates from a corpus. The resulting data
is tagged, lemmatized and parsed using the ’RASP’
system (Robust Accurate Statistical Parser; (Briscoe
and Carroll, 2002)). Local syntactic frames including the syntactic categories and head lemmas of
constituents are then extracted from parses. The resulting patterns are classified to SCFs on the basis
of the feature values of syntactic categories and the
head lemmas in each pattern. Finally a lexical entry
is constructed for each verb and SCF combination
whose relative frequency is higher than an empirically defined threshold.

3.2 Adult Speech - BNC Corpus
Our adult speech corpus has been manually constructed from the demographic part of the spoken
British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech, 1992) such
that it contains friend/family interactions where no
children were present. The speakers were recruited
by the British Market Research Bureau and come
from a variety of social backgrounds. Speakers are
both male and female, from several locations around
the UK and all have an age of at least 15. Conversations were recorded unobtrusively over two or three
days, and details of each conversation were logged.
The corpus contains 835,461 words and has an average utterance length of 7.3.

3 Corpora

4 Analysis

In order to make valid comparisons between SCF
frequencies in CDS against adult speech there is a
necessity to first ensure that the corpora are controlled for all other variables. Roland and Jurafsky (1998) have shown that there are subcategorization differences between written and spoken corpora, and furthermore that subcategorization is affected by genre and discourse type. Hence, we
use only spoken data for both corpora and restrict
data to conversation between family members and
friends.
To ensure sufficient data for subcategorization
acquisition, we have had to use an American English source for the CDS corpus although we had a
British English source for the adult speech corpus.
However, we do not expect this to be a problem:
Roland et al (2000) have shown that subcategoriza-

4.1 SCF Lexicons
We took the two corpora and extracted from them
up to a maximum of 5000 utterances per verb. To
make the results comparable, an equal number of
utterances per verb were used for both corpora.
In practise this number was often determined by
CHILDES, which was smaller of the two corpora.
It was also affected by the highly zipfian nature
of verb distributions (see e.g. Korhonen (2002)),
i.e. the fact that most verb types are extremely infrequent in language.
4.2 Methods for Analysis
Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used
to compare the data in two SCF lexicons. The similarity between SCF distributions in the lexicons was
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examined using various measures of distributional
similarity. These include:

of their frequency, starting from the highest ranked
one.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

• Kullback-Leibler distance - a measure of the
additional information needed to describe p using q, KL is always ≥ 0 and = 0 only when
p ≡ q;
• Jenson-Shannon divergence - a measure which
relies on the assumption that if p and q are similar, they are close to their average;

• Cross entropy - a measure of the information
need to describe a true distribution p using a
model distribution q, cross entropy is minimal
when p and q are identical;
• Skew divergence - smooths q by mixing with
p;
• Rank correlation - lies in the range [−1; 1],
with values near 0 denoting a low degree of
association and values near -1 and 1 denoting
strong association;
• Intersection - the intersection of non-zero
probability SCFs in p and q;
where p and q are the distributions of SCFs in
lexicons P and Q. For details of these measures see
Korhonen and Krymolowski (2002).
In some of our experiments, the acquired SCFs
were contrasted against a gold standard SCF lexicon
created by merging the SCFs in the COMLEX and
ANLT syntax dictionaries. We did this by calculating type precision (the percentage of SCF types that
the system proposes which are correct), type recall
(the percentage of SCF types in the gold standard
that the system proposes) and F-measure:
F =

2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

BNC
get
go
say
be
know
do
think
see
like
can
come
want
mean
look
put
take
tell
make
use
will
give
buy
leave
keep
pay
let
remember
work
suppose
play

n
5000+
5000+
5000+
5000+
5000+
5000+
4074
2852
2827
2710
2602
2148
2078
1930
1776
1443
1122
1092
1016
1007
920
590
548
545
543
536
517
495
489
477

CHILDES
go
be
do
see
put
get
want
can
let
look
think
like
know
say
come
make
okay
take
eat
give
play
tell
find
happen
sit
read
remember
try
fall
will

n
5000+
5000+
5000+
4200
4037
4018
3411
3409
2771
2585
2280
2038
1768
1755
1693
1692
1593
1356
1172
990
944
860
661
581
580
571
563
556
546
537

Figure 1: 30 most frequent verbs in adult speech
(BNC) corpus vs. child direct speech (CHILDES)
corpus

(1)

4.4

4.3 Difference in Verb Types
Before conducting the SCF comparisons, we examined the 100 most frequent verbs in the BNC corpus
versus the CHILDES corpus to get a more complete
picture of the differences between the two data. We
discovered that some verbs tend to be frequent in
both corpora, e.g. go, get, think, like, make, come,
take. However, closer analysis of the data revealed
large differences. We discovered that in general, action verbs (e.g. put, look, let, sit, eat, play) are more
frequent in CHILDES, while mental state verbs (e.g.
say, know, mean, suppose, ask, feel, seem) - which
tend to have richer argument structure - are more
frequent in BNC. The 30 most frequent verbs in
the two corpora are listed in Figure 1, in the order

SCF Comparison

A subset of the constructed lexicons were compared
for subcategorization similarities between the BNC
corpus and CHILDES corpus. To obtain reliable results, we restricted our scope to 93 verbs—all those
for which the total number of sentences analysed
for SCFs was greater than 50 in both corpora, and
which were thus less likely to be affected by sparse
data problems during SCF acquisition. The SCF
lexicons for these verbs were also contrasted against
the gold standard described earlier in section 4.2.
The average number of SCFs taken by studied
verbs in the two corpora proved quite similar, although verbs in BNC took on average a larger number of SCFs (19) than those in CHILDES (15).
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Precision
Recall
F Measure

BNC
51.41
28.57
36.73

CHILDES
52.21
24.36
33.22

KL distance
JS divergence
cross entropy
skew divergence
rank correlation
intersection

Figure 2: Precision, recall and F Measure of
CHILDES lexicon and BNC lexicon with respect to
COMLEX-ANLT combined gold standard.

CHILDES vs. BNC
1.022
0.083
2.698
0.533
0.463
0.608

Figure 3: Average similarity values

However, we found that most verbs (regardless of
their frequency in the corpora) showed substantially
richer subcategorization behaviour in the BNC than
in CHILDES. A total of 80 frame types were hypothesised for the 93 studied verbs in the BNC,
while 68 were hypothesised in CHILDES. The intersection between these frames in the corpora was
not large (0.61).
To establish whether this difference was due to
one lexicon being considerably less accurate than
the other, we compared the SCFs in both lexicons
against the gold standard. The results listed in Figure 2 show that the BNC lexicon had a slightly
higher F measure than CHILDES: 36.7 vs. 33.2. 1
This was only due to the better recall of BNC
(+4.21% compared with CHILDES), as CHILDES
had a better precision than BNC (+0.80%). The differences in precision and recall – although fairly
small – can be largely explained by the nature of
SCFs in the two corpora. The smaller number of
frames proposed in CHILDES were less complex
and thus easier for the system to detect correctly,
while the more varied SCFs in the BNC were more
complex and also more challenging for the system.
Indeed the distributions of SCFs in the two corpora appeared fairly different. As shown in Figure 3, there was only a weak rank correlation between the frames in the distributions (0.46). The
Kullback-Leibler distance denotes a low degree of
correlation (1.0) and the results with other measures
of distributional similarity are equally unimpressive
(e.g. the cross entropy is 2.7).
Our thorough qualitative analysis of SCF differences in the two corpora revealed reasons for these
differences. The most basic SCFs (e.g. intransitive
and simple NP and PP frames; which describe e.g.

he slept, he ate an apple and he put the book on the
table) appeared equally frequently in both corpora.
However, a large number of more complex frames
were either very low in frequency or altogether absent in CHILDES. For example, the verb hear appeared only in the following kind of constructions
in CHILDES:
1. I heard you
2. I heard
3. I heard that you came
while in BNC it also appeared in the following
kind of constructions:
1. I heard it from him
2. Can you hear this out?
3. Did you hear whether he will come?
4. I heard him singing
Several types of SCFs were poorly covered or
largely absent in CHILDES. Many of these were
frames involving sentential and predicative complementation (e.g. I caught him stealing, he forgot
what to do, I helped him to dress) and verb-particle
constructions (I got him up from the bed, he came
out poor, he looked it up). Also a large number of
adjectival frames were missing (e.g. I remembered
him as stupid, It dropped low). On the other hand,
frames involving prepositional or nominal complementation were covered fairly well in CHILDES
(e.g. I will get it from him, she built me this castle).
While the SCF differences seem fairly big, they
are not altogether arbitrary. Rather, they seem
somewhat correlated with different verb senses and
SCFs typically permitted by the senses. To gain a
better understanding to this, we looked into Levin’s
taxonomy (Levin, 1993) which divides English
verbs into different classes on the basis of their
shared meaning components and similar syntactic
(mostly subcategorization) behaviour. For example,

1
Note that these figures are not impressive as performance
figures, largely due to the fact that the gold standard was not
fully accurate as it was obtained from dictionaries rather than
from the corpus data. It was also too ambitious considering the
size of the corpus data used in our experiments and the zipfian
nature of the SCF distributions (i.e. many SCFs listed in large
dictionaries were simply missing in the data, as the low recall
indicates). However, the gold standard was adequate for the
purpose of these experiments.
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in Levin’s resource, verbs such as fly, move, walk,
run and travel belong to the same class as they not
only share a similar meaning but also take similar
SCFs.
When we compared for some of our test verbs
the SCFs in the two corpora to those listed in
Levin, we noticed that many of the SCFs absent in
CHILDES and listed in the BNC and were just syntactically more complex manifestations of the same
verb sense as that described by the CHILDES SCFs.
For example, verb senses that take multiple sentential and predicative complements in Levin take
just a smaller range of those SCFs in CHILDES
than in BNC. However, some SCFs in BNC describe verb senses which were altogether absent in
CHILDES. After a closer look, many of these senses
proved to be extended senses of those exemplified in
CHILDES.
In the light of this small scale investigation with
Levin classes, it seems to us that to gain a better
understanding of SCF differences in adult and CDS
speech and the role of SCFs in language acquisition,
it would be useful, in the future, to investigate to
what extent SCF learning is mediated by the sense
of the predicate and its membership in classes such
as Levin’s.

The fact that there is little correlation between
the SCFs in two corpora is a little surprising as
one might expect CDS to contain a subset of adult
speech’s SCFs. However, as our small scale experiment with Levin classes suggests, the SCFs seem
nevertheless correlated via verb senses. While this
issue requires further investigation, it is important to
also note that some CHILDES SCFs absent in BNC
may not be altogether absent in adult speech. Due to
the Zipf-like nature of the SCF data, they may just
occur in adult speech with a very low frequency. If
this turns out to be the case after further larger scale
experiments, it would indicate that most CDS SCFs
are indeed a subset of those in adult speech but the
frequencies of the SCF in the two corpora differ substantially.
Our results may also support Valian’s (1990) findings that 4% of parental replies to children are ungrammatical, and 16% grammatical but not fully acceptable (examples from our CDS corpus include
“play this together?”, “another one missing.”). Such
utterances explain at least partly why there are SCFs
present in the CHILDES lexicon that are missing
from the BNC. Valian also found that adults tend to
reply to children using an utterance which is lexically and structurally similar to the child’s sentence
(5% verbatim, 30% structurally similar). Since
child speech at 2;7yrs (the average age of child subject in our CDS corpus) is usually simpler than adult
speech ((Nice, 1925) and (Brown, 1973)) such repetition could help to boost the relative frequency of
simpler frames in the CHILDES lexicon.

5 Observations
Some prevailing theories of language acquisition
(e.g. that of Landau & Gleitman (1985)) suggest
that verb SCFs provide convergent evidence on the
meaning of a verb. These theories rely on the assumption that the frames provided in a child’s input
are adequately diverse to support learning. Meanwhile, Snow (1986) suggests that CDS plays an
important rôle in the facilitation of acquisition. If
Snow and Landau & Gleitman are both correct then
we would perhaps hope to find that CDS is diverse
in terms of its SCFs.
This appears to conflict with earlier small-scale
empirical studies (e.g. (Snow, 1986)) which suggest
that while CDS is quite complex (displaying, for example, the full range of conventional indirectness) it
is syntactically much simpler than speech between
adults. Our empirical results obtained from automatic SCF analysis of large-scale data 2 show conclusively that CDS is not only significantly simpler
but also syntactically very different than speech between adults. Perhaps then, the rôle of CDS is to
encourage the acquisition of simple frames, providing a basis from which more complex frames may
be developed.
2
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SVCs. Predicate nouns are in general nominal parts
of complex predicates (including SVCs).

Abstract
We introduce a bilingual MR lexicon of Swedish
support verb constructions that lemmatizes their
noun components (predicate nouns). The lexicon
is meant to be part of a valency lexicon of
common Swedish verbs. It is based on the
valency theory developed within the Functional
Generative Description and it is enriched with
Lexical Functions. In order to give the user some
insight into event structure features of support
verb constructions we concentrate on the
morphosyntactic behavior of the predicate nouns
and observe telicity in the entire constructions.
1

3
3.1

Benefits of the SVC Lexicon for the users

An SVC is usually semantically transparent. Its
meaning is concentrated in the noun phrase, while
the semantic content of the verb is reduced or
generalized. The matching verb is unpredictable,
though often a metaphorical motivation can be
traced back. Implicitly, SVCs affect the foreign
language reception less than the production (Heid,
1998), (Malmgren, 2002) and (Schroten, 2002).
Besides itemizing the commonest SVCs and
giving their Czech translation equivalents, the
lexicon aims at providing the users with relevant
SVC-construction rules for varying communication
needs with special regard to event structure.

Introduction
This paper describes bilingual lexicographical
processing of support verbs in a recently launched
project of an XML-based Swedish-Czech lexicon
of common Swedish verbs. The lexicon is meant to
help advanced Czech learners of Swedish to master
phrase-dependent uses of the commonest lexical
verbs that often show a tendency to
grammaticalization (as defined by (Hopper, 1987))
and further analyzed by (Heine, Claudi and
Hünnemeyer, 1991), such as sätta (put), ge (give),
gå (go) or falla (fall). One of such grammaticalized
uses of common verbs is their acting as support
verbs. Support verb constructions are treated in a
separate sublexicon, which is the issue of this
paper.

2

Capturing SVCs in the Lexicon

3.2

Describing Verbs with a Lexicon of Nouns

If we look upon SVCs as collocations, the noun
is the base, while the verb is the collocate - cf. e.g.
(Malmgren, 2002), (Čermák, 2003) and (Schroten,
2002). Even in the cross-linguistic perspective it is
the noun that constitutes the common denominator
for equivalent support verb constructions, whereas
the support verbs do not necessarily match.
Focusing on nouns both enables the enumeration
of all verbs semantically related to the given noun
together at one place and a more systematic
description of restrictions in morphological
number, article use and adjectival or pronominal
modifications in the nouns. Inspired by (Hopper
and Thompson, 1980), (Lindvall, 1998) and
(Bjerre, 1999), we believe that morphosyntactic
behavior of the noun together with lexical features
of the support verb determine the event structure of
the entire SVC in context.

Support Verb Constructions, Support Verbs,
Predicate Nouns
Support verb constructions (SVCs) are
combinations of a lexical verb and a noun
containing a predication. From the semantic point
of view, the noun seems to be part of a complex
predicate rather than the object (or subject) of the
verb, despite what the surface syntax suggests.
Support verbs are understood as verbs occurring in
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3.3

predicate noun and the event described by the
support verb are atelic, such as ha besvär (have
problems). An SVC is marked as telic when
a) both the event described by the predicate
noun and the event described by the support
verb are telic, e.g. fatta beslut (take a
decision)
b) the event described by the support verb is
atelic and the event described by the
predicate noun is telic, e.g. dra en slutsats
(draw a conclusion)
c) the event described by the support verb is
telic and the event described by the
predicate noun is atelic, e.g. få besvär (get
problems).

Event Structure Hints in the Lexicon

SVCs are often referred to as one means of
marking event structure in non-aspect languages. A
kind of event structure opposition is assumed
between a SVC and its corresponding synthetic
predicate (when there is any). SVCs can emphasize
inchoativity,
durativity
and
terminativity.
However, this gives no direct correspondence to
the Slavic category of aspect which apparently is
the product of more event structure features in
combination, one of which being telicity.
(Lindvall, 1998) looks into transitivity, treating
it as interplay between noun definiteness (not
limited to article use) and verbal perfectivity,
considering them two sides of the same coin.
Telicity plays a substantial role in her inferences.
Noun definiteness is a grammatical category in
Swedish, as it employs articles in nouns, whereas
verbal aspect is a grammatical category in Czech,
as Czech (often) employs morphological means to
express aspect in verbs. Swedish does not have the
grammatical category of verbal aspect and Czech
does not have the grammatical category of noun
definiteness. Telicity is only a lexical semantic
feature of verbs and verbal constructions in both
languages.

The event a) describes the termination of a
process, and so does the event b) while the event c)
describes the onset of a state, thus is inchoative
(inceptive). When considering the SVC as a
compound of a "verbal" and a "nominal" event it is
obvious that the "nominal" event does not switch
with the "verbal" event, as the "verbal" event does
not actually "take place" due to the semantic
depletion in support verbs (cf. (Fillmore, Johnson
and Petruck, 2003)). It rather inherits some of the
verb's semantic components, as shown by the
examples. The examples also suggest a semantic
opposition between an underspecified original state
and the new state described by the "nominal"
event. This implies that such SVCs are transitions.
(Bjerre, 1998) claims: "SVCs denoting transitions
are invariably achievements, either inchoatives or
causatives; the SV always denotes an
underspecified subevent1." Transitions are telic
events (cf. e.g. (Pustejovsky, 1991)). Hence SVCs
like a), b) and c) will be marked as telic.
Still sticking to Nakhimovsky's definition of
telicity, it is to be specified which of the two
subevents in a compound event like transition is
expected to be the telic process that has the "builtin terminal point that is reached in the normal
course of events and beyond which the process
cannot continue" (see above). To keep the premise
that transitions are telic, the telic event must be the
subevent1 represented by the given support verb.
The telicity marking refers to the entire SVC, but
at the same time also to the support verb, no matter
what the telicity conditions of its core meaning (i.e.
of the most cognitively salient one) are like. E.g.
draw would be intuitively classified as atelic when
standing outside the context, but draw as a support
verb in draw a conclusion would be telic.

In this lexicon, we try to gather relevant
information about the interplay between a given
Swedish support verb and its predicate noun to
give the Czech user an idea about the structure of
the event described by the entire SVC. We apply
Hopper and Thompson’s conception of transitivity,
i.e. we do not confine the description to predicate
nouns as direct objects of support verbs.
3.4

Telicity Marking of SVCs

Telicity, introducing values "telic" and "atelic"
should be regarded as independent of "aspect" with
its values "perfective" and "imperfective". More to
this issue see (Nakhimovsky, 1996), e.g. p. 170n:
"A verb lexeme is telic if a simple declarative
sentence in the past tense in which that lexeme is
the main predicate is a telic sentence. A sentence is
telic if it describes a telic process. A process is
telic if it has a built-in terminal point that is
reached in the normal course of events and beyond
which the process cannot continue." However, this
definition does not require that the sentence must
express that the terminal point has been reached.
Whether the terminal point was reached or not is
the information provided by the category of aspect
which is independent of telicity. We mark the
entire SVCs by "telic"/"atelic". An SVC is marked
as atelic when both the event described by the

4

Lexicon Architecture

The structure of the noun lexicon was mainly
inspired by VALLEX, the FGD-based valency
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lexicon of Czech verbs (Straňáková-Lopatková et.
al., 2002). Some features were taken from PDTVALLEX, see (Hajič et al., 2003), which is a
supporting lexicon for the manual annotation of the
Prague Dependency Treebank. Though based on a
lexicon primarily designed for treebanking, the
lexicon of predicate nouns has neither been created
on the basis of a Swedish treebank, nor is it
intended for treebank annotation in the immediate
future. The reason for choosing the (PDT-)
VALLEX-like shape is that the formalized, yet still
human-readable structure of (PDT-)VALLEX
seems promising for keeping the desired level of
consistency even when treating opaque linguistic
phenomena. Applied to a FGD-based Swedish
treebank, it would hopefully make a treebanking
reference of the same quality as (PDT-)VALLEX.
Unlike (PDT-)VALLEX, this lexicon is bilingual
and sorts the collocational patterns of the nouns by
Lexical Functions (Wanner, 1996). These
additional features make its structure more
complex.
4.1

4.1.2 Lexical Functions (LF)
Lexical Functions are part of the Meaning-TextTheory developed by Igor Mel'čuk and his
collaborators (Mel'čuk, 1988), (Kahane, 2003).
They enable a systematic description of
"institutionalized"
language-specific
lexical
relations in lexica for both human and
computational use. There are two elementary types
of LFs – paradigmatic and syntagmatic – and this
paper concerns only the latter, which capture
asymmetrical lexical relations. In terms of
collocations, when two lexical units are collocates,
one is usually the base that "selects" the other
lexical unit to render a certain meaning together.
The MTT captures it by the mathematical
functional notation: LFi (X) = Y, where X is called
the keyword (the collocational base) and Y the
value of the LFi (the collocate). LFs can assign one
value or a set of values to a given keyword. The
values stand in the same lexical relation towards
the keyword but they are not necessarily
synonymous. The LFs describe the semantic
relation between the keyword and the values. For
examples and more details see (Wanner, 1996).

Theoretical Background

4.2

4.1.1 Functional Generative Description (FGD)
The valency of the nouns has been described
within the FGD framework. FGD is a formal
stratificational language description framework,
which makes use of achievements of the classical
linguistics, going back to the functional-structural
Prague School. For the purpose of this lexicon, we
will concentrate on its tectogrammatical level that
describes the underlying structure of a sentence,
retaining the vagueness or indistinctness of the
natural language.
Cross-linguistically, the – still language-specific
– tectogrammatical representations of parallel texts
are more similar than their surface syntax
representations (which is supposed to be of benefit
in machine translation (Hajič, 2002)). For more
detailed description see (Sgall, Hajičová and
Panevová, 1986) and (Panevová, 1980). The theory
of FGD has been implemented in the Prague
Dependency Treebank project (Sgall, Panevová,
Hajičová, 2004).
In treebank annotation at the tectogrammatical
level, only autosemantic lexical units are
represented by nodes labelled by functors. A
functor describes the semantic relation of each
given node to its governing node. The left-to-right
order of the nodes corresponds to the scale of
communicative dynamism, to mirror the topicfocus configuration.

Entry Structure

This section gives a simplified description of the
main elements and attributes of the lexicon
microstructure as they are defined in the DTD. The
elements are ordered as follows:
On the topmost level, the lexicon is divided into
word entries. Each word entry relates to one
headword lemma and its possible spelling variants.
Homonyms get each an indexed word entry.
The element "Word Entry" comprises the
elements "Headword lemma" and "Frame entry"
(see Fig. 1). The former gives the lemma of the
noun in question and its possible spelling variants.
The latter describes the valency of the given
reading of the lemma. Mostly each frame entry
corresponds to one of the lemma's readings but
when two semantically totally different readings
happen to have identical frames, they are divided
into two frame entries. This happens e.g. when the
Czech translation equivalents differ in such an
extent that they hardly ever can replace one
another in the context.
4.2.1 Frame Entry
A valency frame is modelled as a sequence of
frame slots. Each frame slot corresponds to one
complementation of the noun in question. Each slot
is assigned a functor according to its semantic
relation towards the governing noun. Each slot
includes an enumeration of its surface forms.
Surface forms of complementations of the given
predicate noun are defined by the basic
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morphosyntactic categories, e.g. part of speech,
gender, number, case, degree, definiteness and
verb form. When the complementations are
attached to the predicate noun by a preposition, the
preposition is also recorded. The morphosyntactic
categories are expressed by means of the SUC
tagset (Ejerhed et al., 1992).

a copula-like meaning, e.g. fall ill. (= start to be
ill).
In Func, the predicate noun is the subject of the
verb, e.g. The accusation came from John.
The numbers denote indexes of the
complementations (participants) of the events
described. No. 1 is the Actor, No. 2 is the Patient.
When an LF is specified by 1, it means that the
Actor of the verbal event is identical with the
Actor of the event described by the noun. When an
LF is specified by 2, it means that the Actor of the
verbal event is identical with the Patient of the
event described by the noun.
Another LFs can complement the basic LFs,
such as Phasal LFs, Causative LFs, the LF Anti
and the LF Prox. These are LFs used by this
lexicon. The Anti-LF is mainly stated when the
negation of the predicate noun is not allowed to
negate the SVC and other means have to be used
instead, such as the negation of the verb or using a
support verb with the opposite meaning. The AntiLF is not being stated consequently due to the
lacking lexical evidence.

Fig.1: A word entry for kritik (criticism) with
two valency frames. The first frame includes the
surface forms of the complementations by means
of the SUC tagset.

4.2.4 Typical Morphosyntactic Representations
of the Noun
The lemma noun itself is represented in the
SVC-frame as a slot. The idea behind is that SVCframes from the lexicon of predicate nouns will be
interlinked with the not yet existing lexicon of
common verbs. In the lexicon of common verbs
support verb uses will be represented as separate
valency frames with a special functor for predicate
nouns. In the lexicon of predicate nouns the verb is
not yet presented as a node but it is just listed as a
text string within the noun frame.
Like any other slot, also the predicate-noun
contains a set of SUC tags describing its
morphosyntactic behavior in the given SVC (e.g.
restrictions in number).
Two more attributes are attached to the noun
slot to specify whether the predicate noun can be
modified by an adjective or a possessive pronoun
and to state the morphosyntactic conditions
regarding the noun definiteness in combination
with an adjectival attribute. (As in all major
Germanic languages, article use is no longer an
issue when the noun is determined by a possessive
pronoun.)
The adjectival attribute would obtain the functor
RSTR (Restrictive Adjunct), while the possessive
pronoun would obtain the functor APP
(Appurtenance). Following configurations can
occur in Swedish:
- no attribute can be inserted into the SVC
(RSTR_impossible)

4.2.2 SVC-Frames
A sequence of SVC-frames nested in each
frame-entry enumerates support verbs that
typically occur with the given reading of the
predicate noun in question (see Fig. 2). Each SVCframe is defined by a combination of LFs (the
basic and the complementary LFs, for more details
see below) and by telicity conditions (attribute
values "telic"/"atelic"). Each SVC-frame can
comprise deliberately many support verbs. The
verbs are displayed together with the predicate
nouns as the entire SVCs, followed by Czech
equivalents. Usually the sequence of SVCs with
their Czech equivalents is followed by a sequence
of example sentences taken from PAROLE, an mstagged Swedish corpus (http://spraakbanken.gu.se).
4.2.3 Lexical Functions in SVC-Frames
The lexicon of predicate nouns regards the
predicate nouns as keywords of the basic Lexical
Functions Oper1, Oper2, Labor1,2, Copul and Func.
Their values are by definition verbs.
In Oper, the predicate noun is a direct object of a
transitive support verb, e.g. pay attention) or a
prepositional object of an intransitive support verb,
e.g. get in touch.
In Labor, the predicate noun is a prepositional
object of a transitive verb, e.g. subject sb to
an interrogation.
In Copul, the noun (or the adjective) is part of
the predicate, in which a lexical verb has acquired
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- an attribute can be inserted into the SVC and it
can either be an adjective or a possessive pronoun
(RSTR_possible)
- the attribute (adjective or a possessive
pronoun) is obligatory (RSTR_obligatory)
- the obligatory attribute must only have the
form of a possessive pronoun (APP_only_RSTR)
- no adjectival attribute can be inserted but the
predicate noun can occur as part of a compound
(compound_RSTR_only)
The conditions of indefinite article use in
singular are rather complicated in Swedish SVCs,
growing even more complex when an adjectival
attribute is employed. Following configurations
can occur:
- the predicate noun has no article without an
attribute but gets it when employing an attribute
(article_RSTR_dependent)
- the predicate noun never gets the indefinite
article (zero_article)
- the predicate noun always has the indefinite
article (article_obligatory)
- the predicate noun without an attribute can both
occur with and without the indefinite article.
(article_unrestricted).
Variations of the indefinite article in SVCs with
an attribute combined with a restriction in the
attributeless form were not considered, as they are
unlikely to occur.
The morphosyntactic behavior of predicate
nouns has been checked in the Swedish PAROLE
corpus.

and to make the editing more convenient. Thus we
cannot present any statistical information, let alone
any evaluation of the user’s experinces at the
moment.
The most frequent SVCs have been extracted
from the PAROLE corpus and taken from three
publications. The outstanding studies by (Dura,
1997), (Ekberg, 1993) and (Malmgren, 2002)
together with our own investigations in the
PAROLE corpus have already yielded a list of
predicate nouns that should be included into the
lexicon by manual lexicographical processing. We
would also like to add frequency information into
the lexicon. It was not attempted during this
experimental stage, as quantitative analyses would
be a rather tedious task in the unlemmatized
PAROLE corpus. However, the authors kindly let
us have the entire PAROLE. Thanks to that, we
can try and get the corpus lemmatized before the
lexicographical routine is seriously launched.
6

In Swedish there is apparently no way to infer
aspect directly from the lexical features of the
respective verbs. However, it is possible to state
the telicity conditions and the common
morphosyntactic representation of predicate nouns
in SVCs, which could be a help to Czech speakers
who easily get puzzled by the lexical way of
expressing event structure in Germanic languages.
This lexicon description considers the interplay
between the support verb and the predicate noun
one of the more universal principles within the
lexicon that (Pustejovsky, 2000) refers to as
syntagmatic processes. We consider it possible to
describe lexical features of the entire SVCs. The
enumeration
of
possible
article-adjective
configurations (that are not synonymous precisely
regarding the event structure) suggests possible
event structure features of a given SVC when
employed in context.
Even the very rough deconstruction and telicity
notation of very few SVCs together with the
notation of phasal and causative LFs suggests that
SVCs can be a means of transforming states and
processes into transitions. This already makes up a
small hint for Czech speakers how to refine their
way of expressing event structure by making their
choices between a synthetic predicate and the
matching SVC in Swedish.

Fig. 2: The support verb entry nested in the first
frame of kritik. It is defined by the Lexical
Function Oper1. It includes the telicity marking,
the description of morphosyntactic characteristics
of the predicate noun kritik in combination with the
SVs framföra, ge and rikta (in square brackets
after each verb), and Czech translation equivalents
(in italics). Also an example with reference to the
PAROLE-corpus is attached.
5

Conclusion
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Further Work

So far, we have only worked with around twenty
sample entries to refine the lexicon architecture
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Abstract
In this position paper we present the research on
verb predicates that we have carried out until
now for Catalan, Spanish, and Basque, and we
outline the framework of our future research,
which is based on the idea that it is necessary
to include syntagmatic and statistic information
in lexical resources, such as WordNet, in order
to use it in tasks of information extraction from
annotated corpora, and in automatic syntactic
and semantic tagging of corpora.

1

Introduction

The main goal of this position paper is to summarize the work on verb predicates that we developed in the last years from several perspectives: lexical semantics, corpus linguistics, and
the semantic-syntax interface. Starting from
that, and taking into consideration recent developments in the field, we sketch a working framework for the automatically semantic tagging
of corpora taking advantage of the existing (but
limited) semantic resources we have, and of the
syntactic information they contain.
In section 2 we explain the motivations of our
work, in section 3 we describe the work made
until now and we evaluate it, and in section 4
we put forward a framework of future research.

2

Setting

This proposal is the result of several years of
research in lexical semantics and corpus linguistics. In our analysis of Spanish, Catalan, and
Basque verbs we found that studies about predicates in the fields of lexical semantics and
the semantics-syntax interface show a lack of
adjustment between the theoretical linguistic
analysis and the real problems arising from automatic corpus processing.
Languages do not behave equally regarding
the process of automatic analysis. The fact that
English is a fixed constituent–order language
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allows a better adjustment between the theoretical description expressed in the computational
lexicon and grammar, and the texts to be analyzed. Catalan, Spanish, and Basque are free
constituent–order languages. This characteristic makes more complex the treatment of basic sentences and of the position of arguments.
This is why the development of NLP tools, basically lexicons and grammars, has produced
relatively poor results and has made evident
the mismatch between theoretical work and real
samples of language.
As it has been proposed in the literature, lexicons and grammars apart from containing linguistically motivated theoretical information should also incorporate information
about coocurrence frequencies and about collocations. Our hypothesis is that adding this information makes the resources more efficient as
NLP tools. Thus it is necessary to fill the gap
between lexical resources and corpora by enriching lexical resources with syntagmatic information extracted from real samples of language.

3

Background

The authors of this article have worked in individual and in common projects related to NLP
from different approaches: lexical semantics,
analysis of predicates, and corpus analysis. In
what follows a general description of these research directions is presented with the aim of
justifying and establishing the basis for future
work.
3.1 Lexical semantics
The knowledge sources and the training corpus for Basque, Catalan, and Spanish that were
used in the Senseval–2 and Senseval–3 competitions have been developed adopting a lexical
semantics perspective.
The quality of lexical resources used in the development of tagged corpus is one of the aspects
that has been less taken into account in the Sen-

seval competition. We carried out an experiment in which four different resources were evaluated: Minidir (Márquez et al., 2004), DRAE,
EuroWordNet, and a dictionary based on the
proposal by (Veronis, 2001). The aim of this
experiment was to evaluate the quality of the
resources and its effects in the results of the
disambiguation tasks. The experiment consisted in letting the same corpus be annotated by
three different annotators with each of the three dictionaries. The starting hypothesis was
that the higher agreement between annotators
would determine which was the lexical resource
with more quality. As a result of this research
it was found that the corpora with highest degree of agreement between annotators were the
corpora annotated with the dictionary elaborated following (Veronis, 2001)’s model1 and with
MiniDir, a dictionary elaborated specifically for
the Senseval competition, in which a criterium
of minimum granularity of senses was applied.
The average of senses per entry is 4. The degree of agreement in these cases was 90%. Both
DRAE and EWN gave quite lesser results, between 60% and 70% of agreement.
In Senseval–3 the groups that had worked
on Spanish showed a considerable improvement
with respect to those of Senseval–2. Later it
was found that the cause of the improvement
was the methodology applied in the elaboration
of the training corpus (Márquez et al., 2004):
the same disambiguation system achieves better results if it is trained with the Senseval–3
corpus, than if it is trained with the Senseval–2
corpus.
In the context of Senseval–3, annotators were
asked about the linguistic knowledge they were
using when assigning senses to words. There
was general agreement in considering that the
syntagmatic information contained in MiniDir
about collocations was essential, as well as the
examples. Besides, all of them coincided in considering that the disambiguation of nouns and
adjectives was resolved by looking at the strict
local context, whereas for verbs it was necessary
to identify subject and object.
From all this we deduce, firstly, that the syntagmatic information plays a main role in the
disambiguation process, as already pointed out
by (Veronis, 2001). Secondly, it seems necessary to have information about the subject and
object in order to identify the sense of a verb.
1

Only four entries were elaborated following this mo-

del.
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In (Nica et al., 2004) it is shown that the definition of syntactic patterns in a corpus and the extraction of paradigmatic information from them
brings the corpus closer to the lexical resource
and improves the quality of WSD systems.
3.2 Analysis of predicates
With the aim of elaborating a manual verbal
classification based on syntactic–semantic criteria, we carried out several studies in the line of
(Levin, 1993). The goal was to identify the diathesis in Catalan, Spanish, and Basque (Aldezabal, 2004), and to define verb semantic classes.
This work showed that establishing basic criteria to explain the relation between the diathesis and the verb senses is not straightforward,
and that there are difficulties in distinguishing
between diatheses and syntagmatic configuration. We produced a list of basic diatheses for
1.200 verbs of Catalan and Spanish, and for 100
verbs in Basque. In the case of Catalan and
Spanish the 1200 verbs were grouped in two
big classes: verbs of change (which accept the
anticausative alternation) and verbs of transfer
(which accept the underspecification of the trajectory component).
In the case of Basque, the same theoretical
perspective was adopted, but instead of restricting the analysis to some verb classes, each verb
was analyzed taking into consideration its occurrences in the corpus, as well as other diatheses alternations that Basque allows. This study
showed that for syntactic alternations to have
semantic classification power it is necessary to
define in a declarative way what is an alternation, and the semantics it reflects (why certain
structures form an alternation, which roles or
semantic components do participate in it, which
are the syntactic phenomena to take into account). Otherwise, when trying to identify the
alternations for every verb in the corpus, doubts
appear from the very first example.
In sum, those and recent studies for other
languages (Schulte im Walde and Erk, 2005)
showed that the problem of semantic verb classification, far from being solved, was becoming
more complex, and that behind that problem
lies the sense disambiguation problem.
3.3 Work with corpus
The authors have collaborated in the development of three treebanks with syntactic and semantic information (3LB corpus). The treebanks are three corpus of 100.000 words for Catalan, Spanish, and Basque, syntactically tag-

ged with phrases and functions. A subset of
the corpus has been semantically tagged with
WordNet (Palomar et al., 2004). In the Spanish 3LB corpus all nouns, verbs, and adjectives
have been tagged. The Cast3LB corpus has approximately 1.400 verbs. In the Catalan corpus
the same has been done for 10.000 words.
It is well known how difficult the elaboration
of semantically tagged corpus is and how much
human effort it costs. Although the data available are sparse, 3LB constitutes the first attempt
at providing these languages with a corpus annotated with syntactic and semantic information.
The relation between the senses of a verb and
the WordNet senses for subjects and objects
can be automatically extracted from the 3LB
corpus. Additionally, it is also possible to obtain the syntagmatic structures associated with
every verb sense. Data sparseness is the problem that arises in this case, since in order to extract syntactic-semantic information the quantity of examples available is insufficient.
In addition to the 3LB corpus, the Spanish, Catalan, and Basque corpus developed for
the lexical sample task in the Senseval–2 and
Senseval–3 competitions are available. This corpus has 200 examples for each of the 50 words
selected for the lexical sample task, which sums
up a total of 10.000 sentences with only 1 tagged word. 10 of the 50 words are verbs (2.000
exemples).

4

Research lines

As it has been said above, we consider that for
lexical resources to be useful in language analysis tasks (parsing), as well as in WSD task, it is
necessary to enrich them with syntagmatic information. This is what the experiments carried
out for tagging the corpus show. The problems
that arise are how to acquire this knowledge automatically or semiautomatically, while at the
same time guaranteeing its quality, how it will
be coded later, and how it will be used.
It is our purpose to develop basic resources
for Spanish, Catalan, and Basque in order to
provide necessary tagged corpora that will allow
carrying out machine learning experiments. In
what follows, we propose some strategies based
on automatic methods to create some of those
resources.
4.1 Semantic disambiguation
Taking as a basis the material that we already
have (projects 3LB and Senseval–3), our main
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goal is to perform an experimental study about
the possible correlation between verb senses and
semantic type of objects. The information obtained in this way will be added to shallow parsed corpora.
In order to do that we will start from the
3LB corpus (100.000 words), which has both
syntactic (functions) and semantic information
(synsets of WordNet) for the categories noun,
verb, and adjective. For all the senses of verbs
with a frequency rate higher than 20, we will
extract the noun acting as head of the direct
object (DO) and the associated synset. After
that we will obtain its specification mark (Montoyo, 2002) for the list of direct objects of each
sense. This is to say, we will find out in WordNet the lower synset (hypernym) that includes
all or most of the synsets associated with the
heads of the DO. Our hypothesis is that this
node or specification mark defines, for every
sense, a subset of EWN where candidates to DO
can be found.
In order to verify the relevance of the results
obtained, we will check in the Senseval-3 corpus
(where only verbs are annotated with synsets) if
there exist heads of NPs in the subset of EWN
defined by the specification mark. If the result
is positive, it will be considered a positive proof
in the verification of the hypothesis. If the result is negative, the corpus Senseval–3 will be
annotated syntactically, following the methodology defined for 3LB, with the aim of obtaining
evidence about the correlation between the verb
sense and the semantic type of the object. In
the last case a wide collection of examples for
every verb is available (a minimum of 200 examples), that might provide more evidence about
the validity of the starting hypothesis.
If the results are positive, for the analyzed
verbs it will be possible to use the resulting information with the following purposes: assigning the syntactic function DO to the NPs of
shallow parsed corpora; assigning synsets to all
DO on the basis of the specification mark; and
semantically tagging the analyzed verbs.
We do not consider making the same study
with subjects because in the three languages
the subject is usually omitted, and because it
is less determining in the semantics of verbs. A
next step would be to analyze the prepositional
arguments.

4.2

6

Enriching EWN with syntagmatic
information

The information obtained from the previous experiments can be inserted in EWN. For every
verbal synset it would be possible to express
the nominal synsets that appear as an object,
so that this information can be used in WSD
processes.
4.3

Syntax–semantics interface

The 3LB corpus provides the necessary information to find out if it exists a correlation between syntactic structures and verbal senses.
For example, for each main verb, the Cast3LB
and Cat3LB corpora provide information like
the specific sense of the verb, the main complements related to this verb, the kind of phrase,
the syntactic function of the complements related to the verb, the head of each complement,
and its specific sense. So, from these corpora
it is possible to extract syntactic semantic patterns formed by each verb and their arguments
(Navarro et al., 2004), and it is possible to develop a lexical data base of verb patterns.
Furthermore, we have designed a method for
the interlingua alignment of patterns (based
on the Interlingua Index of EuroWordNet), in
which each pattern is related to the patterns of
the same verb sense in other language. This
method compares the semantic and syntactic
features of each argument of each verb sense,
and aligns them if there is syntactic and semantic consistency. With this approach, the
diatheses problem is extended to a multilingual
framework: indeed, one of the main problems
in multilingual alignment of syntactic semantic
patterns is that there are different diatheses alternations in different languages (Navarro et al.,
2004).
This information can be helpful to complement the work already done about verb diatheses in Basque, Catalan, and Spanish. Starting
from this basis it is possible to carry out a translinguistic study about how each language solves
the expression of a diathetic expression.

5

Conclusions

In this position paper we have presented a methodology (4.1 and 4.2) for the syntactic and
semantic tagging of corpora using information
extracted from the 3LB multilingual treebank,
and from the automatic analysis of predicates
(4.3) of the three languages involved.
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Abstract
This paper describes our efforts to create a Unified Lexicon by extracting information from a
variety of external resources, namely our XLE
syntactic lexicon, WordNet, Cyc, and VerbNet.
The UL is built in several steps: first the information is extracted from the resources; then
it is merged into lexical entries based on word
stem, syntactic subcategorization frame, meaning concept, and WordNet class; finally, patch
files are run over the UL to create a cleaner version. The patched version of the UL is used to
extract semantics to KR mapping rules, including default rules for where gaps occur in the external resources. This paper focuses on unifying
lexical resources for verbs.

1

Introduction

There are a large number of external resources
that have been developed to describe different
aspects of the syntax, semantics, and abstract
knowledge representation of verbs. Since these
have been developed at different sites and for
different purposes, they contain different types
of information in different formats and cover different subsets of English. In order to exploit the
information in these resources, it is necessary to
merge the information and put it in a uniform
format. This paper describes our efforts to build
a Unified Lexicon (UL) with lexical entries for
verbs based on their syntactic subcategorization
in combination with their meaning as described
by WordNet, Cyc, and VerbNet.1
For our purposes, the UL needs to be both
machine and human readable. The machinereadability requirement comes from the fact
that one of the main goals of these UL entries is
to automatically extract rules which map from
1

Other external resources may be incorporated at a
later date; these four resources (XLE lexicon, WordNet,
Cyc, and VerbNet) were chosen because of their immediate relevance to the sem-kr mapping rules. ULs for other
parts of speech are also planned.
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syntax to semantics to knowledge representation (Crouch, 2005). A second use of the UL
is to determine where there are gaps in the resources and how best to create a series of defaults to fill these gaps. In order to do this, a
linguist needs to be able to look through the
UL for entries where there is missing information and then find similar entries that can be
used to patch this information either with hand
crafted rules or with defaults created from other
information, usually information from other entries in the UL.
An sample entry in the UL is shown in fig. 1
for the HittingAnObject reading of transitive
hit, as in John hit the ball. The UL entry contains information about WordNet class,
Cyc knowledge representation, and VerbNet
role mappings, role restrictions, and semantics.
Each of these types of information forms a field
in the entry, and the content of these fields can
be extremely complex (e.g., the VerbNet field in
fig. 1). There are also fields for comments, XLE
lexicon information other than the subcategorization frame, derivational morphology information, and information from PARC internal
resources. Not all fields need to contain information in a UL entry; part of the goal of building the UL is to see where gaps in information
arise across the external resources.
The creation and use of the UL involves four
steps: the data is extracted from the external
resources; the extracted data is merged into the
UL entries; the UL entries are corrected with
hand-coded and automatically created patch
files; mapping rules are extracted from the UL.

2

Extracting the Data

The current UL uses data from the XLE syntactic lexicon, a relatively complete research version of Cyc, VerbNet, and WordNet. We briefly
describe these resources and some of the issues
that arose when extracting the relevant data
from them. In all cases, the data extraction

(ul hit v v-subj-obj #$HittingAnObject
(wnet ((wn 1172806 (verb contact)) (wn 1198410 (verb contact)) (wn 1359510 (verb contact))))
(comments ())
(xle ())
(cyc (#$and (#$isa action #$HittingAnObject) (#$performedBy action subject)
(#$objectActedOn action object)))
(vnet ( (throw-17 1-1 Basic Transitive
((role subj Agent ((int control +))) (role obj Theme ((concrete +))))
(sem ((motion (during E1) Theme) (exert force (during E0) Agent Theme)
(contact (end E0) Agent Theme) (not (contact (during E1) Agent Theme))
(cause Agent E1) (meets E0 E1))))))
(deriv ())
(parc ()))
Figure 1: UL entry for HittingAnObject reading of transitive hit
is done automatically to allow us to easily update the UL when new versions of the external
resources are released.
The XLE syntactic lexicon is a lexicon associate verb stems (∼9,700) with syntactic subcategorization frames (∼25,800 stem-frame pairs).
It has been developed over the past several
years as part of the broad-coverage English LFG
grammar for the ParGram project (Butt et al.,
2002). Extraction of the data simply comprised
extracting each verb stem with its possible subcategorization frames. For example, from the
entry in (1), we extract the information that
auction can be either transitive (They auctioned
the goods) or transitive with the particle off
(They auctioned the goods off/They auctioned
off the goods).
(1)

auction v
{ @(v-subj-obj %stem)
@(subcat-source dict)
|@(v-subj-obj prt %stem off )
@(subcat-source byhand)}.

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) contains words,
in our case only verbs, organized into synonym sets which represent underlying lexical
concepts; these synonym sets are linked by relations such as hypernyms (e.g., auction is a type
of sell which is a type of exchange, change, interchange which is a type of transfer). WordNet involved basically no direct extraction for
the UL. However, WordNet class information is
crucially used to determine whether entries from
Cyc and VerbNet could be merged (section 3)
and the information as to WordNet class(es) is
recorded as being potentially useful in other aspects of the system, such as matching across
representations. In addition, we anticipate that
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WordNet classes will play a crucial role in creating patch files (section 4) to fill in entries where
there is not enough information from the other
external resources to create useful sem-kr mapping rules.
2.1

Cyc

Cyc is a general knowledge base, including a
large ontology of concepts and assertions about
these concepts (Lenat, 1995).2 Although Cyc
contains information about concepts relating to
many parts of speech, we initially extracted only
the information known to be relevant to verbs.
There were three main issues in extracting the
Cyc data for inclusion in the UL.
The first concerns lemmatizing the verb
forms. Cyc contains not just the base form
of the verb, which is what is used in the UL
entries, but also many inflected forms (e.g., in
addition to listing an entry for transitive push,
there will be duplicate entries for pushes, pushing, and pushed). To detect these duplicates, we
put each verb form through the finite-state inflectional morphology that is used with the XLE
English grammar. If this produced a stem with
verbal tags that matched an existing verb entry from Cyc, then the form was discarded and
only the lemmatized, base one was kept. As discussed in section 4, not all the verbs in Cyc were
known to the morphology (e.g., windsurfed) and
so some inflected entries had to be deleted with
patch files.
The second issue involved the encoding of
subcategorization frames in Cyc. These frames
are labelled as to valency and sometimes phrasestructure type, but not usually with grammat2

Cyc also contains a reasoning engine which is not
used in construction of the UL.

ical functions. For example, the frame #$DitransitiveNPCompFrame indicates a verb which
takes a subject and two additional NP arguments, such as I gave him a book. This must be
mapped into grammatical functions as taking
a subject, an object, and a secondary/thematic
object (subj-obj-objth). In some cases, a Cyc
frame might map into more than one grammatical function frame. Since there are relatively
few frames listed per verb in Cyc, one of the purposes of the UL is to determine what strategies
can be used to fill in Cyc-type KR for frames
that are not listed. For example, if Cyc only
listed the that-clause version of a verb and a
wh-clause version was found in the XLE lexicon
and/or VerbNet, could the that-clause information from Cyc be reasonably ported to the whclause one? Strategies for using the UL to fill
gaps in external resources like Cyc are the subject of further research; however they must all
make use of the patch file mechanism described
in section 3.
A final issue with extracting the Cyc data involved the WordNet classes used in Cyc. Cyc
associates the relevant WordNet class with a
particular meaning of a verb. This information can be used to then associate these meanings with the relevant VerbNet meaning since
VerbNet also include WordNet classes (section
2.2). However, two problems arose in doing this.
The first was that Cyc uses an older version
of WordNet than VerbNet. So, Cyc’s WordNet class information had to be converted to
the newer WordNet version. A second, more
significant problem is that Cyc often uses the
WordNet class for the relevant noun instead of
verb. Given that Cyc is largely concerned with
meaning and hence abstracts away from peculiarities of English syntax, this use of nominal
classes for verbs is not unreasonable. However,
the WordNet class numbers in these cases could
not be used to merge the UL entries. Instead,
these verbs had to be looked up in WordNet
and then merged based on the retrieved information. The accuracy of the resulting merges
is still being assessed, but initial inspection indicates accurate merges.
2.2

VerbNet

VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000) classifies verbs
according to Levin verb classes (Levin, 1993).
It includes syntactic subcategorization information, information about thematic roles (e.g.,
agent, patient), and basic lexical semantics (see
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fig. 1). There were three main issues in extracting the VerbNet data for inclusion in the UL.
The first was converting VerbNet subcategorization frames into ones that were compatible
with the XLE lexicon. This was difficult because the VerbNet subcategorization information is listed not as grammatical function information but rather as abstractions over the cannonical phrase structure tree. For example, the
frame corresponding to present in I presented a
solution to him, is represented as in (2) (simplified from the original xml version).
(2) NP(Agent,[ ]),
verb,
NP(Theme,[ ]),
Prep(to,[ ]), NP(Recipient,[ ])
From this, we extract the grammatical function
specified subcategorization frame v-subj-objobl(to). To do this, we determine that the NP
before verb is a subject, which will be linked
to the Agent in the UL representation, and the
NP immediately after verb is an object, which
will be linked to the Theme. The NP following
the Prep will be an oblique whose prepositional
form must be to and this oblique will be the
Recipient. This extraction becomes extremely
involved for verbs which take NP small clauses,
particles, expletives, or verbal complements.
The second issue in the VerbNet extraction
was ensuring that a verb belonging to a particular VerbNet class inherited all the correct
role restrictions from the classes above it. VerbNet classes frequently contain subclasses. Any
role restrictions on the class also pertain to the
subclass (sometimes nested several deep) and
must be extracted accordingly. For example,
the transfer mesg-37.1 class which applies to
sentences such as Wanda taught French has a
restriction that its Agent is either animate or
an organization. The subclass transfer mesg37.1-1 which applies to sentences such as Wanda
taught the students French and its subclass
transfer mesg-37.1-1-1 for Wanda taught the
students both inherit this restriction.
The final issue with VerbNet was that many
verb frames have implicit roles. These roles
are determined by looking at the semantics provided for the verb. If there is a thematic role
mentioned that is preceded by a ?, e.g. ?Topic,
then it is implicitly present in the verb frame
and may have role restrictions on it. For example, the transcribe-25.4 class for The secretary
transcribed the speech has an implicit Destination role which is restricted to being concrete.
Note that this role is overt in other frames for

this verb, as in The secretary transcribed the
speech into the record.
To summarize, extracting the data from external resources into a format that we could
then merge into UL entries involved a significant amount of work. Even for someone intimately familiar with all the resources, the conversion would have been non-trivial. Unfortunately, these resources are involved enough that
an in-depth understanding of all of them is difficult and so much effort was spent on figuring
out what should be extracted, converting it to a
uniform format during the extraction, and then
doing quality assurance on the results.

3

Merging External Data

Extracting data from a variety of sources and
placing it in a moderately uniform format is unfortunately only part of the battle. The data
from the different sources needs to be merged.
The first stage of merging occurs in data extraction, by virtue of mapping XLE, VerbNet and
Cyc verb entries to common subcategorization
frames. However, both Cyc and VerbNet make
what amount to sense distinctions for individual verbs within a particular sub-categorization
frame. The principal task of merging these resources is therefore to identify equivalent Cyc
and VerbNet sense distinctions. This is made
harder in the case of VerbNet, since following
the Levin verb classes it marks semantically significant syntactic alternations rather than alternative senses.
Both VerbNet and Cyc associate verb entries
with WordNet sysnsets. These associations are
used to help decide whether to merge Cyc and
VerbNet entries for the same verb-subcat frame
pairs. Unfortunately, this is not completely
straight forward, for a number of reasons. (1)
Cyc uses an older release of WordNet than VerbNet. (2) VerbNet uses only verb synsets, while
Cyc often associates verbs with relevant nominal synsets. (3) Sense distinctions made by
WordNet are often too fine for, and sometimes
orthogonal to, ontological distinctions drawn
between Cyc.
Part of the merging process attempts to recalculate synsets associated with Cyc entries, as
a double check on the WordNet1.6 to 2.1 conversion process. This proceeds by identifying
all words, of any part of speech, that map onto
a particular Cyc concept, and collecting all the
synsets for these words. This forms a very approximate cluster of synsets potentially associ-
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ated with a Cyc concept, as opposed to the single synset allocated by Cyc. These clusters give
a broader target when trying to match a Cyc
entry up with a VerbNet entry. The alogorithm
is greedy: if a VerbNet entry for a verb with
a particular subcat frame has a synset that occurs in the Cyc cluster for the same verb-subcat
frame pair, then it is assumed that the two entries should be merged. This sometimes results
in multiple matches between a single Cyc entry and VerbNet entries, or vice versa. In such
cases, multiple merged entries are produced.
Automated merging of verb senses is error
prone. The patch file mechanism described in
the next section provides a necessary means for
correcting errors.

4

Patching UL Entries

In building the UL, we first extract the data
from the relevant sources (XLE lexicon, WordNet, Cyc, and VerbNet) and then merge the
information from these resources so that we
have one entry for each stem, subcategorization
frame, WordNet class, and meaning concept
combination. Each such combination forms an
id for that UL entry. This initial UL is then
modified by patch files. These files can be produced by hand or automatically. The result is a
new version of the UL and it is this version that
the sem-kr mapping rules are extracted from.
Patch files are a convenient way of keeping
a record of changes made to the UL after its
initial extraction. It is important that the UL
not be hand-edited directly. This is because the
external resources from which the UL is constructed are themselves subject to change. We
do not want to run the risk of losing hand-made
modifications to the UL when rebuilding it to
reflect a newer release of one of the external resources. By channeling all modifications to the
UL through separate patch files, we can be sure
to record any changes made
Patch files can be generated by automatically,
semi-automatically or manually. But however
they are generated, the format of a patch file
is rigidly defined. A patch file consists of an
ordered sequence of operations on UL entries,
allowing them to be deleted, inserted, merged,
or updated. Entries are identified by a key
comprising (a) the word stem, (b) the part of
speech, (c) the subcategorization frame, (d) the
WordNet synset, and (e) a concept index derived from the Cyc knowledge representation of
the word. In cases where some of the key infor-

mation is missing (typically the concept index
or the synset), null values are used.
Deletion is used to remove entries that are
unwanted either because they are incorrect or
because they will never be used in the mappings. For example, all of the inflected verb
forms from Cyc that were not eliminated in the
extraction (e.g., snowbiking) are deleted by a
patch file. An example of an incorrect reading
is that of the intransitive particle verb reading of
nod for He nodded off which is incorrectly listed
as #$NoddingOnesHead while it should only be
listed with the meaning concept associated with
falling asleep.
Insertion occurs when an entirely new entry is needed. Often, updating is used instead
of insertion because existing underspecified UL
entries, e.g. ones only with XLE lexicon and
WordNet information such as abbreviate and abdicate, can be updated with the relevant additional information.
Merge merges two or more existing UL entries
into a single new entry. Merges may be necessary where the WordNet classes did not align
perfectly and yet the intended meanings of the
two entries are identical. Often, an update to a
UL entry will result in a new entry which can
then be merged into an existing one. For example, if an incorrect subcategorization frame
has been extracted from Cyc, this frame can be
updated to the correct one and then the Cyc
entry can be merged with an existing VerbNet
one. This is done for many verbs taking prepositions since the encodings in Cyc and VerbNet
were sometimes ambiguous between verbs taking obliques and those taking particles. In such
cases, both were hypothesized in the original extraction and then updated and merged with a
patch file based on the correct analysis.
Updating replaces a specified field in the UL
with a new one.3 Three operations are possible: adding, removing, and replacing. Each of
these operates on a specified field in the UL.
The fields include the word itself, the subcategorization frame, each of the types of extracted
information (e.g., VerbNet), and a comment
field. Adding creates a value for a field where
there was none before. This can be used to insert comments into the UL entry. For example,
many VerbNet entries have oblique arguments
3
There is also an update and copy command that
copies the entry and then only updates the copy, leaving
the original entry as well. This is often used to split
entries and then merge them with several other entries.
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that the XLE grammar analyzes as adjuncts.
For example, the XLE lexicon has a transitive
use of punch but not one which takes an object
and an on oblique (e.g., He punch him on the
arm). For these verbs, a comment is inserted
stating that the oblique is an adjunct and this
comment allows the extracted sem-kr mapping
rules to look for the appropriate adjunct grammatical function instead of an oblique one. Removing deletes the information in a given field.
For example, if the VerbNet information for a
given verb was incorrect but the Cyc and XLE
information was correct, the UL entry could be
updated by removing the VerbNet field. Finally,
replacing removes the existing value for a field
and replaces it with a new one. This is used
to turn the Cyc multiword verbs into their single word equivalents. For example, the word
breathe in is replaced by breathe and simultaneously its intransitive subcategorization frame
is replaced by the intranstive frame with an in
particle. This new entry can then be merged
with the existing UL entry for that reading of
the verb.
To summarize, a system of patch files is available to modify the UL from its initial state in
which only information extracted from the external resources is used. Patch files can delete,
insert, and merge entries, as well as modify any
field in the entry. Since the rules in the patch
file are ordered, entries are often modified and
then merged to create single, accurate UL entries with information unified from all of the
external resources.

5

Results and Conclusions

This paper describes our efforts to create a Unified Lexicon by extracting information from a
variety of external resources, namely the XLE
syntactic lexicon, WordNet, Cyc, and VerbNet.
The UL is built in several steps: first the information is extracted from the resources; then
it is merged into lexical entries based on verb
stem, syntactic subcategorization frame, meaning concept, and WordNet class; finally, patch
files are run over the UL to create a cleaner version. The patched version of the UL is then used
to extract sem-kr mapping rules, including default rules for where gaps occur in the external
resources.
The current UL contains 45,704 entries for
9,835 verb lemmata. 22,208 have no VerbNet
information. 42,160 have no Cyc information.
Of these, 22,122 have neither VerbNet nor Cyc

information (e.g., adapt); that is, they effectively only contain the information from the
XLE syntactic lexicon and WordNet. 17,991
have syntactic frames which came from VerbNet and were not in the XLE lexicon; the majority of these are frames with multiple oblique
PP arguments (e.g., The witch turned him from
a prince into a frog) and various types of resultatives (e.g., Linda taped the box shut) and
middles (e.g., Labels tape easily to that kind of
cover).
There is still much work to be done to fully
exploit the UL in our syntax to semantics to
KR mapping system. The next task is to extract mapping rules from the UL and incorporate them into the sem-kr mapping system.
Then patch files need to be created to systematically fill in some of the gaps in the UL. Since
there are many entries with VerbNet information but no Cyc information, we hope to use the
VerbNet information to make informed guesses
as to the Cyc meaning of the verb. In addition,
WordNet classes may be used to determine the
closest synonym for a given verb and the entry
for that synonym could then be used to augment
the UL entry for that verb.
Longer term work includes the incorporation
of other external resources into the UL (e.g.,
derivational morphology, ComLex, FrameNet).
In addition, ULs are being created for other
parts of speech, including nouns and adjectives.
The immediate need for these in our system is
less pressing than for the verb UL described
here because the external resources, in particular Cyc, can be used directly as a temporary
measure.
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McRae et al., submitted; Van Berkum et al., in
press). The more information that has been
processed and the more relevant this information
has been, the more the semantic field of an
upcoming word can be narrowed down.
We contrast prediction to lexical priming.
Lexical priming takes place at the level of
individual words: an incoming word is processed
faster when it is associatively related to a previous
word.

Abstract
We present a Cross-Modal Lexical Priming
experiment that shows priming of verbs before
their actual occurrence at the end of main
clauses in Dutch. We suggest that these results
indicate that listeners make predictions about
the upcoming verb when processing verb-final
constructions. Post-hoc off-line tests fail to
support the alternative hypothesis that the
effect indicates direct priming from the object
head noun (lexical priming).
1

2

Predicting nouns

A verb imposes both syntactic and semantic
constraints on its arguments, and it has been found
repeatedly that during on-line sentence processing
these constraints are accessed immediately upon
encountering the verb. Verbs that have a more
complex argument structure take longer to process
(Shapiro et al., 1991) and arguments that occur
later in the sentence are checked against these
constraints (Friederici & Frisch, 2000). It is only a
small additional step to assume that the processor
uses the information released by the verb to set up
predictions on information that has yet to come.
Indeed, evidence has been found for prediction
of nouns on the basis of the preceding sentence
context in a visual world experiment (Altmann &
Kamide, 1999). In this paradigm participants listen
to sentences and at the same time inspect a semirealistic visual scene. The results suggested that
information about the verb (sometimes in
combination with the subject) is used to restrict the
domain of plausible arguments (direct objects) that
are to follow the verb.
Recently, Van Berkum et al. (2002, in press)
showed that in certain circumstances people can
even use discourse information to narrow down the
semantic domain to one specific noun. In an ERP
experiment they studied Dutch spoken twosentence stories that ended in either an expected
noun, or a perfectly possible, but less expected
noun (based on off-line cloze tests). These nouns
always differed in gender, which in Dutch
influences the inflection of the adjective. When
comparing the unexpected inflection condition
with the expected inflection condition, results
showed an early positive deflection emerging

Introduction

In certain circumstances people are able to
predict (or: anticipate) upcoming sentential
information quite successfully (e.g. in the ‘cloze
procedure’, where participants have to complete a
sentence fragment). For on-line processing, ERP
experiments (starting with Kutas and Hillyard,
1984) have repeatedly demonstrated that a less
plausible1 or less expected upcoming word results
in a greater amplitude of the N400. However, most
ERP experiments showing this effect used a selfpaced reading paradigm or presented spoken words
with intervals between the words. It is a matter of
debate whether prediction also plays a role when
sentences are spoken rapidly and fluently, when
the situation does not ‘encourage’ these processes.
In this paper we will review some literature
suggesting that prediction indeed plays a role
during more ‘natural’ language processing. We
will try to expand this literature, which mainly
addresses the prediction of nouns, to some recent
findings on the prediction of verbs. Finally, we will
present new data that suggest that in verb-final
sentences, verbs can be predicted during ongoing
spoken sentence processing.
We do not use prediction in the strict sense of
the word. Rather, we assume that during sentence
or discourse processing all information is used
incrementally to restrict the plausible semantic
domain of upcoming words (in line with e.g.,
1

In most ERP research plausibility is operationalized
as ‘cloze probability’: the proportion of participants that
respond with the same word (in a cloze test)
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directly after the inflection, before the onset of the
noun, so before the standard N400 effect occurred
at the noun itself.
To exclude the possibility that these effects were
caused by lexical priming from words in the
preceding discourse context to the relevant word,
the original sentences were compared with
sentences where the same potential prime words
were used in such a way that the message that the
discourse conveyed caused both final nouns to be
equally unexpected according to off-line cloze
tests. In the latter sentences, no differential effects
were found in ERP waves (Otten & Van Berkum,
2004).
The previous studies have in common that a
noun is predicted at a point in time when the verb
already has been processed. However, in many
languages the verb only appears at the end of the
clause or sentence. A relevant question is thus
whether nouns can play a constraining role in
sentence processing as well, and whether this could
lead to prediction effects for verbs comparable to
the ones found for nouns.
3

priming. However, these results were obtained in a
word-by-word reading ERP experiment, which
might encourage prediction.
Kamide (2004) found a pattern of results that can
be tentatively interpreted as evidence that people
predict semantic properties of the forthcoming verb
in English object relative clause constructions. In a
visual world paradigm she compared two
constructions: The cake which the boy will
eat/move soon was made for his birthday. The
sentences were presented aurally while the
participant was inspecting a visual scene with a
boy, a cake, a ball, a toy car, and a toy train. In the
eat condition, the cake was the only object in the
scene that matched the verb’s semantic information
(being edible). In the move condition, the cake was
not the only movable object. The study was
designed to look at the effect of gap-filling: the
direct object cake is the filler, which is presumably
accessed at the gap, directly after the verb.
However, the results showed that directly after the
verb, when the word soon was processed, there
were more looks to the cake in the move condition
than in the eat condition. Kamide suggests that the
preceding sentence context is used to predict
certain properties of a possible verb. Immediately
after the verb then, the prediction is evaluated
against the incoming information. When the
evidence does not go with the prediction, a
‘surprise’ effect occurs, manifesting itself as
additional looks to the antecedent.
Although many relevant questions concerning
predictive verb priming have been addressed in the
studies discussed so far, they have failed to bring
all relevant issues together. McRae et al. and
Salverda et al. did not conduct their research at the
sentence level. Hoeks et al. studied word-by-word
reading. Kamide is the only one who used a
paradigm with spoken language processing.
However, she could only present indirect evidence
for prediction effects.
In the current paper, we show that during on-line
spoken sentence processing the combination of a
relevant agent and patient (and a modal verb) can
prime the clause-final verb. In contrast to McRae
et al. (and probably also Salverda et al., and Hoeks
et al.) we did not use (proto-) typical agents and
patients. Our materials were originally designed in
such a way that the different sentence parts were as
unrelated to the main verb as possible, while
allowing the whole sentence to remain as natural
and plausible as possible.

Predicting verbs

In the literature, only indirect or inconclusive
evidence can be found for verb prediction in
sentence context. Two studies tested priming for
verbs in isolation. Salverda et al. (2004) showed
that subjects and objects depicted in a visual scene
can prime spoken verbs. This was the case even
when the subjects in the scene were not actually
engaged in the action that the verb described. The
effects could be explained by lexical (object-verb)
priming as well. Therefore, in a further study the
potential subjects present in the scene were
manipulated such that one event representation was
more plausible than another one. This study
suggested that effects found using the visual world
paradigm are more likely to be caused by an
interpretation of the combination of things present
in the visual scene than by simple lexical objectverb priming.
McRae et al. (submitted) used a naming task to
test whether a single noun could lead to the
prediction of a certain class of events (verbs). They
showed that expectancies can be generated from
typical agents, patients, instruments, and locations,
resulting in facilitation of naming times for verbs
denoting the event.
At the sentence level, Hoeks et al. (2004) found
that when a sentence-final verb fitted poorly with
the preceding sentence context, the N400 effect
was stronger in strong constraining sentences than
in weak constraining ones even when the context
contained exactly the same words, suggesting that
the effect cannot be explained solely by lexical

4

The current experiment

We present a Dutch Cross-Modal Lexical
Priming (CMLP) experiment, where participants
listened to sentences and made a lexical decision to
39

a visual probe presented at a particular point during
each sentence. In CMLP facilitation of reaction
times to a probe that is associatively related to a
particular word in the sentence as compared to
reaction times to a probe that is unrelated (but
matched to the related probe) is attributed to
priming effects. If priming is found at a certain
point during the sentence, this is taken as evidence
that the meaning of the relevant word in the
sentence is activated. One advantage of the CMLP
task is that, if implemented correctly (low
proportion of related probes, enough variation in
presentation point of probes, enough fillers, etc.), it
reduces the likelihood that participants engage in
prediction strategies. Also, if the sentences are
presented at a normal speech rate, the probes are
typically not integrated into the sentences.
4.1

point [1] and [2] was on average 1240 ms), and
probe point [3] 700 ms after probe point [2], on
average 153 ms after the offset of the conjunction.
There were 41 experimental sentences and 42
pseudo-experimental sentences (sentences with the
same structure as the experimental sentences). The
pseudo-experimental fillers were combined with
non-words, to prevent any correlation between
sentence type and response type (word/non-word).
In addition, 20 filler sentences of different
structures (10 words, 10 non-words) and 15 yes/no
comprehension questions were added (to
encourage participants to pay attention to the
spoken sentences).
A completely counterbalanced design was
created to assure that all participants saw both
related and control probes, and saw probes at all
three probe points. Each participant was tested
twice, on the same list, but with related and control
probes shifted. There were at least two weeks in
between the two sessions.

Method

4.1.1 Participants
41 undergraduate and graduate students from the
University of Groningen (all native speakers of
Dutch) participated in the experiment.

4.1.3 Procedure
The participants were tested individually in a
sound-proof room with no visual distractions. The
sentences were presented over headphones with an
inter stimulus interval of 1500 ms. The probes
were presented on a standard computer screen. The
experimental software Tempo (developed at the
University of California, San Diego, for running
CMLP-studies), combined with a response box
with two buttons, was used to present the items and
register the accuracy and RTs of the responses.
Each probe was presented for 300 ms and a
response could be given within a 2000 ms interval
from stimulus onset. Importantly, the sentences
continued without interruption during visual
presentation of the probe.
Participants were instructed to listen carefully to
the sentences and to expect comprehension
questions after some sentences. Questions were
answered and lexical decisions were made by
pressing the left button on the button box for ‘no’
and ‘non-word’ and the right button for ‘yes’ and
‘word’. Participants were instructed to answer as
quickly and accurately as possible.

4.1.2 Materials
Experimental sentences were of the following
structure: subject NP – modal verb – object NP –
adjunct (adverbial phrase of time) – main verb –
conjunction – new clause (see 1).
(1) De kleine jongetjes zullen de fanatieke
voetbaltrainer elke zaterdag[1]ochtend weer
imiteren [2], want ze [3] willen later allemaal
profvoetballer worden.
The little boys will the fanatical soccer coach
every Saturday[1]morning again imitate [2],
because they [3] want to later all pro soccer
player become.

The visual probes were verbs that were either
associatively related to the main verb (nadoen = to
copy) or unrelated (filmen = to film), but matched
as well as possible to the related probe as to
pretested baseline lexical decision time, frequency,
length and argument structure2. We used the same
prime - related probe - unrelated probe triads as
were used in De Goede et al. (submitted). Probes
were presented at three different positions (see
example sentence): probe point [1] was placed 700
ms after the onset of the adjunct (i.e. after both
arguments have been read), probe point [2] at the
offset of the main verb (the distance between probe

4.2

Results and Discussion

Participants were excluded from further analysis
if their error score on the lexical decision task was
greater than 10%, if their mean or SD reaction
times (RTs) deviated from the overall mean or SD
by more than 2.5 SD, or if less than 67% of the
comprehension questions were answered correctly.
Data from four participants were excluded for
these reasons.

2 Unfortunately, for 5 items the control probe was
intransitive, while the related probe was transitive.
However, the results did not change when these 5 items
were left out.
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Error rates were low (2.0%) and equally
distributed across related and control probes and
across probe points. The exclusion of errors and
outliers (> 2.5 SD) resulted in 3.4% percent data
loss.
The mean RTs for all probe points and probe
types are presented in Table 1 (the values that are
presented are derived from the subject-analysis; the
item-analysis revealed very similar data).
Probe position
Probe type

pp [1]

pp [2]

pp [3]

control

701

702

699

related

685

678

690

difference

16*

24*

9

from the main verb itself, as we measured only 700
ms after its appearance in the current experiment.
4.3

Discussion of the pre-verbal effect

Although the priming effect at the pre-verb
probe point can be interpreted to indicate
anticipation of the verb or a class of concepts with
which the main verb overlaps enough to find
priming, other explanations are in line with the
data as well. The most obvious possibility is that
what we found is a simple lexical priming effect
from the object head noun to the main verb,
causing faster RTs to probes related to this verb
than to control probes, even though we attempted
to select plausible arguments with no associative
relationship to the verb.
In earlier CMLP experiments it has been shown
that nouns (mainly direct objects) deactivate
quickly in a sentence context (according to
Featherston (2001) the existing data (mainly on
English) converge on a figure of about 500 ms).
Although in our experiment the distance between
object HN and probe was more than 500 ms (700
ms), it is worthwhile to exclude this possibility and
show that, on the contrary, prediction is a better
explanation for the results.
In the following section we will therefore try to
show that the effects are suggestive of prediction
of the verb and not of simple lexical priming by the
object head noun. As this experiment was not setup explicitly to answer this question, we will do
this by means of post-hoc tests. We will present the
data of a cloze test and a relatedness test.

* p < .01 (paired samples t-test, subject analysis)

Table 1: Mean reaction times to related and
control probes at each probe point.
Both subject- and item-based ANOVAs revealed
a significant main effect of probe type (priming);
overall, the related probes generated shorter RTs
than the control probes: F1 (1,40) = 14.55, p <
.001; F2 (1,40) = 6.87, p = .012. There was no
significant interaction between probe point and
probe type (F1 (2,80) = 1.53, p > .2; F2 (2,80)
=1.05, p > .3). Planned comparisons showed no
interaction effect between probe point and probe
type for probe point [1] and [2] (F1 and F2 < 1).
The interaction for probe point [2] and [3] did not
reach significance either (F1 (1,40) = 2.77, p =
.104; F2 (1,40) = 2.18, p = .148).
The results are in line with verb prediction: at
probe point [1], after the processor has encountered
the subject NP, modal verb, object NP and part of
the adjunct, but well before the occurrence of the
main verb, significant priming is found for related
as compared to control probes: t1 (40) = 3.27, p =
.001; t2 (40) = 1.79, p = .041.3 The results at probe
point [2] replicate earlier findings where priming
of related versus control probes was found directly
after the verb. In the current experiment there was
a 24 ms advantage for the related probes (t1 (40) =
2.99, p = .003; t2 (40) = 2.56, p = .007). The effect
at probe point [3] also replicates earlier findings,
where the activation of the verb always dissipated
in the embedded clause, although the decrease in
priming is not as strong as it was in earlier
experiments: t1 (40) = 1.34, p = .10; t2 (40) = 1.27,
p = .11. Possibly, there is a small spill-over effect

4.4

Post-hoc off-line tests

4.4.1 Cloze test
In a paper-and-pencil test 37 participants were
presented with fragments of the experimental
sentences. The fragment that is relevant here
consisted of the main clause up to the object HN,
so without the adjunct and the main verb.
Participants had to write down a short ending (1-5
words) for each fragment. The materials were
counterbalanced across four lists (10, 10, 9 and 8
participants per list), such that each participant saw
only one fragment of each experimental sentence,
and saw all four fragment types. 68 Fillers were
included in each list.
The answers of the participants were rated on a
simple 2-point scale by the first author (the ratings
were checked by an independent observer), where
2 indicated that the response contained either the
exact final verb used or the exact related probe, a 1
indicated that the verb in the response was closely
related to the final verb (and thus to the related
probe), and a 0 indicated that the verb in the
answer was not clearly related to the prime and

3 As no inhibition effects were expected all t-tests are 1tailed.
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related probe. For each sentence the mean scores
per fragment type were calculated.

value groups cannot be attributed to any difference
in off-line relatedness scores.

4.4.2 Relatedness test
In a paper-and-pencil test 10 participants were
asked to rate for each sentence the degree of
relatedness of the object HN with the related probe
and with the control probe. The underlying
assumption is that lexical priming occurs if two
words are related.4 Relatedness was rated on a 7point scale, with 1 being very unrelated and 7 very
related. 16 Fillers were added for which either one
of the two or both probes were clearly related.

5

General Discussion

In a Cross-Modal Priming Experiment we
presented Dutch spoken sentences in which the
main verb appeared at the end of the main clause.
We found facilitation in reaction times to visual
probes related to the main verb (as compared to
unrelated matched controls) before the verb was
actually encountered. We suggest that this finding
can be best explained as a predictive priming
effect. On the basis of all preceding sentential
information (the subject NP, a modal verb, and the
object NP) the parser is in some cases able to
impose constraints on the semantic aspects that the
main verb should have, resulting in priming for
verbs whose semantic characteristics match the
activated class of concepts.
Anticipation of verbs has been shown before on
a more structural, syntactic level, in studies where
the number of arguments preceding the verb is
manipulated and the effects on verb integration are
measured (e.g., Ahrens, 2003; Konieczny, 2000).
Our data, however, are interpreted in line with
recent work showing prediction effects at a
semantic or conceptual level.6 We show that when
the preceding information in the sentence can be
used off-line to make adequate predictions about
the semantic aspects of the verb that will occur at
the end of the clause (cloze test), the parser uses
this information on-line, resulting in a pre-verbal
priming effect. Importantly, the results from an
off-line relatedness test suggested that the
differences in priming occurring between low- and
high-value items cannot be explained by simple
lexical priming (from object head noun to verb).
McRae et al. (submitted) already showed that
verbs in isolation can be predicted on the basis of
typical agents and patients. The current experiment
shows that these kinds of predictions are indeed
used during on-line sentence processing.
Interestingly, in our sentences, the subject and
object NPs were chosen to have as little associative
relations to the main verb as possible without
resulting in unnatural sounding or implausible
sentences. Thus, the nouns that we used were not
(proto-) typical agents or patients for the verbs.7

4.4.3 Results and discussion
The mean cloze value was .47 on a scale ranging
from 0 to 2 (minimum score: 0, maximum score:
2). For 25 items the mean cloze value was lower
than the overall mean of .47. For these items, the
priming effect at the preverbal probe point was 6
ms (n.s., t (14) < 1), as opposed to 16 for all items
together. For the 15 items that had mean cloze
values above the overall mean, the on-line priming
effect was 34, which was significant: t (14) = 2.63,
p = .01.5
We than checked whether there was a significant
difference in relatedness score for the two item
groups that were identified on the basis of the
cloze test. This was not the case, the mean
relatedness ratings for both the related and the
control probes were very similar (mean scores for
related probes: resp. 4.1 and 4.2, and mean score
for control probes: resp. 2.6 and 2.5; both t’s (38) <
1).
These results suggest that the items for which
participants agree off-line on the semantic class of
the verb that is to be expected at the end of the
clause (that is, they come up with either the related
probe, the prime verb, or a clearly related other
verb), are exactly those items that show pre-verbal
priming effects. And importantly, the difference in
priming effect between the high- and low-cloze

4 In an earlier experiment we measured relatedness
scores for a sentence part including the subject NP and
the verb in relation to both the related and the control
probe. In a CMLP experiment we measured the priming
effects directly after these same sentence fragments. We
then correlated the difference in rating scores with the
priming effects (difference in RTs between related nad
control probes), and indeed found a significant
correlation of .31 (p = .025, 1-sided). So the greater the
difference in off-line relatedness between the related
and the control probe, the greater the on-line priming
effect.
5 The number of items adds up to 40 instead of 41, as
we excluded one item because of scoring difficulties.
This item is excluded in the relatedness test as well.

6

Most of our probes matched our primes in
transitivity. If the items where intransitive probes were
used were excluded, the results did not change.
Therefore, we assume that structural priming did not
have a significant effect in our experiment.
7 The fact that our agents and patients were not
prototypical is based on intuitions. Currently we are
running a paper-and-pencil generation task where we
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The advantage for the parser in our study, as
compared to the McRae et al. study, was that
information on agents and patients could be
combined. Probably one non-typical agent or
patient in itself would not be enough to generate
useful predictions about the verb, however, as our
data show, the combination of two arguments can
in some cases be enough to restrict the domain of
upcoming verbs significantly.
Clearly, on the basis of our data we can only
make tentative suggestions about how verbs can be
predicted during on-line sentence processing. Our
findings have to be replicated in a further
experiment where all relevant factors are
manipulated independently. Further studies should
also focus on the partial effects of the different
sentence parts, for example by testing for effects at
different, strategically placed, points during the
sentence.
6
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Abstract
The verb is the most central element in a
sentence. Nevertheless, the exact role of the
verb in the ongoing integration of various
critical parts of the sentence as it unfolds in
time is unknown. This paper reports the results
of three Dutch Cross-Modal Lexical Priming
experiments detailing the nature of activation
of verbs during on-line sentence processing.
The first two experiments show that in main
clauses ending with a direct object, transitive
matrix verbs remain active during the entire
clause. Activation of the verb only dissipates
upon encountering the conjunction, signalling
a new clause. The third experiment shows that
even when the final argument (direct object) is
followed by an adjunct, continued activation
of the verb is found until the end of the clause,
so saturation of the argument structure does
not result in verb de-activation.
1

2

Verb meaning

There is an extensive literature on the semantics
of verbs, and the effects of semantic complexity on
on-line verb processing have been established
frequently as well (e.g. Gennari & Poeppel, 2003).
But the influence of verb meaning on processing at
the sentence level, and the interaction between the
meaning of the verb and the overall meaning of the
sentence are less clear.
A couple of studies have investigated how
during sentence processing the meaning of the verb
in combination with all other sentential elements
are integrated into more general representations of
sentence meaning. With a sentence sorting task,
Healy and Miller (1970) showed that verbs
influence the judged meaning of a sentence to a
greater extent than nouns (in this case: agents).
However, when Gentner and France (1988) studied
the differential effects of verbs and nouns on
sentence interpretation, their conclusion was that if
semantic strains force meaning adjustment
(because the verb and the nouns do not converge
into a natural interpretation), the verb is more often
the locus of change than the noun is. According to
these authors, verbs are more ‘mutable’ than
nouns, probably because they are referential in
nature (verbs have to convey relations or events
that apply to the referents established by the
nouns), and verbs are less semantically coherent,
because they have more external links compared to
nouns (external links allow context to influence
interpretations, internal links cause stable
interpretation).
The question that is raised here is whether the
meaning of a verb is static or malleable when
processed as part of a whole sentence. What has

Introduction

The verb is the core of a sentence: it expresses
the event or activity that the sentence describes (by
its proper meaning), it provides the number of
possible persons or objects involved in the event
(argument structure), and the links between these
constituents and the verb itself (theta role
assignment). Thus, verbs (and all the information
we implicitly understand when we ’know’ a verb)
provide a bridgework for nearly all aspects of
sentential processing. While much research has
demonstrated that verb information (like argument
structure) plays a role in such ongoing processing,
there remains a surprising paucity of evidence
detailing the precise nature of how and when such
information is employed.
The work presented in this paper is focused on
filling part of this void, with the specific goal of
determining the lifetime of a verb during the
44

been found is that both additional semantic and
structural information (argument structure) added
to a verb can result in an importantly different
interpretation of the message. Gentner (1981)
combined simple verbs with additional semantic
information (e.g. give + she owed him money), and
found that this produced a structure identical to the
meaning of another, more complex verb (e.g. pay).
Bencini and Goldberg (2000) used Miller’s
sorting task to disentangle the effects of the verb
itself and the argument structure with which it is
combined in a particular sentence. They found that
argument structure patterns are directly associated
with overall sentence meaning (e.g., Anita threw
the hammer versus Chris threw Linda the pencil).
So, when an interpretation has to be established
for a verb as part of a whole sentence, verbs seem
to be very sensitive to merge with and adapt to
other elements. It is not known how this affects the
behaviour of the verb during moment-to-moment
sentence processing.
3

its arguments are encountered and assigned an
interpretation; as each argument is encountered and
merged into the syntax, it is ‘checked-off’ from the
verb’s representation. Thus, if an incongruent
argument is encountered, it is the verb that is the
locus of the error response.
4

Experiments

We present three on-line Cross-Modal Lexical
Priming experiments examining details of verb
activation throughout the course of sentence
comprehension in Dutch. In our materials, Dutch
matrix clauses1 are linked, via a conjunction, with
embedded clauses which continue the sentence, to
form a complex sentence. The first two
experiments provide examination of verb
activation at a number of different points up to and
beyond the end of the matrix clause. The third
experiment tries to assess whether the activation
pattern of the verb is related to its argument
structure.

Argument structure

4.1

It is well-established that verb-argument
structure has direct consequences for the sentence
processing system. Influences of argument
structure have been found at very early processing
stages, using a variety of experimental techniques
(Mecklinger, Schriefers, Steinhauer, & Friederici,
1995; Pickering & Branigan, 1998; Shapiro, Zurif,
& Grimshaw, 1987; Trueswell & Kim, 1998).
These experiments have in common that they look
for effects of argument structure directly after the
verb itself. However, it is not known what happens
afterwards, during the ongoing sentence, for
example, when the direct object is encountered and
a theta role has to be assigned. The verb is critical
to the assignment of thematic roles to the
arguments. But is it the case that the verb remains
active until its arguments are encountered in the
sentence, to fulfil the requirement that all
arguments are assigned a thematic role?
There are a few clues from the literature.
Examinations of verb processing in sentence
context that focused on argument structure
violations provide evidence that when an ‘illegal’
argument is encountered subsequent to the verb,
the system immediately recognizes the error
(Friederici & Frisch, 2000; Trueswell, Tanenhaus,
& Kello, 1993). One interpretation of such effects
is that the verb projects its possible arguments,
setting up expectations or slots in which the
arguments should appear. If those expectations are
not met, the system is sent into error. Thus, there is
no need to keep the verb active once it has
projected its argument structure. However, another
possibility is that the verb does remain active until

Method

4.1.1 Participants
We tested 44 participants in Experiment 1, 60 in
Experiment 2, and 48 in Experiment 3.
4.1.2 Paradigm
We used the Cross-Modal Lexical Priming task,
a dual task in which participants listen to sentences
and make a lexical decision to a visual probe
presented at a particular point during each
sentence. Facilitation in reaction times to a probe
that is associatively related to a particular word in
the sentence (prime) as compared to reaction times
to a probe that is unrelated (but otherwise
comparable to the related probe) is attributed to
priming effects.
4.1.3 Materials
Sentences consisting of a matrix clause (SVO)
followed by an embedded clause were aurally
presented. In the first two experiments the matrix
clause ended after the direct object. In Experiment
1 the direct object occurred directly after the verb
(see 1), in Experiment 2 an adjunct preceded the
direct object (see 2). The adjunct was inserted to
extend the main clause, allowing the control probe
point to be placed significantly later than in
Experiment 1. In experiment 3, an adjunct was
inserted after the Object Noun Phrase (see 3), to be
1 In the current paper we ignore the fact that, according to
some linguistic theories, the verb is not in its base position in
Dutch matrix clauses (Koster, 1975). This issue is discussed in
other work (e.g., De Goede, Wester, Shapiro, Swinney, &
Bastiaanse, submitted).
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able to test after the direct object. The adjuncts that
were used were Adverbial Phrases of Time.

In Experiment 1 and 3, 42 experimental
sentences were used, in Experiment 2 there were
40 experimental sentences. In each experiment, an
equal number of pseudo-experimental sentences
(sentences with the same structure as the
experimental sentences) were added and combined
with non-words, to prevent correlation between
sentence type and response type. In addition, 20
filler sentences of different structures (10 words,
10 non-words) and 15 yes/no comprehension
questions were added (to encourage participants to
pay attention to the spoken sentences).
A completely counterbalanced design was
created to assure that all participants saw both
related and control probes, and saw probes at all
three probe points. Each participant was tested
twice, on the same list, but with related and control
probes shifted.

(1) De kleine jongens imiteren [1] hun fanatieke [2]
rood-aangelopen voetbaltrainer, omdat [3] ze later
allemaal profvoetballer willen worden.
The little boys imitate [1] their fanatical [2] redfaced soccer coach, because [3] they later all prosoccer players want to become.

(2)

De beschaafde mannen imiteren [1] regelmatig hun
hysterisch [2] kijvende vrouwen [3], want [4] zo
kunnen ze uiting geven aan hun frustratie zonder
gewelddadig te worden.
The refined men imitate [1] regularly their
hysterical [2] cantankerous women [3], because
[4] in-this-way can they express their frustration
without violent to become.

(3)

De kleine jongetjes imiteren [1] de fanatieke
voetbaltrainer elke zaterda[2]gochtend weer [3],
want ze willen later allemaal profvoetballer
worden
The little boys imitate [1] the fanatical soccercoach every Saturday[2]-morning again [3],
because they want later all pro-soccer-player
become.

4.1.4 Procedures
The participants were tested individually in a
sound-proof room with no visual distracters. The
sentences were presented over headphones with an
interval of 1500 ms. The probes were presented on
a standard computer screen. The experimental
software Tempo (developed at the University of
California, San Diego, for running CMLP-studies),
combined with a response box with two buttons,
was used to present the items and register the
accuracy and RTs of the responses. Each probe
was presented for 300 ms and a response could be
given within a 2000 ms interval from stimulus
onset. Importantly, the sentences continued
without interruption during visual presentation of
the probe.
Participants were instructed to listen carefully to
the sentences and to expect comprehension
questions after some sentences. Questions were
answered and lexical decisions were made by
pressing the left button on the button box for no
and non-word and the right button for yes and
word. Participants were instructed to answer as
quickly and accurately as possible.

The visual probes that were presented during the
experimental sentences were verbs that were either
associatively related to the finite verb (nadoen = to
copy) or unrelated (filmen = to film) but matched
to the related probe as good as possible on baseline
lexical decision time, frequency, length and
argument structure. Both probe types were pretested off-line for any possible inadvertent source
of priming. The same prime - unrelated probe related probe triads were used in all experiments.
Probes were presented at five different positions
(see example sentences):
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

verb probe point: indicated as [1], placed
directly after the verb, at the onset of the
next word
control probe point: indicated as [2],
presented at 700 ms after [1] in Experiment
1 and at 1500 ms after [1] in Experiment 2
adjunct probe point: measured in
Experiment 3 only and indicated as [2],
presented 700 ms after the onset of the first
word of the adjunct
end-of-clause probe point: measured in
Experiment 2 and 3 and indicated as [3],
presented at the end of the clause
conjunction probe point: indicated as [3] in
Experiment 1 and as [4] in Experiment 2,
presented at the offset of the conjunction

4.2

Results Experiment 1 & 2

Participants were excluded from further analysis
if their error score on the lexical decision task was
greater than 10%, if the mean or SD of their
reaction times (RTs) deviated from the overall
mean or SD by more than 2.5 SD, or if less than
67% of the comprehension questions were
answered correctly. Data from three participants
were excluded in both experiments.
Error rates were low (1.4% and 1.8%,
respectively) and equally distributed across related
and control probes and across probe points. The
exclusion of errors and outliers (all values
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deviating from the participants and item mean for
the particular data point with more than 2.5 SD
were excluded) resulted in 2.7 and 3.1 percent data
loss, respectively.
The mean RTs for all probe points and probe
types are presented in Table 1 (the values that are
presented here and in the following tables are
derived from the subject-analyses; the itemanalyses revealed very similar data).
Probe Type

however, showed a priming effect at the
conjunction probe point (Exp 1: t1 (40) = .81 p >
.2; t2 (41) = .82, p > .2; Exp 2: t1 (56) = -.98, p >
.15; t2 (39) = -.95, p > .15).
4.3

Experiment 1 and 2 converge on a pattern of
activation of the verb at the control probe points
(700 and 1500 ms after the actual occurrence of the
verb in the sentence) and deactivation immediately
following the conjunction linking the matrix to the
second clause. The second experiment further
shows that the verb is active at the end of the
clause. The results for the verb probe point, where
priming of the verb was expected directly after its
occurrence, are less clear. Although significant
facilitation of the related probe compared to the
control probe was found in Experiment 1,
Experiment 2 showed a null-effect at this probe
position3. To explore this issue further, we tested at
this position again in Experiment 3.

Probe Point
verb

control end-of- conj.
clause

Experiment 1
control

633

635

-

626

related

617

621

-

620

priming

16

14

-

6

control

663

671

668

666

related

662

657

654

672

1

15

14

-6

Experiment 2

priming

Interim conclusions

4.4

Results Experiment 3

The data were handled in the same way as in
Experiment 1 and 2. Three participants were
excluded from further analysis and exclusion of
errors and outliers resulted in 3.0 percent data loss.

Table 1: Mean reaction times to related and
control probes for each probe point in
Experiment 1 and 2.

Probe Type

Probe Point
verb

The subject-based ANOVAs revealed a
significant main effect of probe type in both
experiments; overall, the related probes generated
shorter RTs than the control probes (Exp 1: F1
(1,40) = 7.91, p = .008; Exp 2: F1 (1,56) = 4.61, p
= .036). The item-based ANOVA was marginally
significant in Experiment 1 (F2 (1,41) = 3.43, p =
.07), but did not reach significance in Experiment 2
(F2 (1,39) = .98, p > .3).
Paired t-tests showed significant2 faster
responses to related than to control probes
(priming) at the verb probe point in Experiment 1
(t1 (40) = 2.53, p = .008; t2 (41) = 1.75, p = .044),
but not in Experiment 2 (t1(56) = .15, p > .4; t2
(39) = .29, p > .3). At the control probe point
priming was found in both experiments (this effect
was significant in the subject analysis (Exp 1: t1
(40) = 2.64, p = .006; Exp 2: t1 (56) = 2.49, p =
.008), but in the item-analysis only a trend was
found (Exp 1: t2 (41) = 1.40, p = .085; Exp 2: t2
(39) = 1.37, p = .090). Furthermore, priming was
found at the e n d - o f - c l a u s e probe point in
Experiment 2 (t1 (56) = 2.08, p = .021; t2 (39) =
1.76, p = .043). Neither of the experiments,

adjunct

end-ofclause

control

721

723

712

related

697

706

693

priming

24

17

19

Table 2: Mean reaction times to related and
control probes for each probe point in
Experiment 3.
The RTs for this experiment are presented in
table 2 and show faster responses to related probes
than control probes at all probe points (F1 (1,44) =
24.35, p < .001; F2 (1,41) = 6.38, p = .016). First
of all, directly after the verb, a significant priming
effect is obtained, which indicates that a small
adaptation in probe placement (the probe was now
placed consistently at the onset of the first word
3

Phonological assimilation made it impossible to
place all probe points exactly at the onset of the next
word. Post-hoc analyses showed that probes that were
placed too early had a low probability to show faster
RTs to related probes than to control probes, whereas
the majority of probes that were presented exactly at the
onset of the word following the verb showed facilitation
for the related probe (c2 (1) = 17.4, p < .001).

2

As no inhibition effects were expected all t-tests are
1-tailed.
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following the verb or slightly later) resulted in
stable priming effects at this probe point (t1 (44) =
3.08, p = .002; t2 (41) = 1.75, p = .044). Secondly,
and more interestingly, activation of the verb was
still evident after the final argument had been
processed, 700 ms into the adjunct (t1 (44) = 2.35,
p = .012; t2 (41) = 2.39, p = .011), as well as at the
end of the clause (t1 (44) = 2.59, p = .007; t2 (41)
= 1.77, p = .042).
5

structure play a role in keeping the verb active as
well.
These studies suggest that verb interpretation is
an ongoing process, which possibly only stops
when a new clause and/or a new verb is
encountered. During processing, each sentence
constituent (the arguments, but possibly also other
relevant information) is linked to the verb to zoom
in to its specific interpretation. This interpretation
is used to understand the event and to
incrementally build up a proposition during
sentence processing. The verb signals the main
topic of the proposition, but the other sentence
constituents are necessary to provide further
details. At the end of a clause/sentence, when the
verb has retrieved its meaning by linkage to the
other sentential elements, a proposition is fully
established.
Continued activation of a verb throughout a
clause may be a critical aspect of sentence
processing, in that material other than just verb
arguments are critical to the interpretation of the
conceptual information conveyed by the clause
(and hence linked to the clausal verb in some
fashion). It may turn out that adjunctive
information may play a much more important role
in sentence processing than has been heretofore
considered. On intuition alone it is clear that
sentences describe events with information about
where, when, and why something happened,
information often carried by adjuncts (as is
formally captured by conceptual structure, e.g.,
Jackendoff, 2002, or mental models, e.g.,
Garnham, 2001; Johnson-Laird, 1983). Thus, it
may not be surprising that verbs continue to be
activated in their clauses beyond saturation of their
arguments alone.

General Discussion

In three experiments, Dutch complex sentences
consisting of a matrix clause (SVO) followed by an
embedded clause were aurally presented to
participants. The Cross-Modal Lexical Priming
(CMLP) paradigm was employed to examine the
time course of activation of the verb during the
unfolding sentence. The results of Experiment 1
and 2 revealed activation of the matrix verb once it
was encountered, with activation continuing
throughout the matrix clause. Activation appeared
to dissipate when the conjunction, signaling a new
clause, was encountered. Furthermore, Experiment
3 showed that the activation of the verb continued
even after its final argument had been processed.
This continued activation of the verb contrasts
sharply with the pattern that has been found for
nouns: studies on anaphora and wh-movement
have repeatedly shown that activation of anaphors
and w h -traces rapidly degrades, according to
Featherston (2001) the existing data converge on a
figure of about 500 ms.
Why should verbs remain active across the
unfolding of the sentence? One possibility centers
on the critical role of the verb in providing the
number and structural type of arguments, and
assigning thematic roles to the arguments. Maybe
the verb, after it has projected its argument
structure, remains active until all arguments are
encountered and interpretations have been
assigned, which allows all arguments to be directly
compared to the verb’s representation. Our results
are in line with this suggestion: we found
activation of the verb during the occurrence of the
direct object, the only argument that followed the
verb in our sentences.
However, a strong reading of this account would
predict activation of the verb only up to its final
argument, and not after that. This is not what we
found: in Experiment 3 we found activation of the
verb during the adjunct, 700 ms after the direct
object, although at this point in time it was
unambiguously clear that the final argument had
ended. Therefore, our results cannot be explained
solely by a need of the verb to fill its argument
structure. Probably other levels of conceptual

6

Suggestions for further research

On the basis of the previous discussion we can
make a few predictions which might help to further
disentangle the issues at stake. First of all, if
argument structure is of importance, a different
activation pattern would be predicted in the case of
intransitive verbs. Using these types of verbs,
extended activation of the verb would only be
predicted in sentence constructions where the
subject follows the verb, for example in a sentence
like (4) and not in any other constructions like (5).
The reason is that if the subject precedes the verb
no arguments are to be expected after the verb.
(4)
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Elke zondagmorgen fietsen [1] de vrolijk
giechelende [2] pubers in het wonderschone [3]
groene park, omdat ....

Every Sunday-morning bike [1] the cheerfully
giggling [2] adolescents in the wonderful [3]
green park, because ....

(5)

specific and argument-specific information.
Journal of Memory and Language, 43, 476-507.
Garnham, A. (2001). Mental Models and the
Interpretation of Anaphora. Philadelphia, PA:
Taylor and Francis.
Gennari, S. & Poeppel, D. (2003). Processing
correlates of lexical semantic complexity.
Cognition, 89, B27-B41.
Gentner, D. (1981). Some interesting differences
between verbs and nouns. Cognition and Brain
Theory, 4, 161-178.
Gentner, D. & France, I.M. (1988). The verb
mutability effect: Studies of the combinatorial
semantics of nouns and verbs. In S. L. Small, G.
W. Cottrell, & M. K. Tanenhaus (Eds.). Lexical
ambiguity resolution: Perspectives from
psycholinguistics, neuropsychology, and
artificial intelligence (pp. 343-382). San Mateo,
CA: Kaufmann.
Goede, D. de, Wester, F., Shapiro, L.P., &
Swinney, D.A., & Bastiaanse, Y.R.M.
(submitted). The Time Course of Verb
Processing in Dutch Sentences.
Healy, A.F., & Miller, G.A. (1970). The verb as
the main determinant of sentence meaning.
Psychonomic Science, 20, 372.
Jackendoff, Ray S. Foundations of Language.
Brain, Meaning, Grammar, Evolution. Oxford
University Press 2002.
Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1983). Mental models:
Towards a cognitive science of language,
inference, and consciousness. Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press.
Shapiro, L.P., Zurif, E., & Grimshaw, J. (1987).
Sentence processing and the mental
representation of verbs. Cognition, 27, 219-246.
Trueswell, J.C. & Kim, A.E. (1998). How to prune
a Garden Path by nipping it in the bud: fast
priming of verb argument structure. Journal of
Memory and Language, 39, 102-123.

De vrolijk giechelende [1] pubers fietsen [2] in het
wonderschone [3] groene park, omdat .....
The cheerfully giggling [1] adolescents bike [2] in
the wonderful [3] green park, because....

So whereas in example (4) activation of the verb is
predicted at probe point [2], for example 1000 ms
after the verb, no activation is predicted at the
same distance from the verb (probe point [3]) or at
a position in the same NP (probe point [1]) in
example (5).
Secondly, some predictions can be formulated
on the basis of the assumption that the verb stays
activated during a proposition: For example, a new
verb clearly signals the start of a new proposition.
Therefore verb activation should always dissipate
when a new verb is introduced, even if this is not at
the end of the clause, for example in a centerembedded construction, like (6). (This structure
gives rise to another interesting questions: if,
indeed the activation of the verb dissipates during
the embedded clause, do we find re-activation
when the direct object NP is encountered?)
(6)

De kleine jongetjes imiteren [1], terwijl hun
moeders het eten koken [2], hun fanatieke [3]
voetbaltrainer, omdat ....
The little boys imitate [1], while their mothers the
diner cook [2], their fanatical [3] soccer-coach,
because ...
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Abstract
This paper contains an overall description of
ADESSE (http://webs.uvigo.es/adesse/), a
project whose main goal is to manually provide definitions and information about semantic roles and semantic class membership
for all the verbs in a syntactic database of
nearly 160,000 clauses retrieved from a Spanish corpus of 1,5 million words.
1

Table 1 shows an example from the BDS with
some of the syntactic information that has been
annotated, namely, the syntactic features that we
consider more relevant for ADESSE.
Cuando estaba en la universidad me escribía
canciones de amor [TER:127]
‘When he was at the University, he used to write
love songs for me’
SynFunc
Subj
DObj
IObj
Agr/Clit
3sg
me
SynCat
NP
Animacy
Human
Concrete
Human

Introduction

In this paper we outline the ADESSE (Alternancias de Diátesis y Esquemas SintácticoSemánticos del Español) project, developed at the
University of Vigo. The goal of the project is to
achieve a database with syntactic and semantic
information about verbs and clauses from a corpus
of Spanish. The main final outcome of ADESSE
will be a corpus-based syntactic-semantic database including for each verb and each clausal
construction in the corpus a pattern of arguments
characterized in terms of syntactic function,
phrase type, semantic features, and semantic role.
This will be accompanied by absolute and relative
frequencies for each constructional alternative.
The starting point is a syntactic database of contemporary Spanish (BDS)1, containing the syntactic analysis of almost 160,000 clauses from a corpus of 1,5 million words. The main tables of the
BDS contain a register for each clause, including
general grammatical features of the clause (verb
form, polarity, modality, voice, etc.) and related
fields for any core syntactic argument. For each
syntactic argument, the following features are
offered:
- [SynFunc]Syntactic Function: Subject, Direct
Object, Indirect Object, Oblique Object, Locative, Manner, Oblique Agent, Attribute
- [Agr/Clit] Verb agreement or object Clitic (if
any)
- [SynCat] Syntactic Category, i.e. phrase type
- Preposition (if any)
1

Table 1. Basic syntactic information about a
clause in the BDS
One of the most evident benefits of the BDS is
that we can get detailed information about the
syntactic constructions of the verbs registered in
the corpus. However, the utility of the database
would increase greatly if we could also add some
semantic features, a task that is also being developed independently by other semantic annotation
projects (Ellsworth et al 2004; Sgall et al 2004).
So, the goal of ADESSE is to keep all the syntactic information from BDS, and to create new tables and fields for the introduction of relevant
semantic information: semantic roles, verb senses,
and verb classes.
Our theoretical background assumes the independence and semantic compatibility of verb
meaning and construction meaning (GarcíaMiguel 1995:24-25, Goldberg 1995). We think
that the global meaning of a sentence combines
the meaning of lexical items and the meaning of
grammatical constructions in a non deterministic
way, but in a process of partial compositionality
(Langacker 2000:152). We also adhere to some
tenets of frame semantics, and particularly to

BDS is partly accessible at http://www.bds.usc.es/
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some practices of the FrameNet project2, although
there are also some important differences that will
be commented on below. Put simply, we think
that the syntactic structure of the clause must be
explained through semantics. The verb evokes a
complex conceptual representation that includes
some basic participants in a scene. The syntactic
alternations with the same verb provide alternate
construals of the scene focusing on different facets of the situations. With this problems in mind,
ADESSE aims to become a data base for the empirical study of the interaction between verb
meaning and construction meaning.
2

Finally, it is possible that (what is at first considered) one verb evokes, in different instances,
frames corresponding to different semantic domains. For example, the verb enseñar admits uses
as the following ones:
(a) Ella [0] le [2] enseñaba su idioma [1]
‘She taught him her language’
(b) Ella [0] le [2] enseñaba las fotos [1]
‘She was showing him the pictures’
(c) Ella [0] enseñó al niño [2] a caminar [1]
‘She taught the baby how to walk’
It seems clear that we must distinguish two
frames, one corresponding to the domain of Cognition (examples a and c, roughly equivalent to
English teach, despite the differences in syntactic
construction) and the other to Perception (example
b, English show, despite the fact that the constructions is similar to that in a). In cases such as this
one, we need different sets of semantic roles for
labelling verb arguments [0-Teacher, 1-Thing
taught, 2-Learner vs. 0-Shower, 1-Thing shown,
2- Seer], so we postulate two different verb
senses.
In order to account for these and other similar
facts, the design of our database takes a structure,
whose main tables and relations are depicted in
Figure 1

Verbs and Semantic Arguments

As it has been observed, each verb evokes a
conceptual scenario which can be accounted for
by describing the set of potential semantic arguments which that verb can be combined with. For
example, the conceptual frame of escribir 'write'
can be described by making use of four semantic
roles: 0-Writer, 1-Text, 2-Recipient and 3-Topic.
Though sometimes it is possible to express the
whole set of semantic arguments, as in (a), syntactic constructions usually select a subset, profiling
them in different ways and leaving the rest unexpressed, as in (b) or (c):
(a) Juan [0] le escribió una carta [1] a su madre
[2] sobre sus recuerdos de infancia [3]
‘John wrote a letter to his mother about his
childhood remembrances’
(b) Juan [0] escribió una carta [1]
‘John wrote a letter’
(c) Juan [0] le escribió a su madre[2]
‘John wrote to his mother’
What definitively proves that syntax is not
enough is that, sometimes, the same syntactic
construction can be mapped with different configurations of semantic arguments. Compare examples (b) and (c) below, from the verb sustituir
'substitute, replace', [0-Agent / 1-Substituted (Old
Entity) / 2-Substitute (New Entity)], where the
syntactic pattern Subj DObj corresponds to two
semantic schemas (0-1 and 2-1):
(a) Rijkaard [0] sustituyó a Xavi[1] por Deco[2]
‘Rijkaard replaced Xavi with Deco’
(b) Rijkaard [0] sustituyó a Xavi[1]
‘Rijkaard replaced Xavi’
(c) Deco[2] sustituyó a Xavi [1]
‘Deco replaced Xavi’

Figure 1: ADESSE database (partial) structure
Each record of the BDS (“Clausula” in fig. 1) is
linked to a table of syntactic schemata (“tblEsq-

2

See http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet/ and,
for an overview, Fillmore et al. (2003).
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‘mount’, correlating with the nature of the thing
mounted: a horse (‘ride’), a concrete object
(‘assemble’), a business (‘found’, ‘start’), an
egg (‘whip’), etc. Nevertheless, the schematic
features of the argument structure do not vary
very much and ADESSE contains just two
senses of montar: ‘ride’ vs. ‘assemble, set up’.
(c) Metaphoric and metonymic uses that can be
extended or mapped from the basic sense of the
verb. Nevertheless, although metaphoric uses
do not suppose a new verb entry, they are identified and annotated in the corpus.

SinSem”) where we map each syntactic function
with a participant index (the equivalent of “0”,
“1”, and “2” in the examples above). Each
schema, in turn, is linked to a verb sense
(tblVerbSens), associated with a set of participant
roles, and ascribed to one or more semantic
classes (tblVerbClases). The following sections
explain the process in more detail.
3

Defining and unifying Verb Senses

Since our starting point is a database that contains very little semantic information, our first
task has been to identify and define verb senses.
This includes, among other things, a rough definition, a pointer to dictionary entries, and the splitting of a lemma into several verb senses when a
unitary definition is not possible.
With respect to the distinction of verb senses, it
must be remembered that our main interest is
clause structure and not lexicology or lexicography, so we have not applied most of the criteria
used in the lexicographical work. According to
our theoretical background and our practical aims,
we only distinguish verb senses when they are
associated with different sets of semantic roles
(see enseñar above). For example, the verb escribir has in ADESSE a single entry encompassing different subsets of a unique role set, despite
the fact that some Spanish dictionaries distinguish
up to three senses
Other lexical databases such as WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) follow a completely different way
and admit a highly polysemic structure. That is,
each possible group of synonyms (“synset”) gives
a new sense and then a new verb entry. So for
example, WordNet 2.0 distinguishes 9 senses of
write, 4 senses of replace, 13 senses of show and
2 senses of teach. ADESSE recognizes just one
sense in each case for the Spanish equivalents of
that English verbs.
Among the typical cases that do not imply different verb entries in ADESSE, one finds the following ones:
(a) Constructional alternations, whose meaning
differences can be attributed rather to the constructional schema than to the verb. Under a
single verb entry we can find voice alternations
(active, middle, passive), causative/inchoative
alternation, locative alternation, or some other
rearrangement of arguments. In fact, the corpus
recording of constructional alternations is the
main goal of the ADESSE project.
(b) Paradigmatic alternatives inside an argument
slot. Many verbs adjust their meaning depending on the nature of their more central arguments. For example, Spanish dictionaries distinguish about 15 senses of the verb montar

4

Verb Classes

In ADESSE each verb (in each sense) is given
one (sometimes more) semantic class label(s). We
use a hierarchical classification with two main
levels: class and subclass. At the present we recognise 12 verb classes which reflect large semantic domains. Some classes can be grouped altogether into larger macroclasses, similar to some
extent to Halliday's (2004) types of process:
MACROCLASS CLASS
11 Feeling
1 Mental
12 Perception
13 Cognition
21 Attribution
2 Relation
22 Possession
31 Space
3 Material
32 Change
Processes
33 Other facts
35 Behavior
4 Communication
5 Existence
6 Causative and dispositive
TOTAL VERBS

VERBS
186
72
122
132
117
513
394
205
152
258
115
57

Table 2. Top-level classes in ADESSE
However, our basic and more useful category is
subclass. Verb classes are therefore divided into
51 subclasses, associated with more concrete conceptual frames, each of which provides a (partially) specific set of semantic roles for labelling
verb arguments (see below).
For example, the verb class Change splits into 5
subclasses as shown in Table 3:
SUBCLASS
3200 General
3210 Creation
3220 Destruction-Consumption
3230 Modification
3231 Personal Care

VERBS
14
30
35
298
17

Table 3. Change subclasses in ADESSE
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tion/displacement of an entity (as limpiar 'clean').
Therefore, frotar has been classified as an Other
Facts:Contact verb. Sometimes, however, verbs
seem to equally profile more than one semantic
dimension (and equally evoke more than one conceptual frame), so ADESSE allows multiple classification: escribir 'write' belongs to Change:
Creation and Communication:General subclasses
(as crear 'create' and decir 'say' respectively);
durar 'last' is a verb of Existence:Time and also of
Attribution:Value (as tardar 'delay' and costar
'cost' respectively), etc.

In each verb class there is a General subclass
including verbs with a more schematic content.
For example, Change verbs such as pintar 'paint'
or cocinar 'cook' are considered General Change
verbs because they admit both Modification and
Creation readings3. On the other hand, some subclasses are actually verbal groups inside a subclass, and identify more specific sets of verbs for
further study. Thus Grooming or Personal Care
verbs (3231), such as lavar 'wash' or cepillar
'brush', constitute a subtype of Modification verbs
(3230), as reflected in the numerical index.
Unlike other verbal typologies, which use a
fixed inventory of top-level categories, or which
introduce the typology as the final outcome of a
complete analysis of verbs, our classification is
still provisional and its current structure represents
working hypotheses about semantic organization
that are always tested (and corrected, if necessary)
for usefulness and empirical adequacy. As a point
of departure, we have reviewed other semantic
classifications, from the more lexically oriented
(as WordNet) to the syntactical-semantic ones
based on diathesis alternations (Levin 1993),
though our premises fit better with proposals such
as Dixon's (1991), Halliday's (2004) and FrameNet's (but see below). In fact, most of our clasess
and subclasses are present in most classifications,
but often with important differences in extension
and hierarchical position. Some similarities between our system and WordNet high-level categories are evident.
Semantic verb classes in ADESSE are not empirically well-defined sets; rather, they represent
generalizations over types of conceptual frames
evoked by individual verbs in their specific instances, so problems of conceptual overlapping
and fuzzy borders are expected, especially if,
unlike WordNet, we are reluctant to divide verbal
senses. Verbal meanings are multidimensional and
highly flexible, and the classification of verbs is
only possible by identifying the basic dimension(s) of meaning they profile and by keeping
them apart from contextual influence. As an example, frotar 'rub' designates a Manner of Movement (without displacement, as acunar 'rock (to
sleep)'), but it sems to profile a contact (as tocar
'touch') made by exerting force (as presionar or
pulsar 'press') that can cause a modifica-

5 Semantic Roles: Between Verb Senses and
Verb Classes
The identification and annotation of semantic
roles is a fundamental task of the project, given
that the basic goal is to document empirically the
linking of syntactic functions and semantic roles.
This goal should be achieved at any predefined
level: semantic class, verb senses, syntactic schemata, and clauses of the corpus. In order to simplify a bit the manual process of annotation and to
achieve a greater coherence within the database,
we assume that each level inherits by default the
semantic information established in the higher
levels; that is, in principle, we do not annotate
each clause in the corpus, but the syntactic schemas that they instantiate. Syntactic schemas, in
turn, point to roles that are defined for each verb
sense. And verb participant roles can inherit features and labels from class-defined participant
roles. In any case, we account for the possibility
that each lower level contradicts or increments the
information inherited from the higher levels.
First, each conceptual (sub)class is associated
with a set of semantic roles prototypical for the
cognitive domain denoted by the verbs belonging
to it. Role labels are created by aiming at specificity (with class-specific labels) and transparency
(descriptive adequation), trying to use, as far as
possible, widely used traditional labels. Here are
the role labels associated with some classes:
Change:Modification:
A0:Agent; A1:Affected
Communication:
A1:Sayer; A2:Message; A3:Addressee;
A4:Topic
Feeling:
A1:Experiencer; A2:Stimulus
Possession:Belonging:
A1:Possessor; A2:Possessed
Space:Displacement
A0:Causer; A1:Theme; A2:Source; A3:Goal

3 Compare No había cocinado espárragos desde que
ella llegó a casa 'She had not cooked asparagus since
she had arrived home' [BAIRES:493, 21] with Podríamos pasar las veladas […] cocinando "escudellas
del Ampurdán" 'We could spend the evenings […]
cooking escudellas del Ampurdán' [a typical Catalonian dish] [AYER:24, 5].
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Secondly, each verb entry is associated with a
set of semantic roles embracing any possible core
participant in the scenes designated by the verb in
any syntactic schema (see above examples with
escribir, sustituir, and enseñar). In general, a set
of explicit inheritance relations makes a verb inherit by default the roles considered basic for the
class to which it belongs, although some verbs
need some additional arguments in order to account for any syntactic construction with such
verbs. For example, the verb sustituir, a member
of the class Other facts:Substitution, inherits a set
of roles that is common to other verbs of the same
class (reemplazar, cambiar2, suplir, etc):
SUBSTITUTION
Sustituir

A0
Agent
Agent

A1
Substituted
Substituted

Figure 2. Patterns of escribir in ADESSE

A2
Substitute
Substitute

that this strategy will allow us to characterize
semantically the 159,000 clauses of the corpus in
a relatively short time. This way, each clause is
receiving an annotation similar to Table 4, which
expands the example in Table 1.

However, verb-specific role labels are used
whenever there is a total or partial mismatch between a verb argument and class-specific role
labels. For example, the verb escribir ‘write’ is
both a Creation verb and a Communication verb.
Its argument roles are inherited from Creation
(Agent – Effected – Beneficiary) and from Communication (Sayer – Message – Addressee –
Topic); but for the sake of clarity, the first two
participants are labelled as Writer and Text.

Me escribía canciones de amor [TER:127]
‘He used to write love songs for me’
Writer
Text
Recipient
Escribir
CREATION
Agent
Effected Benefactive
COMMUNIC.
Sayer
Message Addressee
SynFunct
Subj
DObj
IObj
Agr/Clit
3sg
me
SynCat
NP
Animacy
Human
Concrete
Human

A1
A2
A3
COMMUNICATION Sayer Message Addressee
Escribir
Writer
Text
Recipient

Table 4. Syntactic and semantic annotation of
arguments in a clause of BDS+ADESSE

Third, the syntactic constructions of each verb
are annotated simply with a pointer from each
syntactic argument to one of the roles defined for
the verb entry. This pointer allows us to trace the
correspondences between arguments of different
syntactic schemas (the pointer being identical for
the equivalent arguments of diathesis alternations
such as active / passive, causative / inchoative and
so on). For example, in Figure 2, both the active
voice object [D] and the passive voice subject [S]
get the pointer “1”, indicating the Text written4.
Given that syntactic functions are linked to a
pointer, we could change the labels or the details
of the classification without touching the essential
aspects of the diathesis alternations.
Multiplying syntactic schemas by verb senses,
we get about 12500 syntactic-semantic schemas
that constitute the main target of our annotation.
Given that each clause of the corpus is being
linked to a syntactic-semantic pattern, we think

6

Comparing with FrameNet

Our classification has a clear conceptual basis,
which makes it very similar in some respects to
FrameNet. Nevertheless, there are some important
differences, beginning with the fact that we use a
syntactically analyzed corpus to semantically annotate all and only the clauses in the corpus, not a
set of selected sentences that illustrates frames
and lexical units.5
Moreover, in FrameNet, the basic unit is obviously the Frame, so that Frame Elements and
Lexical Units are defined in relation to the frame
they belong to. In ADESSE, by contrast, the basic
unit is the verb. Classes and subclasses represent
generalizations over argument configurations in
an attempt to get a set of role labels applicable by
default to the verbs of the same class.
On the other hand, and more relevant in practice, ADESSE classes and subclasses are much

4

5

This strategy has many similarities with PropBank
annotation procedure (Kingsbury-Palmer 2002).

In this respect, our goal is similar to that of PropBank and SALSA (Ellsworth et al 2004).
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more schematic than frames in FrameNet6. This
appears to be self-evident if we compare our 52
classes with the more than 300 frames containing
verbs. Therefore, in ADESSE verbs such as ver
‘see’ and mirar ‘look at’ or oír ‘hear’ and escuchar ‘listen’ are included in the Perception
class, disregarding semantic features as intentionality or attention which justify the FrameNet distinction between Perception_Experience and Perception_Active frames.
In line with our theoretical background, in
ADESSE we try to keep apart verb meaning and
construction meaning, and consequently we do
not delimit verb senses simply on the basis of
constructional alternations. FrameNet dissociates
in different frames, for example, any verb participating in the locative alternation. Therefore, load
in John loaded the wagon with hay is assigned to
the frame Filling, whereas load in Betty load the
stuff in the car is included in the frame Placing.
By contrast, ADESSE unifies the spatial senses of
cargar ‘load’ under just one verb sense under the
class Localization. The meaning differences observed as a consequence of the ‘locative alternation’ are attributed to the meaning of the respective argument-structure constructions (in line with
Goldberg 1995).
Moreover, ADESSE classes allow a variable
degree of correspondence between a verb’s argument structure and the pattern of participant roles
prototypical for the class it belongs. For example,
mentir ‘lie’ and callar ‘be silent’ are Communication verbs although mentir does not combine with
a Message nor callar with a Recipient.
Last, apart from class-specific role labels,
ADESSE can use verb-specific role labels. By
default, verb-specific role-labels are inherited
from class-specific role-labels, even though a verb
can have a set of roles partly different from the
class to which it is ascribed. This is the case of the
verb escribir ‘write’ commented above. The use
of verb-specific role-labels does away with the
need to create new frames whenever the class or
subclass is too wide.
7

more than 50000 clauses of the corpus. There is a
lot of work to be done, but we aim to achieve a
useful database for descriptive studies of the interaction between verbs and constructions in
Spanish. So that we can obtain, for example, the
diathesis alternations for any verb, the syntactic
realizations of a participant role, or the syntactic
constructions for a semantic domain (and vice
versa).
8
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Conclusion

At the time of writing this paper, the ADESSE
project contains a provisional semantic classification of about 1700 verb senses, and an index of
semantic role for each argument of about 4000
syntactic-semantic schemas, which correspond to
6 Nevertheless, FrameNet has frames at different
levels of schematicity. More schematic frames, inherited or used by more specific ones, are most similar to
ADESSE classes and subclasses. In fact, FrameNet I
grouped specific frames into semantic ‘domains’.
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Abstract

2

Conjugation class suffixes as
verbalizers

Inflectional morphology is often considered a
burden to the language learner and it has never
found a place in syntactic parsing. In this paper we show how it constrains verbs’ argument
structure and present an approach to employing
these restrictions in syntactic parsing of Polish.

Polish verbs are characterized by the presence
of a suffix (usually vocalic) intervening between
the root and a Tense/Agreement morpheme.
This suffix defines a conjugation class of a given
root. In the present work we concentrate on
four classes only (presented in (1)), refraining
from making any claims about other classes.

1

(1) a.

-aj- class: czyt-a-ć (‘read’), mrug-a-ć
(‘wink’), śpiew-a-ć (‘sing’)

b.

-i/y- class: kos-i-ć (‘mow’), pal-i-ć
(‘burn’), dziw-i-ć (‘amaze’)

c.

-ej- class: droż-e-ć (‘get expensive’),
gÃlupi-e-ć (‘get stupid’), grzybi-e-ć (lit.
mushroom-e-inf; ‘get senile’)

d.

inchoative -n- class: marz-na-ć
,
(‘get frozen’), gÃluch-na-ć
(‘get deaf’),
,
mok-na-ć
(‘get wet’)
,

Introduction

The present work assumes a neo-constructionist
approach to argument structure (cf. inter alia
(Arad, 1998), (Marantz, 1997),(Marantz, 2003),
(Borer, 2003)) whereby the number and type of
arguments associated with a particular root is
not a lexical property of this root, but rather results from embedding the root in a given syntactic configuration. In view of a considerable flexibility w.r.t. argument structure configurations
displayed by most of the roots in languages like
English, this stand seems to be a conceptual advantage over ‘rich’ lexical entries for verbs supplemented by so-called ‘linking rules’ (cf. inter
alia (Levin and Rappaport, 1995)).
On the other hand, there is a limit to the
flexibility that must be incorporated into any
account. The purpose of this paper is twofold.
Firstly, we will argue here that some languages,
which have morphological means at their disposal, exploit the system of prima facie redundant inflectional morphology to restrict argument structure flexibility. We take Polish as an
example. Secondly, we show how such an approach to argument structure can be incorporated into NLP tools (e.g. a parser) and what
are its advantages. For this purpose we use the
multiparadigm programming language Oz (van
Roy and Haridi, 2004) which offers concurrency
and constraint handling. We illustrate this with
a simple parsing system for Polish.
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Following much decompositional work on Argument Structure (cf. e.g. (Ramchand, 2003) and
(Marantz, 2003)) we assume a tripartite lower
clausal structure as in (2):
(2)

νP

ν0

DP

ν0

VPBecome

DP

V’

V0

RP

DP
The ν layer, present only in non-unaccusative
structures, denotes a causing subevent. VP

stands for a transition subevent. RP is a result state where Slavic lexical prefixes and Germanic particles occur (cf. (Ramchand, 2004)
and (Svenonius, 2004)). Additional provisos are
needed in order to explain the way (inner) subjects are identified and these involve rejecting
the Θ-Criterion.
The gist of the hypothesis is that conjugation
class suffixes are category defining heads (i.e.
verbalizers) in the sense of (Marantz, 1997) that
can be merged at different levels in the structure
(i.e. either V or ν, see (2)).
(3) a.
b.

high verbalizers:
merged as ν 0

-aj-, -i/y- →

low verbalizers: -ej-, -n- → merged
as V0

What that means is that roots selecting for high
verbalizers will necessarily be bieventive (i.e.
the root will name both Causing and Caused
subevents). Roots selecting for low verbalizers,
on the other hand, will never be able to be augmented upwards and will only name the Caused
(Become) predicate. Some roots will be able to
take both types of verbalizers. There are several important predictions stemming from this
kind of analysis to which we turn directly.

3

sitive (cf. (6a) for inchoative -n- and (6b) for
-ej- verbalizer):
(6) a. *Deszcz z-mok-ni-e
Jana.
rainN OM pref-wet-n-pres.3sg JanACC
intended:
‘The rain will make Jan wet.’
b. *Jurek
o-gÃlupi-ej-e
JurekN OM pref-stupid-ej-pres.3sg
babcie.
,
granny
intended:
‘Jurek will stupify granny.’
This allows for a formulation of the following
constraint1 :
(7)

V[low] *→ DP V DP

which can be read as: low verbalizer stems do
not enter into structural relations as in (5).
On the other hand, with roots whose semantics is potentially bieventive and which take
both types of verbalizers, we predict that the
variant with a high verbalizer will always be
transitive, whereas the one with the low one intransitive:
Transitive
gas-i-ć
o-ślep-i-ć
gÃlodz-i-ć
u-pieksz-y-ć
,
Intransitive
gas-na-ć
,
ślep-na-ć
,
gÃlod-ni-e-ć
piek-ni-e-ć
,

Valency of the predicate

There is no straightforward prediction w.r.t.
the number of arguments for high verbalizer
stems. This is because VPBecome subevent is
not obligatory. Thus, we could have (i) an
unergative monovalent structure in (4) for bebn,
i-ć (‘drum’) or gad-a-ć (’chat’); (ii) a bievental structure with Subject of Causing event and
Subject of Caused event in (5) for brudz-i-ć
(‘dirty’):
(4)

(5)

ν0
-i-/aj-

4

ν’

ν0
-i-

VPBecome

DP

V[low/high] *→ DP V[high]
V[low/high] *→ DP V[low] DP

The reflexive marker

Another part of the prediction is contingent on
specific assumptions about the reflexive marker
in Polish. We assume that it is underspecified to
the extent that it can be merged in any Subjectof-predicate position, i.e. in Spec, νP as external argument; in Spec,VP in the so-called anticausative/inchoative construction and Reflex-

νP

DP

and the constraints expressing this are in (9),
where (9b) is really a subcase of (7):
(9) a.
b.

νP

DP

(8)

gloss
put out
make blind
starve
beautify
gloss
go out
get blind
get hungry
get beautiful

V’

Yet, there is a prediction for low verbalizer
stems to the effect that they can never be tran-
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1

Henceforth, all constraints are given in typewriter
font.

iva Tantum verbs; and in Spec,RP correlating
with the presence of a lexical prefix. Additionally, it cen be merged higher than the thematic
domain, as a Modal head of sorts, resulting in
the so-called Impersonal Reflexive Construction
(IRC).
(10)
a.

(11)

a.

(12)
a.

b.

(13)
a.
b.

MoodP - IRC
V refl DPACC
sie, gitare.
NastroiÃlo
,
tunepast.3sg.neut refl guitarACC
‘Someone/I tuned the guitar.’

V[low] *→ DPN OM V refl
*GaÃlaź
zmok-ni-e
sie.
,
,
branchN OM wet-ni-pres.3sg refl
intended:
‘The branch will get wet.’

Furthermore, low verbalizers are predicted
never to form Reflexiva Tantum for a similar reason.
• The only two types of reflexive that low
verbalizer stems are predicted to be able to
take are (i) prefix-induced (in Spec,RP) (cf.
(20) and (21)) and (ii) Impersonal reflexive
(cf. (22)) with a covert pro Subject. Both
of the restrictions can be collapsed in (20):

Following the idea in (Manzini, 1986) we assume that the reflexive merged in Spec,νP and
higher (in Mood) is [-anaphoric], whereas the
anticausative and prefix-induced reflexives are
[+anaphoric]. Thus, the predictions are as follows:
• Only high verbalizer stems are able to take
a reflexive marker in Spec,νP. This is because low verbalizers simply lack this layer.
The lack of this layer is also connected with
inability to assign ACC Case.

V[low] *→ V DPACC

*Zmok-nie-∅ Marka.
wet-n-pres.3sg MarekACC
intended: ‘Marek will get wet.’

(19)

Spec,RP - prefix-induced
DP pref-V refl
GaÃlaź
roze-schÃla
sie.
,
,
branch pref-drypast.3sg.f refl
‘The branch dried into pieces.’
sie.
Marek za-gadaÃl
,
Marek pref-talkpast.3sg.m refl
‘Marek forgot himself talking.’

(15)

(17)

(18)

Spec,VP - Anticausative
DPN OM V refl
GaÃlaź
zÃlamaÃla
sie.
,
,
branch breakpast.3sg.f refl
Spec, VP - Reflexiva Tantum
DPN OM V refl
sie.
Jan spociÃl
,
Jan sweatpast.3sg.m
‘Jan sweated.’

V[low] *→ DPN OM V refl

zmok-nie-∅
sie, .
*Marek
MarekN OM wet-n-pres.3sg refl
intended:
‘Someone will wet Marek.’

• Only high verbalizers are able to take a reflexive marker in Spec,VP. This is due to
anaphoric nature of the reflexive, which requires the presence of external argument to
bind it.

Spec,νP - Middle (Obligatory adverbial)
DPN OM refl Adv V
Ten chleb sie, dobrze kroi.
this bread refl well
cutpres.3sg
‘This bread cuts well.’

(14)

(16)

5

(20)

V[low] → DPN OM *(pref-)V
refl

(21)

roze-sch-ni-e
GaÃlaź
,
branchN OM pref-dry-n-pres.3sg
sie.
,
refl
‘The branch will dry to pieces.’

(22)

GÃlupi-eje-∅
sie.
,
stupid-ej-pres.3sg refl
‘One gets stupid.’

Lexical prefixes

There is one property that distinguishes low
verbalizer -ej- stems from low verbalizer -nstems. The former show overt adjectivizing
morphemes:
(23) a.
b.
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piek-ni-e-ć
(beaut-adj-v-inf;
,
(more) beautiful’)
mar-ni-e-ć (miser-adj-v-inf;
(more) miserable’)

‘get
‘get

If RP is a part of the functional sequence in the
sense that it is selected by VP, and if adjectives
do not have the property of selecting RP, it follows that deadjectival -ej- stems will never be
able to take RP. Consequently, it follows that
they will never be able to take lexical prefixes.
Therefore, the only kind of reflexive marker that
low verbalizer -ej- stems are allowed to take is
the Impersonal one.2 :
(24)

V[−ej−] *→ DP (pref)-V refl

(25) a. *Ta dziewczyna
this girl
roz-piek-ni-ej-e
sie.
,
,
pref-beaut-adj-v-pres.3sg refl
intended: ‘This girl will get beautiful.’

6

Passives

We assume that both Periphrastic and morphological (Impersonal) Passives in Polish are
nominalizers in the sense of (Marantz, 1997),
similarly to a deverbal noun in -NIE/CIE (cf.
(JabÃlońska, in preparation) for arguments). All
these three types of nominalizations select for
νP. That hypothesis results in the following predictions:
• Periphrastic Passive is only possible with
high verbalizer stems. Due to the fact,
however, that the lack of Periphrastic Passive might be tied with the necessarily
monovalent nature of low verbalizer stems,
we do not implement this prediction here.
The same reasoning cannot be applied to
Impersonal -NO/TO construction.
• Impersonal Passive in -NO/TO is also only
possible with high verbalizer stems. This
is again, because low verbalizer stems are
unaccusative and lack ν layer. This is another incarnation of a well-known fact that
passives can only absorb an external argument.
(26)
(27)

V[low] *→ V-no/to (DPACC )
*O-gÃlupi-a-no
/
pref-stupid-ej-no /
*Z-wied-ni
e-to.
,
,
pref-wilt-n-to
intended: ‘Someone got stupid /
wilted.’

2

The only counterexample being starz-e-ć sie, (‘get
old’).
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7

Implementation

Large coverage grammar-based parsers are
known to have a problem with accuracy. They
would often produce a number of parses for a
given input but the correct one has to be chosen
among the competing structures. In addition,
in unification-based systems more than 90% of
the parsing time goes to DAG manipulation,
yet most of the unifications fail. A lot of CPU
time is used for copying constraints, unification,
backtracking. Deterministic statistical-based
parsers trained on treebanks, on the other
hand, would give a single analysis of the input
although at the cost of it being the wrong one.
What we want to propose in this paper is how
one can employ syntactic event decomposition
to work in a system without doing a deep
grammar processing.
Therefore we would
like to follow the Marker Hypothesis, which
states that all natural languages have a close
set of words or morphemes which appear in
a limited set of grammatical contexts and
which signal this context. We create a parser,
whose performance is steered by constraints
induced by the verbs’ inflectional morphology3 .
As we argue in the previous sections certain
verbalizers in Polish restrict the argument
structure flexibility.
In order to exemplify this idea we have
created a parser that will deal only with
the four verb classes. Firstly, however, a
system where morphology is involved should
have a suitable morphological analyzer. For
our purposes we would not manage with an
off-the-shelf one, since we are looking for
specific morphemes which designate a verb
as being a member of a certain conjugation
class. Therefore, we have constructed our own
verb-class generator. In its present form this
is a relational database. For a given verb of
a given class it contains all possible forms. It
has another function as well, any verb-form (at
least of the 4 conjugation classes we work with)
can be quickly identified as being a member of
the appropriate class. The verb root has also
been identified. Thus we have established a
surjection, allowing us to label any verb form
as belonging to a certain class, see (28):
3

Throughout, the term ‘inflectional’ is taken to refer to the traditional way of thinking about conjugation
classes. For us, especially in the case of deadjectival -ejstems, the distinction between inflection and derivation
is no longer valid.

(28)

śpiewaÃl → -aj- class
kosza, → -i/y- class
gÃlupieliście → -ej- class
marzniesz → -n- class

and another one-to-many relation from the root
to the possible verbalizers it takes (i.e. verb
classes it can appear in), as in (8), see (29):
(29)

V[high] ← gas → V[low]

The classes or the verbalizers, as described in
sections 2-6, are the ones that impose restrictions of the argument structure of a given verb.
These constrains are at the same time the ones
that guide our parser. They are relatively few
for the 4 classes under scrutiny and we repeat
them below as rewrite rules in a context-free
grammar:
(30) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

V[low] *→ DP V DP
V[low] *→ DPN OM V refl
V[low] *→ V DPACC
V[low] *→ DPN OM *(pref)-V refl
V[−ej−] *→ DP (pref)-V refl
V[low] *→ V-no/to (DPACC )
V[low/high] *→ DP V[high]
V[low/high] *→ DP V[high] DP

Galezie rozeschna sie

Constraints

Prune

Lexicon

Parser

Main CFG
rule file

Fewer
Rules

Figure 1: Parser with constraints
(32)

The constraints in (30) are involved in pruning
the search space of the parser while parsing a
sentence. In principle, this is not a trivial matter since these refer to deep syntactic structures
and abstract away from the surface structure,
i.e. the free word order of Polish. Ideally, we
would like to be able to write rules concerning
the deep structres and leave it to a compiler to
create the appropriate for the language surface
structure rules. For example, the constraint in
(30a), given a context-free grammar with binary
rules for a free word order language, will remove
the following rules:
(31) a.
b.
c.
d.

the system, we avoid using adverbials and large
noun phrases, the rule file and lexicon file are
relatively small and simple. In other words we
deal with a toy system but one that clearly and
unambiguously examplifies the underlying idea
- verbal morphology can lead to more precise
syntactic parsing. A concise view of the system
is shown in the Fig. 1 below and the relevant
syntactic structures for two sample input sentences are given in (32) and (33).

VP → DP Vbar
Vbar → V DP
VP → Vbar DP
Vbar → DP V

GaÃlezie
rozesch-n-a,
sie.
,
,
branchesN OM dry-n-pres.3pl refl
‘The branches will get dry.’
VP

DPN OM

V’

-n-

sie,

(33)

νP

ν’

-aj-
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R’

Przekon-a-cie
sie!
,
convince-aj-pres.2pl refl
‘You will get convinced!’

pro2pl

In practice, we have solved this issue by a number of simplifications, since the aim of the paper
is not to present a full-fledged parser but rather
to illustrate the idea of relying on verb-classes
when doing syntactic parsing. Therefore we are
looking at only four verb classes, we restrict
the word order of the sentences submitted to

RP

VPBecome

sie,
Given a sentence, the system identifies the
main verbs in it. These are automatically
ascribed a conjugation class, the verb root
is also identified. Based on this information,
relevant constraints from the constraint store
are picked up. The prune module of the system

then goes through the large CFG rule file
and removes VP rules that do not comply
with these constraints. Thus we are left only
with the appropriate syntactic configuration in
which the verb can be embedded.
The system was implemented in the Oz
programming language (van Roy and Haridi,
2004) while for the relational database of the
verb forms we used perl. The CFG rules
were kept as close as possible to the notational format of the theoretical framework
used in sections 2-6 just for our own convenience. The constraints in the constraint
store were exchanged with hand-written rules
similar to those of the main rule file. The
prune module, given a constraint, triggers the
remove-following-rules function and returns a
concise rule file which is then sent to the parser.
The lexicon is not exhaustive and diacritics,
and other conventions for transcribing Polish
were simplified.

8

Conclusion

While there are many details remaining to be
worked out, before we can present a full-fledged
parser, we think that the idea is worth considering. We are not aware of any previous work
where inflectional morphology is taken into consideration while doing syntactic parsing. At the
same time we rely on a theoretical framework
which has not been favored by the NLP community (except the work of (Stabler, 1997)).
While we are not implementing a Principles and
Parameters parser, we borrow such ideas from
this framework, which we consider very useful
and well-grounded. From a computational point
of view, this approach is valuable in two ways.
Firstly, the verbal entry in the lexicon is considerably impoverished, the specification being
restricted to one feature in essense, i.e. [+/high]. Secondly, the combinatorial explosion
of the grammar rules is handled by the constraints coming from the verb classes. Since
Polish exibits a relatively free word-order, the
context-free rules for the parser will be much
more than if we deal with English, for example.
In this way inflectional morphology that is traditionally considered an unnecessary burden for
the language learner is conceived of as providing significant clues to prune a relatively large
search space. We reduce the dimension of the
lexicon and achieve a correct syntactic analysis
which derives the proper semantic interpreta-
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tion of the arguments involved, as well as allows
the root to remain considerably underspecified
semantically in the lexicon.
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the semantic class (Levin 1993) solely on the basis
of the syntactic frames with which they appear
with. As shown in the examples below, serve in
(1a) appears with [NP NP] and belongs to GIVE
verbs, in (1b) it occurs with [NP] and is a member
of FIT verbs, in (1c) it appears with [NP PP(as)]
and is a MASQUEADE verb and finally it occurs
with [NP PP(to)] in (1d) and belongs to the
FULFILLING verbs.

Abstract
We built a system for automatically extracting
subcategorization frames (SCFs) from corpora of
spoken language. The acquisition system, based on
the design proposed by Briscoe & Carroll (1997)
consists of a statistical parser, a SCF extractor, an
English lemmatizer, and a SCF evaluator. These
four components are applied in sequence to
retrieve SCFs associated with each verb predicate
in the corpus. An initial experiment, based on a
sample of 14 verb types and 330 verb tokens, tests
the hypothesis that this will work acceptably for
spoken language. The current prototype system
achieves accuracy (type precision and recall and
token recall) comparable to previous systems that
work with written corpora.
1

(1a) They serve our guest an Italian meal.
(1b) The airline serves 164 destinations.
(1c) He served Napoleon as Minister of Interior.
(1d) He served an apprentice to a photographer.
Several conventional syntax dictionaries exist
for English. Nevertheless, there is still a need for a
program that can automatically extracts SCFs from
corpora because SCFs dictionaries do not always
reflect actual language use. First, manually
constructed syntax dictionaries usually do not
exhaust all the SCF possibilities. For example,
none of the syntax dictionaries lists [S(what)] for
the verb add. However, it is a valid SCF for add in
a sentence like he adds what he thinks is right
(Korhonen 2002). Next, no manually constructed
syntax dictionary encodes the relative frequency of
each listed SCF. Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (OALD) lists both agree about and
disagree about, but agree about never occurs in
the learning corpus (Manning 1993). This
observation led Manning to conclude that people
like to agree with people, but disagree about
topics. These problems suggest that automatic
acquisition of SCFs is necessary as a complement
to intuition.
The current system uses a spoken corpus. An
SCF dictionary built from spoken language may, if
of acceptable quality, be of particular value in NLP
tasks involving syntactic analysis of spoken
language. Since the statistical parser (Charniak’s)
that we use was not designed for spoken language,
we wished to test the hypothesis that the system as
a whole will work for the different demands of
spoken language.

Introduction

SCFs, specifying the number and type of
arguments that a particular predicate requires, are
considered a key component of computational
lexicon and have benefited various natural
language processing (NLP) tasks.
SCFs are essential for the development of
parsing technology. Manning (1993) showed that
access to SCFs helps rule-based parsers to
constrain the number of analyses that are
generated. For example, a rule-based parser, based
solely on SCFs, can deduce that the PP on the table
in Mary put the box on the table is a complement
of the verb put, not a noun phrase modifier.
Briscoe & Carroll (1997) showed that the SCF
frequency information helps improve the accuracy
of their statistical parser.
In addition to parsing, SCFs can also benefit
other domains of NLP. For example, Lapata &
Brew (2004) used SCFs in their verb sense
disambiguation task. They built a model to
disambiguate verb senses by exploring the
association between the syntactic frames that a
particular verb licenses and the semantic classes it
belongs to. In case of the verb serve, we can guess
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2

2.2.1 Extractor
The SCF extractor in this task merits further
explanation. In some cases, the extractor has to do
some extra work in order to build SCF cues we are
seeking for.

Description of the system

Methods for automatic acquisition of SCFs
usually proceed in the following two steps:
Methods for automatic acquisition of SCFs usually
proceed in the following two steps:
I.
II.

2.1

Finite and Infinite Clauses: Charniak parser
uses S and SBAR to label different type of
clauses, which obscures too many details of
the internal structure of each clause. The
Extractor is thereby modified to identify the
internal structure of each constituent labeled
as S or SBAR.

Hypothesis Generation: Identify all SCF
cues for a particular verb.
Hypothesis Selection: Determine which
SCF cue is a valid SCF for a particular
verb.
Overview

The current SCF acquisition system consists of
four components that are applied in sequence to the
spoken language of BNC to retrieve SCFs
associated with each verb predicate in the corpus:

Parser’s
Label
S

A Statistical Parser: Charniak’s Parser,
trained on tree-bank, returns a parse for each
sentence. The output does not explicitly
distinguish between complements and
adjuncts (Charniak 1997).
A SCF Extractor: An extractor is used to
identify each verb predicate in parsed trees
and identify the syntactic category for all its
sisters and combine them into a SCF cue.
A Lemmatizer: MORPHA, an English
morphological analyzer, is used to return
lemma for each verb (Minnen, Carroll, Pearce
2001).
A SCF Evaluator: An evaluator is used to
filter SCF cues on the basis of their reliability
and likelihood.
2.2

Clause
Type
Infinite
Clause

Clause Subtype

Desired SCF

Control
Gerundive clause
Small clause

[(NP) INF(to)]
[(NP) V-VING]
[(NP)
ADJP|PassP]
[(NP)
INF(whto)]
[S(wh)]

Control
SBAR

Finite
Clause

Complementizer
No complementizer

wh
that

[S(that)]

Table 1: SCFs for different clauses
Example: asked me to say …
Parsed Tree: (VP (VBN asked)
(S (NP (PRP me))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB say) …
SCF cues: ask: [S] ask: [NP INF(to)]
Passive Sentences: Passive sentences are not
indicated in the parsed trees. If the Extractor
fails to discover passive structures, the SCF
cues associated with passive structures would
always miss one complement. To restore the
missing complement, the Extractor first
locates all verbs tagged as VBN and VBD. It
then searches for the nearest preceding
auxiliary verb and checks if it is some form of
be. If so, the Extractor adds an NP to the SCF
cue.
Example: He had been saved.
Parsed Tree: (S (NP (PRP He))
(VP (AUX had)
(VP (AUX been)
(VP (VBN saved))))
SCF cues: save: [] save: [NP]

Hypothesis generation

The hypothesis generation consists of the first
three components: Charniak Parser, SCF Extractor
and Morpha. It takes raw corpus data as its input
and generates SCF cues as its output. For example,
building SCF entries for give and given that one of
the sentences in our training data is (2a), the parser
first returns a parsed tree for this sentence, as
shown in (2b). The extractor then builds a SCF cue
in (2c) based on the parsed tree. After the
lemmatizer replaces the verb gave with its lemma
give, the SCF cue appears as in (2d), which serves
as the input to the hypothesis selection.
(2a) Brenda gave us a talk.

Auxiliary-like Verbs: Verbs such as going,
got, used, when followed by an infinitive
clause headed by to, act as auxiliary verbs.
These SCF cues are simply ignored in this
task.
Example: … going to record our meeting.
Parsed Tree:

(2b) (S (NP (NNP Brenda))

(VP (VB gave)
(NP (PRP us)
(NP (DT a)
(NN talk))))
(2c) gave: [NP NP]
(2d) give: [NP NP]
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false SCF cues. The Evaluator for the current
system is made up of two parts: the BHT (Brent
1992) and a back-off algorithm (Sarkar & Zeman
2000).

(VP (VBG going)
(S (VP (TO to)
(VP (VBG record)
(NP (PRP our)
(NN meeting)))))
SCF cues: go: [S] go: [INF(to)] NONE

Binomial Hypothesis Test (BHT): Let p be
the probability that a scfi will occur with a
verb which is not supposed to take scfi. If a
verb occurs n times and m of those times it cooccurs with scfi. The probability that all the
scfi cues are false cues is bounded by the
binomial distribution:

Verbal Conjunction: Two or more verbs in a
verbal conjunction sometimes share the same
complements. However, such information is
missing in the parser’s output. The Extractor
is made to identify the shared complements
and then associate them with each individual
verb.
Example: His father bought and sold cars.
Parsed Tree:
(S (NP (DT his)
(NN father))
(VP (VBD bought)
(CC and)
(VBD sold)
(NP (NNS cars))))
SCF cues: buy: [CC VBD NP]
buy/sell: [NP]

n
n!
P(m+, n, p) = Σ
pm(1-p)n-m
k=m m!(n-m)!
If the value of P(m+, n, p) is less than or
equal to some small threshold value, then the
null hypothesis that verbj does not take scfi is
extremely unlikely to be true. Hence, scfi
must be a valid SCF for verbj. Setting a
threshold of less than or equal to 0.05 yields a
95% or better confidence to believe that verbj
has been observed frequently enough with scfi
for it to be a valid SCF for verbj.
The first two figures m and n can be
straightforwardly calculated from the output
of the Extractor, but the value of p is not that
easy to come by. Following Manning (1993),
we empirically determined the value of p for
each SCF cue.

Phrasal Verbs: Many English verbs take a
particle or an adverb and together they form a
phrasal verb. In this task, phrasal verbs are
treated as ordinary verbs. The Extractor first
extracts the lexical head of all constituents
labeled as PRT or ADVP and combines them
with the lexical verbs into phrasal verbs. If the
phrasal verb is listed in a phrasal verb
dictionary
(Cambridge
Phrasal
Verb
Dictionary), the Extractor builds a SCF cue
for the phrasal verb.
Example: … as she goes along.
Parsed Tree:
(SBAR (IN as)
(S (NP (PRP she))
(VP (VBZ goes)
(ADVP (RB along)))))
SCF cues: go: [ADVP(along)] go-along: []

Back-off Algorithm: The SCF cues generated
by the Extractor always contain some
adjuncts. However, for each such SCF cue,
one of its subsets is most likely to be the
correct SCF we are seeking for. Table 2 gives
some SCF cues generated for the verb
introduce:
SCF cues proposed by
the Extractor
[NP PP(from)]
[NP PP(at) S(before)]
[NP S(when)]
[NP PP(to) PP(in)]
[NP PP(to) PP(before)]
[NP PP(to) ADVP]

2.3 Hypothesis selection
The hypothesis selection consists of only the
SCF Evaluator. A SCF cue generated by the
Extractor may be a correct SCF, or it may contain
some adjuncts, or it may simply be wrong due to
errors made by the parser. Given that Charniak
parser makes no distinction between complements
and adjuncts and the current system works with
only spoken language, SCF cues proposed by the
Extractor are likely to contain more noise. Thus,
the Evaluator must be able to distinguish between
complements and adjuncts, as well as filter out

Correct SCF
[NP]
[NP PP(to)]

Table 2: SCF cues and correct SCFs for introduce
In terms of the implementation of this backoff algorithm, for each verb, we first consider
the longest SCF cue proposed by the
Extractor. Let assume that this SCF cue fails
the BHT. We then eliminate the last
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constituent from the rejected SCF cue and
transfer the frequency of the rejected SCF cue
to its successor and submit the chosen
successor to the BHT again. In this way,
frequencies are most likely to accumulate and
valid frames to survive the BHT.
An important issue in the back-off
algorithm is the selection of the successor for
the rejected SCF cues. In English, word order
is relatively rigid and complements tend to
appear before adjuncts in a SCF cue. For this
reason, we choose always eliminate the last
constituent in a SCF cue and submit the
resulting successor to the BHT. However,
there are a few cases where adjuncts are found
to be closer to head verbs. For example, in
English, adverbs often have the option of
occurring in several different positions within
a sentence. Since verbs rarely take adverbs as
complements, during hypothesis generation,
the Extractor moves all ADVPs to the end of
each SCF cue. In doing so, ADVPs always get
eliminated first if the proposed SCF cue is
rejected.
3

Verb Tokens

TPs

FPs

ask
begin
believe
cause
expect
find
give
help

9
2
2
2
3
3
3
6

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

False Positive

[NP PP(to)]

[S(that)]
like
3
1
[S(that)]
move
4
1
produce
2
0
[S(that)]
provide
3
1
seem
5
0
[NP NP]
show
5
1
Total
52 5
Type precision = 52/(52+5) = 91.2%
Type recall = 52/(52+60) = 46.7%

FNs

3
7
4
1
3
5
4
4
6
8
1
3
3
8
60

Table 3: Type precision and type recall
One important issue in SCF acquisition, the
introduction of high-error-rate components such as
taggers and parsers into the acquisition system, is
likely to invite skeptics. However, a large scale of
SCF acquisition cannot be achieved without using
taggers and/or parsers.
Previous SCF acquisition systems that have
avoided using taggers and/or parsers have adopted
one of the following two alternatives. Sarkar &
Zeman (2000) used the Prague Dependency
Treebank, which is hand-parsed. However, using
hand-tagged and/or hand-parsed text is not a good
solution to large-scale SCF acquisition systems as
hand-tagging and hand-parsing texts are more
laborious than manually collecting SCFs (Manning
1993). Brent (1991, 1992) used lexical cues for
identifying verbs as well as SCFs. However,
although this procedure was very accurate, this
procedure only made use of 3% information of the
texts and only extracted a handful of SCF types. As
Manning (1993) argued, there are just no highly
accurate SCFs cues for many SCFs. The example
given in Manning (1993) is the verbs that
subcategorize a PP headed by the preposition in,
such as the ones in (3a, b). However, the majority
of occurrences of a PP headed by in after a verb
are either NP modifiers or non-subcategorized
locative phrases, such as those in (3c, d). However,
as long as we want to identify verbs that
subcategorized for in, we must collect all cooccurrence statistics and use statistical tests to
weed out false cues.

Results and discussion

To evaluate the methods above, we used 1
million words of training data taken out of the
spoken corpus of BNC. In this training set, there
are 109, 116 verb tokens with 4, 134 verb types.
Among them, 907 verb types are seen 10 or more
times. The acquisition system acquired 1, 797
SCFs for the 907 verb types (an average of 1.98
per verb).
Table 4 shows the number of true positives
(TPs), the correct SCF types proposed by out
systems, false positives (FPs), the incorrect SCF
types proposed by our system and false negatives
(FNs), the correct SCF types not proposed by our
system. To calculate type precision and type recall,
Briscoe & Carroll (1997) randomly selected 14
verbs with multiple SCF types. We evaluated the
results of these 14 verbs against the SCF entries for
these verbs in COMLEX (Grishman, Macleod,
Meyers, 1994) syntax dictionary. The results are
summarized in table 3:
With SCF acquisition, recall is sometimes also
reported over SCF tokens. Token recall gives us
the percentage of SCF tokens in the test data that
are captured by the SCF dictionary acquired from
the training data. To report token recall, we
manually built SCFs for 400 verb tokens. If a verbSCF pair occurs more than once, we only kept one
occurrence. This left us with 330 verb-SCF pairs
(representing about 130 verb types). out of these
330 verb tokens, the acquired SCF dictionary listed
261 SCFs, giving us a token recall of 79.1%
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into a parsing system. The current system acquired
relative frequency of each SCF that a particular
verb takes. Such information can benefit statistical
parsers, especially statistical parsers used to parse
spoken languages. In addition, we are now
interested in the effects of syntactic variables on
speech production. This system provides several
good candidates for syntactic variables (subjects,
objects, complements, and adjuncts).

(3a) She was assisting the police in that case
(3b) We chipped in to buy her a new TV.
(3c) He built a house in a new surburb.
(3d) We were traveling in a helicopter.
In addition, the noise introduced by parsing
errors into SCF acquisition is not as problematic as
it appears because not all errors made by taggers
and parsers affect the performance of SCF
acquisition systems.
First of all, the adoption of the back-off
algorithm in hypothesis selection brought some
additional benefits to the current system.
Sometimes, a SCF cue generated by the Extractor
is wrong simply due to an error made by the
parser. However, as long as the correct SCF is a
subset of the original SCF cue, there exists some
chance for the correct SCF to survive the
hypothesis selection. For example, the PP from the
Longman Spoken Corpus in (4) is mistakenly
parsed as a verb modifier, leading the Extractor to
propose a SCF cue [NP PP(from)]. If the false SCF
cue fails the hypothesis test, its successor [NP], the
correct frame, may still come out as a valid SCF.

4.2

4.2.1 Some linguistic issues
The current system left some of the linguistic
issues unsolved. For example, Manning (1994)
pointed out that one of the difficult cases for any
English SCF acquisition system is how to represent
SCFs for verbs that take a range of prepositional
complements (but not all). For example, the verb
put can take almost any locative or directional
prepositional complements. The current system
does not have a good way to represent the full
range of prepositional complements rather than
listing all possible prepositional complements for
verbs like put. In addition, given that the
complement/adjunct distinction is not always clear,
sometimes it is difficult to unequivocally
determine if a particular constituent is a
complement or adjunct. The current system would
be of more value if it is able to determine if a
particular constituent is more complement-like or
adjunct-like.

(4) … introduce Keith from the Longman Spoken
Corpus.
(VP (VB introduce)
(NP (NNP Keith))
(PP (IN from)
(NP (DT the)
(NNP Longman)

4.2.2 Hypothesis generation
The current system still showed some room for
improvements in hypothesis generation. One way
to improve hypothesis generation is to enhance the
performance of the parser. However, since parsers
are an integral part of any large-scale acquisitions
of SCFs and there is an upper limit to how far we
could improve parsing accuracy, the improvements
we can make on hypothesis generation are limited.
As for the current system, more work could be
done to make the Extractor generate SCFs cues
with more accuracy. Firstly, the parser does not
indicate any complement-gaps in the input
sentences. As with the case of passive sentences,
the SCF cues proposed by the Extractor will
always miss one complement. If the Extractor is
made able to correctly identify gaps in the parsed
sentences, it will be more accurate in proposing
SCF cues. Secondly, the back-off algorithm
adopted in this system always removed the last
constituent when the original SCF cues are
rejected. However, sometimes complements may
precede adjuncts. As discussed above, the current
system had a good way to deal with adverbs.
However, it did nothing to clausal complements. In

(VBN Spoken)
(NNS Corpus))))))

Next, the Extractor does not concern itself with
every single level of parsed trees. For example, in
(5), the parser wrongly treats adverbs individually
and afterwards as modifying the NP him. However,
since the adverbs in this example are both adjuncts,
the Extractor still manages to propose a correct
SCF cue [PP(to)] for speak despite of the parsing
error.
(5) … speak to him individually afterwards.
(VP (VB speak)
(PP (TO to)
(NP (NP (PRP him))
(ADVP (RB individually)
(RB afterwards))))
4
4.1

Future directions

Future work
Application of the current system to other
NLP tasks

The current system should be able to aid several
NLP tasks. First, it could probably be incorporated
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English, when a verb takes a clausal complement,
the clausal complements tend to extrapose over
adjuncts, as in Mary told John at the party that she
was leaving for Chicago tomorrow morning. The
SCF cue proposed by the Extractor for the verb tell
is [PP(at) S(that)]. Suppose that this SCF cue is
rejected, then the clausal complement S(that) will
be eliminated. The current Extractor needs to be
modified
to
identify
extraposed
clausal
complements and restore them to a position
preceding adjuncts in SCF cues.
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4.2.3 Hypothesis selection
It has been shown (Briscoe & Carroll 1997) that
hypothesis selection is the weakest link in the
acquisition systems of SCFs. As the most popular
statistical filtering method, BHT requires
estimating error probabilities p. However, when
estimating the error probabilities p, one uses
unconditional probabilities p(scf) under the
assumption that the error probabilities for SCFs are
uniform across verbs. For instance, in the current
system, the error probabilities for [NP] and [NP
S(that)] were empirically set to be 0.25 and 0.02
regardless of verbs. Brent (1993) noted that this
assumption is false. Most verbs can, for example,
take [NP], while very few can take [NP S(that)].
As an alternative, we could also use probabilities
conditional on verbs p(scf|verb). However, this
does not work well with SCFs that co-occur
infrequently with particular verbs. Korhonen
(2002) therefore used probabilities conditional on
semantic class p(scf|class) based on the
observation made by Levin (1993) that
semantically similar verbs tend to share the same
set of SCFs..
5

Conclusion

Our results show that it is feasible to apply
current SCF extraction technology to spoken
language. However, it must be admitted that the
spoken BNC, which consists mainly of speech in
fairly formal settings, is not as challenging as the
very informal sociolinguistic interviews of the ViC
corpus (Raymond et al, 2002), which have much
more disfluency and much more uncertainty about
utterance segmentation. Adapting our system to
this corpus is our next goal.
6
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Unaccusative/Unergative Distinction in L2 English
by Spanish and Japanese Native Speakers
Keiko MATSUNAGA
Department of Language & Linguistics, University of Essex
Wivenhoe Park, Colchester
Essex CO4 3SQ U.K.
kmatsup@essex.ac.uk
Alternating unaccusative verbs as in (1) allow both
intransitive and transitive variants. Passivisation
and causativisation with the analytic causative
make are also possible, but the acceptability will
depend on the discourse context. The passive form
is typically preferred over the simple intransitive
verb form when there is an explicit or implied
agent. The simple intransitive is typically preferred
when there is no identifiable agent. The analytic
causative form make is typically preferred over the
simple transitive when the emphasis is on the
agent’s indirect involvement in the event.
Conversely, the other two verb classes do not have
transitive alternants, but require make to form a
causative as in (2) and (3). Thus, these verb classes
can be neither passivised nor simply transitivised
without a causative verb.
The theoretical framework adopted in this study
is Hale and Keyser (2002). They assume that each
verb consists of two structural elements; a root (R)
and a verbal host (V) as shown in (4). In the case
of the unaccusative verb break, it has a dyadic
structure involving an internal argument in the
specifier of the verb. Adding an additional V layer
(V1 in the tree) allows this verb to alternate.

Abstract
It has been claimed that second language (L2)
learners are sensitive to the distinction between
unaccusative and unergative verbs. Central
issues to be addressed in the present study are (i)
whether this lexical distinction is observed in L2
grammars regardless of a native language (L1)
and (ii) whether there is any effect of L1 transfer
in L2 acquisition of unaccusative/unergative
verbs. In order to answer these questions, this
study investigates the L2 acquisition of
transitivity alternations with three intransitive
verb classes (alternating unaccusative verbs,
non-alternating unaccusative verbs, and nonalternating unergative verbs) by Spanish- and
Japanese-speaking adult L2 learners of English.
The results of an acceptability judgement task
observe both L1 transfer as well as the universal
distinction of unaccusative/unergative verbs at
the level of lexical argument structure proposed
by Hale and Keyser (2002).
1

Introduction: Unaccusative vs. Unergative

English intransitive verbs can be categorized
into the following three sub-classes:
(1)
a.
b.
c.
d.

(4) Lexical configuration of unaccusative verbs

Unaccusative verb
The window broke.
Bill broke the window.
The window was broken (by Bill).
Bill made the window break.

V

V1

DP
the vase

(2) Non-alternating Unaccusative verb
a. A rabbit appeared.
b. *The magician appeared a rabbit.
c. *A rabbit was appeared (by the magician).
d. The magician made a rabbit appear.

V2
V
ø

V2

Root
break

Conversely, in the case of unergative verbs, the
lexical configuration is a simple monadic structure
which consists of Head and Complement only as
illustrated in (5).
(5) Lexical configuration of unergative verbs

(3) Non-alternating Unergative verb
a. The students laughed.
b. *The teacher laughed the students.
c. *The students were laughed (by the teacher).
d. The teacher made the students laugh.

V
ø

86

V

Root
cry

The lexical configuration of the unergative verb
has no specifier which is a place for an internal
subject. Lack of an internal argument disallows the
structure (5) to merge with an additional V to form
a transitive variant, and thereby unergative verbs
always require an external subject.
Although it has been believed that the distinction
between unaccusative and unergative verbs are
universal at the level of lexical argument structure,
cross-linguistic differences may arise in terms of
the morphosyntactic realisation, as will be
discussed in section 2.
2

c.

2.2

Japanese

The intransitive and transitive variants of the
alternating unaccusative verbs are morphologically
related in Japanese as in (9). Interestingly, the
verbs which are categorized into the nonalternating verbs in English, such as disappear, can
alternate through morphological derivation in
Japanese as in (10) (e.g. ki-e-ru [intr.] / ke-su [tr.]).
Like English and Spanish, the Japanese unergative
verbs cannot have a transitive variant and the
causative morphology is required as in (11b).

Cross-linguistic Differences in
Morphosyntactic Realisation

As compared with the English examples
presented in (1-3), this section discusses crosslinguistic differences in the morphosyntactic
realisation of three verb classes between Spanish
and Japanese.
2.1

El fotógrafo
hizo sonreir a Susie.
the photographer made smile Susie
“The photographer made Susie smile”

(9) Alternating Unaccusative verbs in Japanese
a. Kabin-ga
kow-are-ta.
the vase-NOM break-Intr-past
b. Bill-ga
kabin-o
kow-asi-ta.
Bill-NOM the vase-ACC break-Tr-past

Spanish

(10) Non-alternating Unaccusatives in Japanese
a. Usagi-ga ki-e-ta.
rabbit-NOM disappear-Intr-past
b. Tejinashi-ga
usagi-o
ke-si-ta.
magician-NOM rabbit-ACC disappear-Tr-past

Spanish obligatorily marks the intransitive
variant of the alternating unaccusative verbs with
the reflexive clitic se as in (6a), whilst its transitive
form has no morphological marking like English as
in (6b). Most unaccusative verbs in Spanish
optionally take se as in (7a). In the case of
unergative verbs, some are marked with se as in
(8a), but others do not as in (8b). The nonalternating verb classes in Spanish lack a transitive
alternant and so require the analytic causative
hacer as in (7b) and (8c).

(11) Non-alternating Unergative verbs in Japanese
a. Susie-ga
hohoen-da.
Susie-NOM smile-past
b. Kameraman-ga
Susie-o hohoem-ase-ta.
photographer-NOM Susie-ACC smile-Causpast

(6) Alternating Unaccusative verbs in Spanish
a. El vaso se
rompió.
the vase reflexive clitic break-past
“The vase broke.”
b. Bill rompió
el vaso.
Bill break-past the vase
“Bill broke the vase”

2.3

Morphology in lexical argument structure

Within the framework of Hale and Keyser, these
cross-linguistic differences result from the
presence or absence of morphological components
in the verbal heads. In the case of Spanish, for
instance, the anticausative morphology se occupies
the lower verbal head as illustrated in (12).

(7) Non-alternating Unaccusative verbs in Spanish
a. Un conejo (se) desapareció.
a rabbit
disappear-past
“A rabbit disappeared”
b. El mago
hizo desaparecer el conejo.
the magician made disappear the rabbit
“The magician made the rabbit disappear”

(12) Spanish unaccusative verbs
V

(8) Non-alternating Unergative verbs in Spanish
a. Susie se
sonrió.
Susie reflexive clitic smile-past
“Susie smiled”
b. Mary bailó.
Mary dance-past
“Mary danced”

V1
DP

V2
V
se

V2

Root
romper

In Japanese, on the other hand, the overt
in/transitive morphemes associated to the
alternation occupy the upper and lower verbal
heads respectively.
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(13) Japanese unaccusative verbs

DP

V2
Root

and paid for their participation. The Placement
Test (University of Cambridge Local Examinations
Syndicate, 2001) was used as an independent
measurement for evaluating their English
proficiency. Based on a mean score of the QPT
(43.44, Maximum score=60, SD=6.65) they were
divided into two levels (Lower vs. Upper
proficiency level) in each group.

V1

V
Transitive morpheme
V
Intransitive morpheme

V2

Thus, the relevant morphological differences
across languages correlate directly with a structural
difference at the level of lexical argument structure.
The morphological reflexes are manifestations of
structural differences, not the cause of those
differences.
3

Language
group

English

Spanish

Unaccusative vs. Unergative in L2

Japanese

Much attention has been paid to these three
classes of intransitive verbs in acquisition studies.
Hirakawa (1995) examined the distinction between
unaccusative and unergative verbs in L2 by testing
the intermediate Japanese-speaking learners of
English. The result of her judgement task showed
that learners tended to accept incorrect passive
form more with non-alternating unaccusative verbs
(e.g. *John was fallen down) than the unergative
verbs (e.g. *Bill was cried).
Cabrera and Zubizarreta (2003) investigated the
knowledge of the distinction between two nonalternating verb classes by testing ungrammatical
simple transitive constructions. They found that the
English-speaking learners of Spanish at the low
proficiency level incorrectly accepted simple
transitive significantly more with unaccusatives
(e.g. *El padre llegó a la niña tarde “*The father
arrived the girl late”) than unergatives (e.g. *El
payaso rió al niño “*The clown laughed the boy”).
The previous studies provide evidence for the
unaccusative/unergative
distinction
in
L2
grammars. Assuming that the unaccusative verbs
have a dyadic structure (4), compared with the
unergative verbs which have a monadic structure
(5), it incorrectly leads learners to overgeneralise
passive and simple transitive form with the nonalternating class of the unaccusative verbs.

Mean QPT
scores
(SD)
37.31 (3.52)
49.00 (4.46)
37.17 (2.82)
48.20 (2.43)

Table 1: Subjects
An acceptability judgement task was used as a
main task in this study. Twelve verbs in three
different verb classes were involved.
Alternating
unaccusatives
break
melt
close
bend

Non-alternating
unaccusatives
happen
disappear
arrive
occur

Unergatives

laugh
dance
smile
walk

Table 2: Verbs tested in the task
In this task each question contained one short
introductory sentence and two continuations. One
of the continuations had a morphologically overt
verbal form (e.g. The vase was broken; Bill made
the glass break) and the other had a
morphologically zero verbal form (e.g. The vase
broke; Bill broke the glass). Different contexts
were provided to elicit each form; the “nonpassive context” in (14) was intended to elicit the
simple intransitive verbal form over the bepassive forms, while the “passive context” in (15)
was intended to elicit the be-passive form.

Hypothesis:
Given that the unergative and unaccusative verbs
have distinct lexical configurations universally,
learners make overgeneralisation errors only with
the unaccusative verbs, regardless of their L1s.
4

English
proficiency
levels
Control (n=14)
Lower (n=13)
Upper (n=15)
Lower (n=12)
Upper (n=15)

(14) That vase had been cracked since I dropped
it last Christmas. Yesterday finally…
a. The vase broke.
b. The vase was broken.
(15) While washing dishes after the dinner, Tom
dropped one of the plates.
a. The plate broke.
b. The plate was broken.

Experimental Study

28 Spanish native speakers and 27 Japanese
native speakers participated in this study with 14
English native speakers serving as control. All the
subjects were recruited at a university in England
88

their acceptability rates between the simple
intransitive verbal forms and the morphologically
overt verbal forms are found in both contexts. The
Spanish upper proficiency group (SU) behaved
similarly to the control group. However, the
learners at the lower proficiency levels in both
Spanish (SL) and Japanese (JL) groups displayed a
tendency to accept the passive forms regardless of
the contexts. The JL group in particular showed a
significant preference for the passive form even in
the non-passive contexts. The Japanese learners at
the upper proficiency levels (JU) did not show any
preference in the non-passive contexts.
Table 4 shows the results of the non-alternating
unaccusative verbs.

For testing transitive constructions, the “direct
causative context” in (16) was intended to elicit the
simple transitive verbal form, while the “indirect
causative context” in (17) which involves an
instrumental agent, was intended to elicit the
analytic make causative form.
(16) Bill got this glass at a low price. When he
squeezed it too hard, however, …
a. Bill broke the glass.
b. Bill made the glass break.
(17) Bill found a new glass left in the kitchen.
When he poured boiling water into it, …
a. The heat broke the glass.
b. The heat made the glass break.

Non-Passive
contexts

Passive contexts

The questions were presented on a computer
screen and subjects were asked to choose an
answer from three options, “impossible”,
“possible” and “natural”. If the subject could not
decide the answer, another option, “not sure”, was
chosen, and it was excluded in the analysis. Before
testing, the test instructions and some examples
were presented to make sure that they should judge
each sentence in terms of both the meaning of the
sentence and the correctness of the grammaticality.

Lang.
group

5

In this verb class, the simple intransitive verbal
form (e.g. The car accident happened) is only
available, whilst the passive form (e.g. *The car
accident was happened) is ungrammatical.
However, errors with the overuse of passives can
be found among L2 learners, especially in the JL
group; the results imply that they judged the
ungrammatical sentences as “possible” (.81 in the
non-passive contexts and 1.10 in the passive
contexts).
Table 5 represents the results of non-alternating
unergative verbs. Since this verb class does not
have the transitive alternant, the passive form (e.g.
*The child was cried) is unavailable and the simple
intransitive verbal form is only possible (e.g. The
child cried).

E
SL
SU
JL
JU

Intransitive constructions

This section presents results of the intransitive
constructions. In the analysis, each answer is
calculated as follows; Impossible=0, Possible=1,
and Natural=2. Since the distribution of the data
was not normal, nonparametric statistics have been
used. Significant differences found are indicated in
tables as follows: **= p<.01, *= p<.05.
Table 3 shows the mean acceptability rates of
the simple intransitive verbal form (e.g. The vase
broke) and passive form (e.g. The vase was
broken) with alternating unaccusative verbs.

Lang.
group

E
SL
SU
JL
JU

Non-Passive
contexts

simple
intransitive

1.91**
1.10
1.78**
.85
1.29

bepassive

.71
1.38
1.02
1.67**
1.30

Passive contexts
simple
intransitive

1.02
.49
.91
.44
.80

*bepassive

simple
intransitive

*bepassive

2.00**
1.92**
1.98**
1.69**
2.00**

.00
.33
.13
.81
.22

1.93**
1.87**
1.97**
1.60*
1.90**

.00
.42
.17
1.10
.45

Table 4: Non-alternating unaccusative verbs

Results

5.1

simple
intransitive

bepassive

Lang.
group

1.39*
1.59**
1.70**
1.87**
1.58**

E
SL
SU
JL
JU

Table 3: Alternating unaccusative verbs

Non-Passive
contexts

Passive contexts

simple
intransitive

*bepassive

simple
intransitive

*bepassive

1.98**
1.88**
1.98**
1.90**
1.97**

.02
.12
.00
.56
.20

1.98**
1.88**
1.98**
1.77**
1.93**

.00
.13
.07
.73
.27

Table 5: Non-alternating unergative verbs

The English control (E) group correctly
distinguished between the non-passive contexts
and the passive contexts; significant differences in
89

The English native speakers completely rejected
the ungrammatical sentences. Conversely, the
learners tended to overgeneralise the incorrect
simple transitive verbal form with this verb class.
The learners in the JL group especially judged it as
“possible” (.94 in the direct causative contexts
and .90 in the indirect causative contexts).
Contrary to the results of the non-alternating
unaccusative verbs, the learners correctly rejected
the ungrammatical sentences with non-alternating
unergative verbs as shown in Table 8. In this verb
class, the simple transitive verbal form (e.g. *The
clown laughed the children) is unavailable and the
make causative is always required (e.g. The clown
made the children laugh).

Although all groups displayed a significant
preference for the simple intransitive verbal form
and errors with the overuse of passives were rarely
found with this verb class, the JL group behaved
differently from all the other groups; the JL group
was the only group that showed an apparent
overuse of the ungrammatical passive forms (.56 in
the non-passive contexts and .73 in the passive
contexts).
5.2

Transitive constructions

Let us now turn to the result of transitive
constructions. The results of a comparison between
the simple transitive verbal form (e.g. Bill broke
the glass) and the make causative form (e.g. Bill
made the glass break) with the alternating
unaccusative verbs are presented in Table 6.

Lang.
group

E
SL
SU
JL
JU

Direct causative
contexts

Lang.
group

Indirect causative
contexts

simple
transitive

make
causative

simple
transitive

make
causative

1.98**
1.96**
1.93**
1.83**
1.92**

.71
.58
.83
.89
.66

1.64
1.67**
1.65*
1.53
1.54*

1.66
1.15
1.31
1.46
1.18

E
SL
SU
JL
JU

E
SL
SU
JL
JU

*simple
transitive

.00
.60
.36
.94
.45

make
causative

1.09**
1.51**
1.63**
1.35*
1.22**

6

.00
.53
.36
.90
.37

make
causative

*simple
transitive

make
causative

.05
.10
.14
.31
.28

1.87**
1.94**
1.97**
1.83**
1.93**

.00
.04
.03
.25
.20

1.80**
1.76**
1.90**
1.69**
1.77**

Discussion

Let us summarise the results in terms of the
hypothesis. The results of the intransitive
constructions showed that the learners at the upper
proficiency levels overused passive forms with the
alternating unaccusative verbs, but hardly ever
with the non-alternating classes. The lower
proficiency groups showed a tendency to accept
the ungrammatical passive forms more with the
non-alternating unaccusative verbs than the
unergative verbs. As for the results of transitive
constructions, although the learners tended to
accept ungrammatical simple transitive verbal
forms with the non-alternating unaccusative verbs,
these errors were rarely found with the unergative
verbs. Such results are consistent with the previous
studies which showed the unaccusative/unergative
distinction in L2 acquisition. Simultaneously

Indirect causative
contexts

*simple
transitive

*simple
transitive

All the experimental groups showed a reluctance to
accept the ungrammatical sentences with the
unergative verbs. Additionally, statistical analysis
shows significant differences in the acceptability of
the incorrect simple transitive verbal forms
between two non-alternating verb classes (nonalternating unaccusative verbs in Table 7 vs.
unergative verbs in Table 8) in the SU group
(p .047), the SL group (p .002), and the JL group
(p .001).

A significant preference for the simple transitive
verbal form in the direct causative contexts was
observed in the control group as well as all the
experimental groups. Although the difference in
the acceptability rates between the simple
transitive verbal form and make causative is not
significant in the indirect causative context,
compared to the results of the direct causative
context, the acceptability rate of the make
causative significantly increases in all the groups.
Table 7 shows the results of the non-alternating
unaccusative verbs. In this verb class, the simple
transitive verbal form (e.g. *John happened the
accident) is ungrammatical. Instead, the analytic
causative construction with make (e.g. John made
the accident happen) is required.
Direct causative
contexts

Indirect causative
contexts

Table 8: Non-alternating unergative verbs

Table 6: Alternating unaccusative verbs

Lang.
group

Direct causative
contexts

make
causative

1.36**
1.74**
1.77**
1.38*
1.54**

Table 7: Non-alternating unaccusative verbs
90

however, a cross-linguistic difference between
Japanese and Spanish groups has been observed in
the present study; the Japanese speakers made
more errors than the Spanish speakers, accepting
both ungrammatical passive forms and simple
transitive verbal forms with non-alternating verb
classes.
In order to explain such a cross-linguistic
difference, let us now look at the derivation of
intransitive verbs in two languages more closely.
According to Kageyama (1996), there are two
processes of intransitivisation in Japanese; one is
“anti-causativisation” in which a causer is
identified with a causee, and another is “decausativisation” in which a causer becomes
unspecified and an internal argument surfaces as a
sentential subject. Furthermore, Japanese has
morphology which attaches to an intransitive verb
and derives a transitive form; the non-alternating
unaccusative verbs in Japanese take this
morphology so that the intransitive verb ki-e-ru
“disappear” does alternate through this process of
“causativisation”. Notice that English and Spanish
allow the anti-causativisation only. Thus,
compared to these two languages, the transitivity
alternation is available with a wide range of verbs
in Japanese due to a variety of morphemes.
We assume that the anti-causative morphology
blocks transitivisation by checking the Accusative
Case as in (18), while the de-causative morphology
attaches to the transitive alternant, and then
removes the upper verbal head, leaving the lower
verbal head, namely its intransitive variant, as
shown in (19).

causativisation derives from a transitive variant,
this structure always involves the initial presence
of an agent. Thus, Japanese speakers may assume
that English has the processes of decausativisation and causativisation (even though
it only has anti-causativisation) at least at the
lower proficiency level; this would explain the
reason why the Japanese speakers tended to
accept more incorrect passive and simple
transitive verbal forms than the Spanish speakers.
If this analysis is on the right track, L1 transfer of
the morphology is not enough to explain the
Japanese speakers’ behaviour and we would
consider that the whole lexical argument structure
which involves the conflation pattern and the
argument changing morphology is a target of L1
transfer.
7

To conclude, the overall results suggest that
unaccusative and unergative verbs are represented
differently in L2 grammars; unaccusatives have a
dyadic structure, whilst unergatives have a
monadic structure. However, the present study has
observed a significant effect of L1 transfer as well.
Even though the lexical configuration is universal
across languages, different derivational patterns
attributed to a variety of morphemes and different
conflation patterns led the Japanese learners of
English to overuse both incorrect passive and
simple transitive verbal forms with non-alternating
verb classes more than the Spanish learners of
English in this study.
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V2

V
Anti-causative morpheme

(19) De-causativisation

DP

V2

V1
V2

V

Conclusion

DP

V2

Root
V
Root
De-causative morpheme

V2

V

Although these two lexical argument structures
arrive at an identical surface structure for the
intransitive variants (except for the distinct
morphemes which occupy the lower verbal head),
the underlying derivational processes are different.
In other words, they have different conflation
patterns. Given that the process of de91
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° ¨b§¡x ¡ ¥«¨Á¡x¤¸É¨´Ùµ ?¥¯ ¡x ¡ ° ¢/¤°² ¡x»¾ªc£bº
¥¯ ª¡b*ª¬ ¥¥«?o°¤ ¡ ¬ x §¥¯¤ /x§¦/¬  ª²ª»Z¦§³¼²ªc
 c ¥¯¤°»Ëª£b¡8³eÅÇIÈ=¥¯b§À8c½§/¨¤°¤° ³· ¡Í¥«?
b§¹ª»¦!?c½bK¥«?³Âx§¦ !¨b¥Ì ¡?ä??¡xÃ ¡
¥«?E§³Z¡8¥¯¥¯¤Ixb¥«¥«§¡Cb¡x ¥«?K ¡x¬ »¾ªc£b¥¯ ª¡x°Zª¡?º
¥«¡8¥hª»¥«?S§¡8¥«¡x¨´
å ª¯¼²¦c½©£b¡Z°¤° ³ª£Kx¤°¤ ¡ ¥«x ( ¡x»¾ªc£bº
¥¯ ª¡ Òb¡Ï¢8/¡?c ¦æb¡xÒX° ª¯¼ç¬ ¥¯b§À½S¼h¤Á 
¡?¦Ãª£Kx° ¥«b¡xCª»¾¥«¡@° ¨\o¥«ª= ¡ª¡?c §¥«¡8¥
§§ªcèêéë\Íb¡xÂìí §ª¡x X½hîïïÛð«´¶éñ¡=¥«?°¤b§¥
\¨\¨½ò£x0o!§¨bcÁb~»¾ª/§¨hª¡° ¢¤°òº
¸¯x c ¥¯ ª¡x½8¥«xb¥ó X½8ª¡e ¡x»Ë!c ¡ ° ¢/¤°??§ª/§¥¯ 
ª»K¼²ªc\Ò»¾§ª£ô¥«¨ Ù/x§¦/ ¬ªÒ ¡ª§/ªc@b¡x
ª¥«?Ù§§ª?Xc½K?c ¡ ¬ £Á ¡?@° ¨b§¡ ¡ ¬ ¥«¨0?º
¡x¤¸¯?c´
Ê?§§¥¼²ª§À8Ìª¡Îb?¥«ª£b¥¯¤Ù¸Éx X ¥¯ ª¡@ª»
§?b¥« ¬ ªc Xb¥¯ ª¡¶ ¡x»¾ªc£b¥¯ ª¡¹¼E!²¡ª¥  §¨¥«¨
b¥E°¤b§X¤»Ë³ ¡ ¦!?I?¥Jb¥Eª£Kx¤°¤ ¡ ¦§³K/ª§c º
x° !?b¥« ¬ ¬ ªc cb¥¯ ª¡C»Ëc£S»Ëª4¨0±¬ ¦!x´Jõx§¡8¥
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«è îïïöðN?§¨ÖX«¼÷ª!*ªXÍ¥«ª$ª?¥¯ ¡Õc ¢Ð? ø*§º
¡8¥e»Ëc£S¶¥ñ³Z/cùúÙb¡?¡x ¡ ¬ è«îïïöð¶\cc /¨
§³8§¥«¨£û¼hx¤0$ªx°¤Ã§¨ª ¬ ¡ ü?Í¥«ªeîïC»ËX£Kcù
õxc cª8·b¡xÒ®b§§ª°¤°hè«îïïÜð©»Ëª°¤° ªc¼E¨e¥«x Nc£K
°¤ ¡? ?¥\¨° ¥¼± ¥«¶îÞÚó»Ëc£Sc´~ý\¦c°\¼²ª§À8- ¡
§¨¡8¥³¨b§Kb§±° ª§E¥«ªS¥«? ¬ ª° Jª£K¥«?ª\ª° º
ª ¬ ³Ãª»?¥«S¢Z/c¤£K¡8¥«h?!§¡Z¥«¨C ¡Â¥«x hxb/c´
úÌc° ª¶b¡xCý\¥«¦¡§ª¡·è«þÚÚîðbx°¤ ¨¹§?/§¦ §¨
¥«¨Á¡x¤¸É¥«ª(¸¯x §Ã¥«?! ø§¡8¥°¤b§§ª»
ª?¥¯ ª¡x°¤° ³ÿ¥«cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦·¦§?Ò?¡? ¬ b¥¯ ¦¨½?¡xº
?cb¥¯ ¦b¡xóªê¨¥«º!\§ªx´  ?³ÂÁx ¦¨ÂÞï´¤Û 
?c³¨´~¥«¨Á?¡¤¸É?J¼EE?§ ?§¨½8° ?§¥«X ¡ ½
xb° §ª¹/¡N§¨±¥«ªC°¤b!c¤»Ë³N¦§? ¡8¥«ªo!¨£b¡?¬ º
¥¯¤°¤b§!Ãè«ý?0Z° ¥«Ù¤£ Ô$°¤\¨½²þÚÚÚùhý\¥«¦¡§ª¡
b¡x Éªb¡x c½4þÚÚöð«´
©b??!ªÁ( ¡¶¥«x b¡xª¥«?K§¨°¤b¥«¨N¼Eª§À
 o¥«ªÙ§Ùè«£ ¡° ³/ð§³8¡Z¥¯¥¯¤C»¾¨b¥«?§o¥«ªÖ ¡\x
§¨£b¡8¥¯¤°¤b§§c½Ì¥«8?·¢8x° ª ¥¯ ¡ ¬ ¥«?A§³8¡Z¥¯b¢8º
§¨£b¡8¥¯¤C ¡Z¥«c»ê¨´Âµ ?¥¯b§ÀÒ Nb ¬ bx° ³Íc¤£Kº
x° c½¨/¨b?§ ¥E§~§³Z¡8¥¯¥¯¤S?~¥«ªC ¡x»Ë²§³8¡?º
¥¯¥¯¤¹°¤b§§c´ å ªc¼E¦X½  ¥¹ Z³C¡ªÙ£K¨b¡?K¥«c ¦8º
¤°¤½F/¨b?§Ì®b¥¯°¤b¡Â§³8¡Z¥¯b¢Æ ó£xÁ=£Kª§ä?¢ º
x° h¥«b¡ ¡ ¬ °¤ !Ì§³8¡Z¥¯b¢èêì°¤°¤\¦xí b¡x ¡ ¬ ?bx°¤½
îïïÞðb¡x¼² ?§²¦§³oc¤£Kx° ~§!ª?cc½\¡£K¨° ³¨½
¹¥¯ ¬¬ ¨Öª§?c´é»4¥«¶b??§ª0 Ã»Ë!x ¥¯»Ë°¤½ ¥
b¡o*J¢Z¥«¡x¨ ¥«ªo°¤b¡ x ¼± ¥«©° §§§ªc
¥«xb¡ ¡ ¬ °¤ !Ìª~c£b¬ ¡x½¨§¬ x0ÍbS®hb¥¯°¤b¡Æ ¥«§¨°¤»ê´
?K ¡x»¾ªc£b¥¯ ª¡¹¢Z¥«X¥«¨b¡¹*E?§¨¥«ª¹!¨b¥«
ª²¡?xb¡x-¡?¼A!§ª?cc½¨§x0Ùb b§§c½*b¡x
 ¹¨b§³Æ¥«ªÍ?¡x§§¥¯b¡x?½²ª§§¨¥b¡xÖ£b¡ ?x°¤b¥«
8³Í°¤ ¡ ¬  §¥«c´
é¡Ö?¡?§?/§¦ §¨¥«¨Á?¡x¤¸¯?c½ §xÁ×bÂ° ?!¥«§º
 ¡ ¬ ½¥«?C° ¬ ªc ¥«x£K\ªN¡?ª¥¡?¨Ùb¡8³§¥ª»*?§º
°¤b§c Ê¨Ì¥«X ¡x ¡ ¬  ¡?§¥¯b¡xK¥«ªÆª£K??¥«o¥«?±§ªº
° ?¥¯ ª¡x´ å ¡x¨½¹¥«?¨ §!x° ¥«$b§ÿ ¡x\/¡x¡Z¥
»¾§ª£#b¡Z³©8x£b¡e°¤b§c Êb¥¯ ª¡=b¡xC\/¡x±ª¡x° ³
ª¡e¥«¶»Ë¨b¥«§Ãb¡Ã¥«?Ìbc£K¥«§ÃÁ?ª§¡´Ìé¥
 o§¡?c x° ¨½I¥«?§¨»¾ª§¨½x¥«ª(ª¡?c¤\o?¡?§*!¦/ §¨
¥«¨Á¡x¤¸Éx¥«ª-*£Kª§¨£K c¤°¥«xb¡o§?/§¦ §¨
¥«¨Á¡x¤¸ÉÃèê/¨b?§Ì¥«?Ù°¤b¥«¥«C\ª·\/¡xCª¡@
?§¦ ª?±°¤b!c Êxb¥¯ ª¡xð«´
Ìxb/oxb¹¥«?Í»¾ª°¤° ª¯¼o ¡ §¥«§x¥«?! Cý\¨º
¥¯ ª¡(þÌ ¡8¥«§ª/x¥«?©°¤b§c Êxb¬ ¥¯ ª¡§ª ¬ Z¥¯ùxý\¨º

¥¯ ª¡Aö±¢8x°¤ ¡?¥«?£b¥«X¤° Nb¡x£K¥«?ª\ª° ª ¬ ³
è«?b¥¯½¶»Ë¨b¥«?!b¡xÄb??§ª0xðCª»±¥«?Ò¢8/c º
£K¡8¥¯½~b¡xeý\¨¥¯ ª¡ Ö ¥«±§!x° ¥«cùhý\¨¥¯ ª¡æßÂ°¤ !¥«
»¾?§¥«?Ã¼²ª§À/´ Ý ¡°¤° ³¨½oý¨¥¯ ª¡Þ¶?§§¡8¥«C¥«?
ª¡x° ?X ª¡?ª»¥«x b*X´
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µ~?h ¡x ¥¯¤°ò¤£@¼Sb ¥«ª? §¥¯ ¡  §¹*¥ñ¼E¡Ì¥«cb¡?º
c ¥¯ ¦·¦§?·èê¥«?ª!Æ§?b¥« ¬ ¬ ªc c ¡ ¬ »ËªÖb¡ÅÈ
ª°¤bc°ªd¨¥¯ð«½¨¦§?E*¨bX ¡ ¬  §/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°
ªê¨¥~è à§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°c¦§?»¾§ª£Ò¡ª¯¼=ª¡xð«½òb¡x
 ¡8¥«cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦±¦§?±èê¼± ¥«ª?¥hªê¨¥hª»b¡Z³ÃÀ ¡x?ð«´
?!æ°¤b!§Aª§§!*ª¡@¥«ªæ¥«?×£Kª§¥¼±¤\¨° ³
 ¥«¨(? §¥¯ ¡¥¯ ª¡ÿ ¡=/ª¥«×\cX ?¥¯ ¦Æb¡x¶¥«?ªº
§¥¯¤° ¬ c£Ì£bS¼± ¥«Í§§/¨¥K¥«ªÃ¦§x°§³8¡Z¥¯b¢´
å ª¯¼²¦c½o¥«?ÖÊ?§§¥¶¢Z/c¤£S¡Z¥¯°§!x° ¥«Ò£\
?!¥«x ¡?ÀÙ¥«?Â°¤b§c Êxb¥¯ ª¡´Ô@?¡Aª£K?¥¯ ¡ ¬
¥à¼²ª° ?§¥«§X½¨¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦K¦§?~¼²§¹ª¡¡Z¥«cb¥«¨
 ¡ÿ° ?§¥«Ùb¡x( ¡Z¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦·b¡xÙ§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°
¦§?Æ ¡@¥«?Ùª¥«?Cª¡?¨½ªc ¡ ¬ ¥«ª=¢8/¨¥¯bº
¥¯ ª¡?c´ å ª¯¼²¦c½ b¡x¶ª¡?c §¥«¡8¥¯° ³=!ª§-¢8/c º
£K¡8¥¯°§¥«¥¯ ¡ ¬ c½X¼h?¡Nª£S??¥¯ ¡ ¬ £Sª§J¥«xb¡±¥à¼²ª
° ?§¥«!c½S¥«?° ªc ¥«x£ £\? ¦ c ª¡?Ùª»K¥«?
¥«cb¡?X ¥¯ ¦¶° ?§¥«¬ c½Jb¡x?¤©¡?ª¥S§bcb¥«¶ ¡8¥«cb¡?º
c ¥¯ ¦Ã»Ë§ª£¿?§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°8¦§c´
ÔC/¨°¤ ¦C¥«xb¥¹¥«x Â Â\N¥«ª¥«?Æ»ê¥¹¥«xb¥
/ª¥«÷ ¡8¥«cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ b¡?!*ªX ¥¯ ª¡x°  ª8ª?
¼± ¥«Ò§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡?Âb¡x?½¥«?§¨»¾ª§¨½J¥«?³b!¡?ª¥
? ø*§¡8¥I¡?ª o¥«ª*°¤b§c Ê?¨¹ ¡© ø§¡8¥ ° ?§º
¥«§c´ ° §ª½ ¥«X¬ b¡?c ¥¯ ¦Í¦§?Ã¼²§Ò? ¦/¤¨A ¡8¥«ª
§?°¤b§!-/¨b?§±¥«?³§ª¯¼Ì£Kª!±?¥«!ª ¬ º
¡?ª?±/x«¦ ªÃb¡e ¥«o¡Zx£/N C£hx0 ¬ !¨b¥«
¥«xb¡¹¥«?²¡Z£h/Iª»*ª¥«C ¡8¥«cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ób¡x?§/ªº
c ¥¯ ª¡x°?¦§?±èê!N ¡·ý\¨¥¯ ª¡Öö´¤îð«´
¶»¾ª¥«?e? ¦ c ª¡?¼± ¥« ¡(¥«cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦c½E¥«?³
¼²§h8³ó¡?ªÌ£K¨b¡cb¡x\ª£Ì´ xb§¥¯¤°¤b-°¤b§Jª»
¦§?-¥«¡x\¨Ì¥«ªÌ/§bcb¥«¨¶»¾§ª£ £Kª§ó§ª¥«ªº
¥à³8x¤°/¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ -ì §?S¼x¤ÁÍ§¨¸¯x §b¡$ÅÈ
ªê¨¥±¡x° §ó¥«³ª/?o¼± ¥«·¥«?Ìxb!¥¯¤° ÆÑÓ½ 
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è«b¡xo?£ ¥¡?ªoÅÈ©ªê¨¥¯ð«½?b¢/£K° SîJ§?ªc¼hc´ 
ÔS°¤°É¥«x  °¤b§ì ý Ùèêì §?!¹° ¥«!¡xb¥¯ ¡ ¬ ¼± ¥«
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  °¤b! ª§§§/ª¡x¥«ª b¡ ° ¥«§¡xb¥¯ ª¡
¼hx¤0· ¦!³ª£Ì£Kª¡= ¡·®b¥¯°¤b¡x½Ib-¼E¨°¤°4b¹ ¡
ª¥«? ® ª£Ìb¡xÍ°¤b¡ ¬ x ¬ ¯è ® ª§§¨°¤°bªí ½þÚÚþð«´Âé¡
ª?* ~ª°¤Ný¥¯b¡x?bc ¥Kª§§§/ª¡x¥«ª©þÚ ÿª»8¥«?
° ¨££b¥¯¶èêª?/ª§¨Ã¥«ª·îÚ   ¡Z¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦Ùb¡ÆÛ 
?§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡°¤ù/§Âý\¨¥¯ ª¡Aö´¤îð«´ °E?¹¥«ªC¥«?¤£Kº
/ª§¥¯b¡xEª»\¥«x  ° ¥«§¡xb¥¯ ª¡x½?b¡h¥«ª¥«?»ê¥¥«xb¥
¥«?§J¦§?I!xb§ ?§ª/§¥¯ I*ª¥«ó¼± ¥«ó¥«cb¡c ¥¯ ¦
b¡xe?§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°J¦§?Æèê¥«?³$§ª£K¥¯¤£KC/¨b
b¡AÅÈÒªd¨¥¯½4§ª£K¥¯¤£KCo?§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°ª¡?¨ð«½
¼²»¾ª?¡xÖ ¥Â\¦ cbx° Ã¥«ª$?¶¥«x Â°¤b!¥«ªÍª?
¥¯b ¬ ¥«¨Ù°¤b§c Êxb¥¯ ª¡´
é¡¥«?Ã°¤ Z¥ª»¥«?§ó¢8/c¤£K¡8¥¯°ò§!x° ¥«c½F¼²
§¨\Ê¡?¨Ã¥«¬ ?¶°¤b!c Êxb¥¯ ª¡×b¡xec ¬ ¡?¨e¥à¼²ª
§¥«Ï?§ª¨\?§¨´ é¡×¥«?eÊ?§§¥!¥«ûè«ý\¨¥¯ ª¡?(ö
b¡xX ð«½8¥«?S¥¯b!ÀN¼Sb ¥«ªÂ°¤b§c¤»¾³N¦!?ó ¡Z¥«ªÌ¥«cb¡?º
c ¥¯ ¦¨½h ¡8¥«cb¡?X ¥¯ ¦Íb¡xÂ!ì ¹ý E´é¡Z¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ ¡?º
° x\©/ª¥«Ö¦§?¹§?b¥« ªc c ¡ §/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°
ªê¨¥«Æb¡xÆ?§= ¡8¥«cb¡?X¬ ¥¯ ¦c´×¬ é¡@¥«?¶!¨ª¡x
§¥«x½4?c ä?³¶¢Z°¤ ¡?¨Æ ¡Aý\¨¥¯ ª¡ß½¼²Â»Ë§¥«?
? §¥¯ ¡ ¬ x §?¨Æ*¥ñ¼E¡@?§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡°¦§?b¡x
??! ¡8¥«cb¡?X ¥¯ ¦c´
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±
³!´¶µ
·¹¸ ºq¸»¼*½B¾¿!À!Á ¸ Â!ÃÅÄ ½(Æ¶ÃÅÇ(ºq¸ Â!Ã!¸ ¾Ã
Ô@?§¨ÄÏîÞÏ£Ì¤°¤°¤ ª¡û¼²ªc»Ëc ¬ £S¡Z¥=ª»o¥«?
®héÇI® =è È!É4ÊuË>Ì8ÎÑ Í¯ÏLÐÉ4ÊhÑÒ4ÓjÔxÓjÕLÒ4ÓÖÅÓ ×MÒÙØ× Ó Ï(ÚÌÒ
È!Ò4ÓjÒ4×2Ò4Ï Òðeª!??Ò¯è ®»¾¨°¤½Ãîïhï ð«´ æª!??
xbÍ/¡b?¥«ª£b¥¯¤°¤° ³ b¡?¡?ª¥¯b¥«¨Äb¡xAxb¡x\º
ª§§¨¥«¨½I§ª¯¦¤? ¡ ¬ ° ¨£Ì£Âb¡x·£Kª§?ª° ª ¬ ¤°
 ¡x»¾ªc£b¥¯ ª¡Íèêxb§¥ª»Z§/¨ÁÍb¡x ¡?ä¨¥¯ ª¡x°»¾¨bº
¥«?§Xð«´
æ¢Z/c¤£K¡8¥«$¼²§b!c ¨Îª?¥Òª¡ þÚÚ
¦§?X½hcb¡\ª£° ³Ò§¨° ¨¥«¨Ï£Kª¡ ¬ ¥«?ª!Ù«¦ ¡ ¬
£Kª§¥«b¡AßÚ¹ª?§¡xÃ ¡¥«?¶ª§?c´Ã?ª/
bx° ±¥«ªÌ¦ò° xb¥«Ãb¡b¡x° ³8§ó¥«?±§§x° ¥«X½Fª¡?óª»
¥«?b?¥«?ª! ª»¥«?~xb/°¤b§X Ê?¨¥«?¨£¿ ¡8¥«ª¥«?
¥«?§C°¤b§§\Xc /¨¶ ¡Ù¥«?o?§¦ ª?¹ý¨¥¯ ª¡x´
?E§§x° ¥¯ ¡ ~ª°¤¹ý\¥¯b¡?bcó°¤b!c Êxb¥¯ ª¡Â h\º
x¤¥«¨¶ ¡·xb¬° Nî´
Û
Ü
cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ îþï hÞ ´¤ß
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!
é¡Z¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ öþ îÞ´¤Ú
bx° Nî h®°¤b§§o»¾ªh¥«?Ý ª°¤Âý\¥¯b¡xbc?´
ÅJª¥«C¥«xb¥¥«?Æ°¤b §¥Â°¤b!¶ Z³»db¹¥«xb¥ª»
¥«cb¡?X ¥¯ ¦o¦!?c½b¡xÌ¬ ¥«xb¥K¥«?Ã ¡8¥«cb¡?X ¥¯ ¦C°¤b!

®ª8ª/?!¡xS¼± ¥«·b¡¶ªd¨¥o°¤ ¥¯¤´
°E¥«c£ ¡?-ªh¡?ª?¡·»¾ª°¤° ª¯¼c´
Èb§c ¦©ª¡§¥«§x¥¯ ª¡x´
È?¡¥«xb¥¯ ª¡·£b§À8±èê§¥«ª½4ª° ª¡x½ò¥¯´¤ðN»Ëª°¤° ªc¼±´
È§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡=»Ëª°¤° ªc¼h¹èê¢?¥±»¾ª Ë8Ó Êîí ïðñ ð«´
Èb§¥¯¤° CÑÓS§¨¨\ªo»Ëª°¤° ªc¼h-¥«S¦§x´
°E¥¯µ~cÅ
Å ö?§¨¨¡x8³Íb¡·ÅÈe¨° ¨£K¡Z¥oè«@  ½ò?§ª¡x½\¥ ª-¡?ª?¡xð«´
°E¥¯µ~cÅ
Å ö¡?ª¥ó ¬ §¨£S¡Z¥ ¡¡8x£h/c´
°E¥¯µ~cÅ
Å ö¡?ª¥ó ¬ §¨£S¡Z¥ ¡/§§ª¡x´
°E¥¯µ~cÅÅö¦§· ¡=K¡?ª¡?Ê?¡ ¥«Ì»Ëªc£Ì´
xb° Nþ hÝ\¨b¥«?!-?!¨C»Ëªh¦!=°¤b§c Êb¥¯ ª¡x´
 Ö¥«?$X£°¤° §¥Öª¡?¨½Í\§x ¥«@¥«?¿»d¥=¥«xb¥æ ¥ ¦§?X½§ª±¥«xb¥J¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦b¡xNèê¥«ªCó° !§E¢8¥«¡8¥¯ð
 ¡x° x¦§?Æ/¨bc ¡ ¬ =§/ªc ¥¯ ª¡x°ªê¨¥ !ì ¹ý Ò¦§?Ãb§¢8*¨¥«¨Â¥«ªx§¦Ù° ªc¼E¹¦ò° ?
b¡xÃ¦!?S¼± ¥«Æ¦§³Í?¡»Ë§¨¸¯?¡8¥K¥«cb¡?c ¥¯ ¦§ »¾ªh¥«?¨£Î¥«xb¡Ö ¡Z¥«Xb¡?c ¥¯ ¦ó¦!?c´
è.Ö4É4ÊhÑÔxÊ#×MÒûÑÔxÚÖ4ÔÒ4Ö4Òí ÓjÒü¯&Ó Ò Ï(ÒË^ñ ½Jb¥«cb¡c ¥¯ ¦
?§óª»Ö4É4ÊhÑXÔÊ í LÑ × Ó¯Ó Ë^ñ ð«´bÀ ¡ ¬ ¥«x ? §¥«X ??¥¯ ª¡ c ¬ Ý\¡?¨¨b$¥«¥«§ª¿Ï¤ý\\ÿ¡Z¥¯ Æ¤»¾³×¥«!ì Ò¹ª(ý ¡xÄ° ³Õ¦ª¡?!?(c´§/¨!ì ¹ Êx(ý Ä°¤° ³¦!\?º
 ¡8¥«ª©ª?¡8¥¯½Z¼E¹b¡N§¥¯b°¤ §Íhxb§¨°¤ ¡?¹»ËªE¥«?
¦ò° xb¥¯ ª¡ xéñ¡§¥«¨Kª»Xb¡x\ª£° ³Ãb§c ¬ ¡x ¡ ¬ ¦!? §b?¡xªû°¤ C¡Z¥«xXb§¦¡?Nc ¥¯¥«?¦Ìæxª ¡?¬ ?Ö§¥±¥«?¦F¿° ?° ª¯¼²C§»¾ª¥¯±½©¥«cx ¡x ÃÄ»Ë¨bÑ!¥«ÓÐ§ 
¥«ªÂ°¤b§§X½F¼ES¼o¤°¤°8?§Ìx ¬ ? b§¨°¤ ¡?¨½F¥«xb¥ ª» £Kª§¥¯° ³$§¨°¤b¥«¨=¥«ª·?¡?ª£K¡x§¨°¤b¥«¨·¥«ªÖ¥«cb¡?º
b§c ¡ ¡ °¤°¦§?¹¥«ª¥«?Æ£Kª§¥ª££Kª¡ÿ°¤b!c½
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LÒ4Ê.É4ÊhÊ .Ó   Ê ¯ËPÉ LÒ4ÊjÊ .ÓËBÌÓdÒÚÒ4ÔÏ 
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light on the impact of syntactic information on
argument structure preferences.

Abstract
Psycholinguistic
studies
investigating
syntactic expectations have focussed on the
role of linguistic and contextual information.
But the availability of subcategorization
frames might also be subject to the syntactic
frequency of the respective structures or to the
lexical frequency of the subcategorizing verbs.
We will present data from a completion
questionnaire, from a reading time experiment,
and from a series of corpus queries that speak
to this issue.
1

2

Completion data

Completion questionnaires allow to investigate
the availability of argument structures to subjects.
As such, the task involves comprehension
processes (to read the fragments) and production
processes (to conceive a meaningful continuation).
2.1

Method

A completion questionnaire was assigned to 32
native speakers of German. There were 32 experimental sentence fragments consisting of a subject,
an auxiliary, and an object. Nominal constituents
referred to animate entities. Case of the object was
manipulated.

Introduction

German verb-final sentences are temporally
underspecified with respect to argument structure.
The aim of the present paper is to evaluate some
factors that may affect expectations of verbspecific information before it is available. Recent
psycholinguistic studies indicate that processing of
verb-final sentences relies on argument-specific
information to anticipate the subcategorization
frame of the verb (e.g., Friederici and Frisch, 2000;
Kamide, Altmann, and Haywood, 2003).
As to the prediction of single vs. double object
sentences, factors said to influence word order
preferences might also play a role. Empirical evidence for case effects comes from corpus counts
(Kempen and Harbusch, 2003), from questionnaire
studies (Keller, 2000), and from various reading
experiments (e.g., Rösler, Pechmann, Streb, Röder,
and Hennighausen, 1998).
In addition to linguistic information as case
marking, the frequency of occurrence of a syntactic
pattern (Lapata, Keller, and Schulte im Walde,
2001) or that of potentially subcategorizing verbs
(Scheepers, Hemforth, and Konieczny, 1999)
might modulate the availability of subcategorization frames.
In the following, we present data from a
completion questionnaire, from a self-paced
reading experiment, and corpus counts to shed

Der Doktor wird dem/ den Krankenpfleger ...
theNOM doctor will theDAT/ACC nurse ... 1
The sentence fragments had to be completed by
at least a subcategorizing verb to be grammatical.
Participants were asked to make the sentences
meaningful.
2.2

Results

First, the length of the completions in number of
constituents was calculated ignoring the syntactic
status of the constituents (see Table 1).
length

proportion

1 constituent
2 constituents
3 constituents

37,4
57,8
4,5

Table 1: Proportion of completions (in %) per
number of constituents
Table 1 shows that fragments were most
frequently supplemented by two constituents.
1

nom refers to nominative, dat to dative and acc to
accusative.
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theNOM doctor will theDAT/ACC nurse theACC/DAT
wheelchair person point out to
'The doctor will point the nurse/wheelchair
person out to the wheelchair person/nurse.'

Second, the proportion of completions including
a verb only (single object sentences) or a second
object and a verb (double object sentences) were
determined for the two conditions (see Table 2).

single object
double object

dat

acc

13,3
50,8

54,5
3,7

To prevent participants from predicting the
sentences' length, 32 filler sentences with two
nominal constituents were added to the list.
Sentences were presented word-by-word, with
no hint to length. Each sentence was followed by a
case-sensitive content question.

Table 2: Proportion of single vs. double object
sentences (in %) per condition

Wird der Doktor den Rollstuhlfahrer dem
Krankenpfleger zeigen?
'Will the doctor point the wheelchair person out
to the nurse?'

After a dative object, participants tended to
insert a second object, whereas after an accusative
object, they preferred to complete the fragment
with a verb only.
2.3

Discussion

3.2

One might expect a "laziness effect" to occur in
a completion task, but the length of the resulting
sentences indicates that this was not a confound.
By contrast, analyses reveal a strong interaction
of (first) object case and subcategorization frame
availability. Whereas single object structures were
preferred after an accusative, double object
structures were prevalent when the given object
was marked for dative. This pattern mirrors
sentence processing data from Japanese (Kamide,
Altmann, and Haywood, 2003).
The linearization preferences for double object
sentences found in the questionnaire study are also
in accord with linguistic constraints that penalize
the assumably scrambled word order with the
accusative object preceding the dative object (e.g.,
Büring, 2001).
3

First, errors in answering the content question
were computed. A high error rate (mean: 26 %)
was found, but there was no significant effect of
word order. Error trials were excluded from further
analysis.
Reading time analyses revealed no significant
differences on words 1 to 5. But on word 6, the
determiner of the second object (den vs. dem
[Rollstuhlfahrer], theACC vs. theDAT [wheelchair
person]), a significant effect of word order was
found (t1 (35) = 2.95, p < .01; t2 (30) = 2.08, p <
.05). Reading times were longer in the nom-acc-dat
condition than in the nom-dat-acc condition (see
Table 3).
nom-dat-acc
571

Self-paced reading data

nom-acc-dat
611

Table 3: Mean reading times (in ms) on word 6
(den/dem) per condition

Data from self-paced reading experiments have
been shown to be sensitive to processing
difficulties due to syntactic complexity or due to
unexpected sentence materials. As reading times
are measured segment-by-segment, effects may be
located during incremental sentence processing.
3.1

Results

On the following words 7 and 8, no significant
differences arose.
3.3

Discussion

The high error rate indicates that subjects
experienced problems while processing the case
information, be it during reading of the experimental sentences or during answering of the
content questions.2
As there was no significant difference in reading
times on the first object, a specific problem with

Method

36 native speakers of German participated in the
experiment. The experimental set consisted of 32
double object sentences with the subject in first
position and the subcategorizing verb in final
position. Referents of the nominal constituents
were animate. The order of the objects was
manipulated:

2 We will redo the experiment with sentence
matching as additional task. Case will be varied, but
noun order will be kept constant. Accordingly, we
expect the additional task to produce less errors than the
answering of content questions.

Der Doktor wird dem/den Krankenpfleger
den/dem Rollstuhlfahrer zeigen.
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consequence, syntactic frequencies are disqualified
as a predictor of completion performance.

the processing a dative vs. an accusative object can
be excluded.
By contrast, a word order effect was found on
the determiner of the second object. Given the
single object sentences that were included as
fillers, the effect occurred as soon as the local
indeterminacy concerning the argument structure
was resolved in favour of a double object reading.
We interpret this effect as evidence of a double
object expectation after dative objects and a single
object expectation after accusative objects.
4

5

Alternatively, the lexical frequency of the
potentially subcategorizing verbs might help to
predict the availability of syntactic frames in a
completion questionnaire.
5.1

To ascertain whether the frequency of occurence
of single and double object sentences can help to
predict the performance in the completion
questionnaire and in the self-paced reading
experiment, corpus counts were carried out.

5.2

Method

obligatory
dat
acc
dat&acc

Results

There were 4737 sentences that met the above
mentioned criteria and that did not contain
pronouns (see Table 4).
nom-dat ...
2 arguments
3 arguments

336
176

220713
481729
90891

potential
199129
425055
206521

Table 5: Summed absolute frequencies of verb
types with an obligatory vs. potential
subcategorization frame in Celex

nom-acc ...
4205
20

Verbs that (obligatorily or potentially) occur
with an accusative single object have the highest
frequency of occurrence. As for obligatory
subcategorization frames, verbs that take a single
dative object rank in frequency above those that
take two objects. For potential subcategorization
frames, these the summed frequencies of these two
verb types do not differ.
Second, the number of different verb tokens per
obligatory and potential subcategorization frame
was computed (see Table 6).

Table 4: Number of syntactic structures per
subcategorization frame in Negra2 and Tiger
In this corpus subset, single object sentences are
much more frequent than double object sentences.
This difference is especially huge for the sentences
with the (first) object marked for accusative.
4.3

Results

The corpus includes 7232 verbs that must
obligatorily take a dative and/or an accusative
complement and 7738 verbs that can potentially do
so.
First, absolute frequencies for the different verb
types were summed (see Table 5).

From Negra2 and Tiger, two syntactically
annotated newspaper corpora, single and double
object sentences were extracted with the nominative constituent topicalized and the subcategorizing
verb in final position.
4.2

Method

The German Syntax part of the Celex corpus
(Baayen, Piepenbrock, and L. Gulikers, 1995)
provides information about lexical frequency as
well as about obligatory and impossible verb
complements.

Syntactic frequency data

4.1

Lexical frequency data

Discussion

The data match those reported by Kempen and
Harbusch (2003). On the basis of the corpus data,
one would predict that single object sentences were
preferred over double object sentences and that this
preference was even more pronounced when the
(first) object is marked for accusative.
However, this prediction was not met by the
completion data. Indeed, there was no overall
preference of single object sentences, but the
availability of different argument structures hinged
on the case marking of the given object. By

obligatory
dat
acc
dat&acc

234
6336
662

potential
225
6294
1219

Table 6: Number of verb tokens per obligatory
vs. potential subcategorization frame in Celex
Counts on verb tokens reveal a strong prevalence
of verbs subcategorizing a single accusative object
over. In addition, there are less verb tokens
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subcategorizing a single dative object than tokens
subcategorizing two objects.
5.3

nom-dat ...
2 arguments
3 arguments

Discussion

As the syntactic frequency of the syntactic
frames, the summed frequency of the verb types
does not predict performance in the completion
questionnaire and in the reading experiment. By
contrast, the number of verb tokens with a specific
subcategorization frame might modulate the
availability of the respective frames. However, as
Celex does not report data on word order in double
object sentences, frequency and number counts can
not be attributed to double object sentences with
the one vs. the other order of objects.
6

The conservative and the permissive counts
show a similar pattern: Whereas sentences with a
single accusative object are more frequent than
sentences with an accusative preceding a dative
object, sentences with a dative preceding an
accusative object are relatively more frequently
than single dative object sentences.
6.3

As syntactic corpora provide information about
word order variation in double object sentences, a
reconsideration seems worthwhile. There is one
potential confound in the syntactic frequency data
reported above that might be ruled out: Whereas
animacy was controlled for in the completion
questionnaire and in the self-paced reading
experiment, it was not considered in the corpus
query.
Method

7

Only counts on sentences with animate referents
of the subject and the (first) object will be reported,
one excluding (see Table 7) and one including the
intermediate category (see Table 8).

2 arguments
3 arguments

29
45

General discussion

To summarize, the completion data and the
reading time data on single vs. double object
sentences are not accounted for by syntactic
frequency counts that ignore semantic information.
A lexical measure, the summed frequency of the
verb frame types does not predict performance in
the completion task either. But another lexical
measure, the number of verb tokens may function
as a predictor of the availability of the respective
syntactic frames. And finally, corpus counts that
take syntactic and semantic information into
consideration may account for the behavioural
data.
The data reported here indicate that processing
of verb-final sentences may profit from a rich
evaluation of argument-specific information as
case and animacy. In future experiments, animacy
information carried by the nominal constituents
will be manipulated. These experiments will help
to settle the issue of how syntactic and semantic
information interact during incremental sentence

Results

nom-dat ...

Discussion

Syntactic corpus data finally account for the
behavioural data when animacy as a potential
confound is taken into consideration. Counts
excluding inanimate referents reveal a prevalence
of single object sentences with the object marked
for accusative as well as a (weaker) prevalence of
double objects when the (first) object is marked for
dative.
As datives and accusatives clearly pattern
differently, animacy of the constituents' referents
alone could not account for the behavioural data.
To conclude, neither syntactic nor semantic
information alone modulates the availability of
subcategorization frames in a completion or a
reading task, but the interaction of both is crucial.

The 4737 sentences from the Negra2 and Tiger
subset that matched the syntactic structures of the
experimental sentences were manually annotated
for animacy. There were three categories, one
including clearly animates as humans and animals,
one including intermediate entities as institutions,
artefacts acting as humans (e.g., cars) etc., and one
including clearly inanimates as non-acting
artefacts. A conservative count excluded members
of the intermediate category, a more permissive
count recognized them as animates.
6.2

452
0

Table 8: Number of syntactic structures per
subcategorization frame in Negra2 and Tiger, also
subjects and (first) objects referring to institutions
etc. included

Syntactic frequency data reconsidered

6.1

85
130

nom-acc ...

nom-acc ...
141
0

Table 7: Number of syntactic structures per
subcategorization frame in Negra2 and Tiger, only
subjects and (first) objects referring to humans and
animals included
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constructions: Predicting the verb's minimum (!)
valency. Paper, International Conference on
Cognitive Science, Tokyo.
[Tiger] http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/
TIGER/

processing.
As a first consequence of our results, we
postulate that predictions of subjects' performance
in psycholinguistic experiments should generally
be based on corpus data that give information
about the syntactic and the semantic distribution of
the items.
8
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1. Undergoes instantaneous change of state in
event.
2. Undergoes
gradual
(incremental
or
decremental) change of state in event
3. Undergoes a change of state and entails to be
located at a resultant state that follows the
change.

Abstract
This paper examines the semantic feature
structure of a set of intransitive verbs that takes as
subject an argument that entails to undergo a change
of state (physical or mental). While all these verbs
are defined to be the subtype of a general semantic
type (I will call it undergoer type), I propose to
incorporate additional semantic features into their
semantic feature structure that classify the
semantics of these verbs into different subtypes.
This paper contends that differences in semantic
structure will account for their syntactic behavioral
differences. Two verbs combine to form a verbal
complex in case they are semantically compatible.
1

This paper attempts to postulate a set of semantic
types each of which designates an event in which
the participant undergoing a change of state bears
one of the above entailments. The paper contends
that semantic structure of the verbs under
consideration accounts for the differences in their
syntactic behavior.
I adopt Davis’s (2001) model of lexical semantic
representation. The semantic content of a verb is
represented as typed feature structure2. The value
of each proto-role attribute within the semantic type
denotes an entity that plays a certain participant role
in the denoted situation. Playing that role implies
that a proto-role entailment associated with that
attribute will hold of that entity by virtue of its
participation in the situation. The idea of associating
classes of entailments with proto role attributes
follows Dowty’s (1991) proposal of proto-role
model, which relies on a set of entailments to
determine the mapping between semantic role and
syntactic arguments. For example, the typed feature
structure with the type designation undergoer type
in figure 1 constitutes the linguistic representation
of an event that corresponds to a situation in which
a participant is entailed to undergo one of the
following:

Introduction

There are varied opinions and wide-ranging
speculation regarding what and how much should
be incorporated into the semantic representation of
a verb. I take the popular approach1, which sets the
goal to identify those aspects of lexical semantics
that are “grammatically relevant”; in other words,
the semantic factors that affect the syntactic
behavior of a verb and account for the range of
alternation the verb undergoes.
I will discuss here about a set of monadic verbs
whose argument that occupies the subject position
satisfies one of the following entailments:

1

Pinker (1989), Jackendoff (1990), Levin (1993), Levin
and Rappaport (1995, 1998) and Wechsler (1995) work
in this direction.

2

Carpenter (1992) made an in-depth treatment of these
formal foundations.
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Class1:
a.
b.
c.
d.

To undergo a change of state
To undergo movement
To be causally affected
To be located3.

bhaŋa ‘break’ chẽra ‘tear’ khola ‘open’
khçša ‘fall off’ oba ‘evaporate’ mçra ‘die’
phata ‘explode’ thæ̃tlano ‘get smashed’
oltano ‘tumble’ mçckano ‘get twisted’
ghoca ‘disappear’ opcano ‘spill’

undergoer type
UND

These verbs represent the function described by
the operator BECOME in Dowty’s work. It is
defined as

Figure: 1

The semantic information about the lexical
entailments is given in this paper within a
configurational structure rather than simply listing
them on a single plane. These representations bear
some resemblance to the decomposition model of
Jackendoff (1989) and Pinker (1990). Thus an
argument may bear one proto-role in one subevent
and a different one in another.

BECOME(p) =def ~pTp,

where p is a state, T is a dyadic operator meaning
“And Next”.
The semantic representation of the change of state
type is given in figure 2:

The semantic types along with the list of verbs
whose semantic content correspond to these types
are specified in section 2. Section 3 records how
the syntactic behavior of verbs of one class varies
from those of the other. Section 4 proposes a
mechanism that accounts for the distinction of the
syntactic behavior of verbs under consideration.

change of state type
UND

undergoing a change of state
Figure: 2

2.2

Incremental change type

There is another kind of change of state verb that
denotes an event type in which the participant
undergoes an incremental change (Dowty (1991)
first used the term incremental theme):

2
Semantic types and their formal
representation
In this paper I identify three broad semantic types.
They all are the subtypes of the general type
undergoer type (as discussed in section 1). This
type contains only one attribute UND as shown in
figure 1.

Class2:
kçma ‘diminish’
doba ‘sink’
pora ‘burn’

2.1 Change of state type
The change of state type corresponds to a
situation in which a participant is entailed to
undergo a change of state. This relation type
subsumes the semantics type of the following verbs:

phurono ‘get exhausted’
pçca ‘rot’
gçla ‘melt’
nebha ‘be extinguished’ ’

The event denoted by verbs of class (2), unlike
that denoted by those of class (1), characterizes an
internal development. The participant involved in
the event undergoes a gradual change. Dowty’s
degree achievement predicates (Dowty 1979)
express similar characteristics.

3

Within the framework of Role and Reference grammar
(1984) two semantic macro-roles, actor and undergoer,
have been postulated. As Van Valin notes (2001, p. 3031), each of these macro-roles represents a grouping of
thematic relations mainly for the purpose of defining
generalized linking constraints.
Along with other
thematic relations such as patient, experiencer, recipient
the theme (a cluster of semantic roles such as thing
located, thing moved, thing given and so on) is
represented as undergoer.

The incremental change relation is presented in
figure 3:
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Class 3b:
incremental change type

thama ‘stop’
bhçra ‘fill’

incremental theme4

UND

inchoative incr type

Figure: 3

UND

2.3

Inchoative type

Inchoative verbs denote event types in which the
participant that undergoes a change of state is also
entailed to be located at a resultant state that follows
the change. Therefore the semantic structure of
these verbs embeds a subevent of the type resultant
state relation as shown in the following figure:

resultant state type
SOA

UND

[1]

Figure: 5

For instance, the sentence in (1a) suggests that
brišti ‘rain’ has not stopped entirely but it is
slowing down gradually:

UND [1] undergoing change of state

resultant state type
UND

[1] incremental(or decremental)
theme

5

inchoative type

SOA

thitono ‘become quite’

1a. brišti them-e aš-che
rain stop-cp come-3 pr cont
‘The rain is slowing down gradually /
The rain is about to stop’

[1] being located

Figure: 4

The event types denoted by verbs of class (3a),
however, do not indicate that the change is gradual.
Therefore the following sentence is bad:

The semantic types of the following verbs are the
subtype of inchoative type:
Class 3a:

1b. *bacca-ta šu-e
aš-che
child-cl lie down-cp come-3 pr cont
‘The child is about to lie down’

ghumono ‘sleep’ jhimono ‘doze’ paka ‘ripen’
šoo9a ‘lie down’ phola ‘swell’ jçla ‘blaze, shine’
phota ‘blossom’ bãca ‘survive’

The following hierarchy presents a network of the
different semantic types, which have been identified
in this section:

For instance, the verb phota ‘blossom’ denotes an
event type in which the participant is entailed both
to undergo a change of state, from being ‘not
blossomed’ to being ‘blossomed’, and to remain in
that blossomed state. The embedded subevent
denotes the resultant state.
2.3.1

undergoer type

soa type

change of state incremental
type
change type

Inchoative incr type

Like verbs of class (3a) the semantics of verbs of
class (3b) also implies that the participant
undergoes a change of state. However the change is
gradual and not instantaneous.

inst change only incr inchoative inchative
type
change type type
incr type
class1
class2
class 3a
class 3b
Figure: 6
5

4

The value of the proto-role attribute SOA in my system
is always a subevent that either accompanies the main
event or is resulted from the main event.

The labels theme and so on are purely mnemonic. The
interpretation of the proto-roles is determined by the type
that contains the proto-role.
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The change is not, however, instantaneous. On the
contrary the event denoted by these verbs involves
stages through which the event progresses towards
the culmination point, which indicates the change of
state. When these verbs select the light verb aša
‘come’, only the developmental stages are profiled.
For instance, the compound verb dube aša ‘set
(gradually)’ does not entail that the sun has already
set; it implies that the sun is gradually setting. Thus
the event denoted by the verb sequence dube aša
‘set (gradually)’ is atelic in nature.
My
presumption is the following: the culmination point
of the V1 event is the stationary reference point.
The light verb aša ‘come’ focuses on the
preliminary stages of the event. Thus the event
represented by the simple verb + aša ‘come’ implies
directedness towards the culmination point of the
V1 event.
The event types denoted by verbs of class (3b)
and (1), however, do not entail that the change is
gradual. Therefore the following sentence is bad:

The next section presents a few contexts where
the syntactic behavior of verbs of classes 1, 2 and 3
vary.
3

Differences in syntactic behavior

I will examine two contexts in which verbs under
consideration require different treatment.
In
6
Bangla simple verbs combine with light verbs as
well as auxiliary verbs and the verbal complex7 are
constructed.
aša ‘come’ is a light verb that
combines with the conjunctive participial of main
verb and compound verb sequences8 are formed.
The auxiliary verb ach ‘be’ also combines with
conjunctive participial form of verbs. However
neither the light verb nor the auxiliary combines
with all main verbs. For instance, verbs of class (2)
and (3b) occurs with the light verb aša ‘come’ as
exemplified in the following sentences:
2a. alo kom-e aš-e
light fade-cp come-3 pr
‘The light (gradually) fades’

2d. *bacca-ta šu-e
aš-che
child-cl lie down-cp come-3 pr cont
‘The child is about to lie down’

b. šurjo pošcim akaš-e dub-e aš-e
sun west
sky-loc set-cp come-3 pr
‘The sun is setting (slowly) in the
western sky’

The verbs of inchoative type (exemplified in class
3) occur with the verb ach ‘be’ and the verb
complex entails that the resultant state that results
from the change of state prevails. Thus when these
verbs occur in the context of the stative verb ach
‘be’ the stative segment of the event is focused.
Verbs of class (3) are compatible with ach ‘be’ as
illustrated in the sentences in (3) in contrast with
those of classes (1) and (2) (as exemplified in (4)):

c. akaš megh-e dhek-e aš-e
sky cloud-loc cover-cp come-3 pr
‘The sky is almost overcast’
The V1 participants kçma ‘reduce’, (šurjo) doba
‘(sun) set’ and dhaka ‘cover’ in the sentences in
(2)a, b and c respectively entails a change of state.

3a. šara akaš megh-e dhek-e ach-e
whole sky cloud-loc cover-cp be-3 pr
‘The whole sky is covered with clouds’

6

Bangla (popularly known as Bengali) is an Indo-Aryan
language spoken in Bangladesh and at Eastern Zone in
India.
7
In Paul (2004) I have proposed that in Indo-Aryan
languages predicates (a functional-semantic unit) can be
expressed both synthetically (by one word expressions)
and analytically (by multi-word expressions). This
implies that there is no one-to-one mapping between the
meaning-form and physical form of expressions. Multiword expressions that are composed of more than one
grammatical element (either morphemes or words), each
of them contributing part of the information ordinarily
associated with a head, are usually referred to as complex
predicate constructions in modern day parlance.
8
A compound verb (CV) construction in Indo-Aryan
languages is popularly characterized as a kind of
complex predicate.

bhor-e ach-e
b. tar
du-cokh jçl-e
he-gen two-eye water-loc fill-cp be-3 pr
‘Her eyes are filled with tears’
c. gari-ta them-e ach-e
car-cl stop-cp be-3 pr
‘The car is standing (still)’
4a. *šurjo pošcim akaše dub-e ach-e
sun west
sky-loc set-cp be-3 pr
‘The sun sets in the western sky’
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b.*tak theke por-e glaš-ta bheŋ-e ach-e
shelf from fall-cp glass-cl break-cp be-3pr
‘The glass has fallen down from the shelf
and remained in a broken state’

verbs ghumono ‘sleep’ and aša ‘come’ to unify, the
resultant semantic type will correspond to a
situation in which a participant will be entailed to
be both located and approaching towards a
culmination point at the same time. Certainly such a
semantic interpretation is ill-formed. Therefore the
semantic types of the verbs ghumono ‘sleep’ and
aša ‘come’ are declared inconsistent in the grammar
in order to ensure that the compound verb ghumie
aša “approaching to sleep” is not licensed by the
grammar. The semantic type of ach is a subtype of
state relation. I adapt Pinker’s notion of stativity in
my grammar by postulating a subtype of undergoer
type. I call it stative type. The value of UND in
stative type denotes a participant that is entailed to
‘be located’. Since all inchoative verbs have an
embedded subevent that denotes stative eventuality,
the semantic type of ghumono and for that matter
any other verb of inchoative type is compatible with
the semantic type of the verb ach ‘be’.

c. *rou9dr-e jamakapor šuki-e ach-e
sun-loc clothes
dry-cp be-3 pr
‘The clothes dry in the sun’
This paper proposes that the composition of
verbal complex is largely determined at the level of
semantics because the two verbs will unify if and
only if they are semantically compatible. The next
section describes the mechanism.
4

Semantically compatible verbs unify

The stipulation of semantic compatibility requires
that the semantic entailments of proto-role attributes
within the semantic type of the main verb and the
light verb or the auxiliary must be compatible or
consistent. For instance the verb ghumono ‘sleep’
and the light verb aša ‘come’ are not semantically
compatible. The verb ghumono ‘sleep’ denotes an
event type in which a participant is entailed both to
undergo a change of state (the change is not
gradual) and to be located in a state that follows the
change (i.e., the state of sleeping). Thus the
semantic type of the verb ghumono ‘sleep’ will be a
subtype of the inchoative type. The event of
ghumono ‘sleep’ as the import of the verb implies
does not include the process of getting asleep. The
semantic type of the light verb aša ‘come’, on the
other hand, will be a subtype of incremental change
type. The full verb counterpart of the light verb aša
‘come’ implies the directedness of a participant
towards a stationary reference point as exemplified

The semantic types that constitute the meaning
component of verbs are arranged in a multiple
inheritance hierarchy network as shown in figure
(7). No two inconsistent types will have a unique
greatest lower bound, i.e., a common subtype
specified in the hierarchy.
undergoer type

stative
type

change of state
incremental
type
change type

inst change

in (5):

5a. ritu amar dike
e-lo
Ritu I-gen towards come-3 pt
‘Ritu came towards me’

soa type

only incr
change

inchoative
type
ghumono
‘sleep’

ašche
b. puronodin-er kçtha tar mon-e
old days-gen word his mind-loc coming
‘Memories of old days are surging back in
his mind’

inchoative
incr type
bhçra
‘fill’

stative inchoative
stative inchoative incr
ghumie ache
bhore ache
‘be in a state of sleeping’ ‘be in a state of
being filled’

ami ‘I’ in (5a) and mon ‘mind’ in (5b) are the
stationary reference points towards which the other
participants is directed. If the grammar licenses the
semantic types representing the meaning of the

Figure: 7
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S. Wechsler. 1995. The Semantic Basis of
Argument Structure. CSLI Publications,
Stanford, CA.

Conclusion

This paper postulates semantic feature structure
for a class of verbs that denote an event in which
the participant undergoes a change of state. The
semantic types representing the semantic content of
verbs discussed in this paper are arranged in a
multiple inheritance network. I have proposed that
these verbs can occur in the context of light verb
aša ‘come’ and auxiliary such as ach ‘be’ only
when they semantically compatibility. By semantic
compatibility I understand here that the semantic
type of one verb is the subtype of the other or they
have a common subtype.
6
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in the interpretation of the verb-based effects seen
in the experiments. In particular, due to the
sequential/incremental nature of sentence
processing, it is already fully expected that a large
share of processing resources will be devoted to
predicting and integrating the immediate upcoming
input. Work from the statistical learning
community has independently established that
upon being presented with strings of “language”
made up of nonsense syllables, listeners
unconsciously perform complex calculations of the
transitional probabilities between co-occurring
syllables. They can then use this knowledge to
make inferences about what groupings are likely to
be grammatical sequences in the nonsense
language (Saffran, Aslin, and Newport 1996).
Extending this finding to the realm of verbs, we
might expect that after a lifetime of exposure to
strings of English and English verbs, the average
speaker could easily be expected to have insight
about the sorts of elements that are likely to follow
the verb in any given sentence. That is,
independent of any information that might be part
of a verb's linguistic representation, it may be the
case that the long-term calculation of cooccurrence information typical to language has
given the speaker access to information about
syntactic categories, general semantic features, and
even particular words that are likely to follow the
verb. With this possibility unaccounted for, the
effects seen in many of the experiments
investigating the role of verb-based information
may only hold in cases where predictions can be
made about immediately upcoming constituents.
While it might be easy to show that verb
information is accessed and used to make
predictions about what is likely to come next, to
truly make the case that the full range of
information associated with a verb is integrated
into the unfolding interpretation, we would need to
see evidence of predictions being made about non-

Abstract
The results of three eye-tracking experiments
provide support for a model of on-line
processing that includes immediate access to
verb representations, including information
about instruments likely to be used in the
denoted action.
1

Introduction: verb information during
sentence processing

Over the past twenty years, research has yielded
a growing body of evidence to support the
immediate influence of verbs and their associated
information on the course of sentence processing.
Work generating this evidence has progressed
along three major lines: 1) reading tasks to
showing that in cases of syntactic ambiguity, the
syntactic preferences of the specific verb used in
the construction will influence the way in which
upcoming material is parsed (e.g. Trueswell,
Tanenhaus and Kello (1993), Garnsey,
Pearlmutter, Myers, and Lotocky, (1998), and
Hare, McRae and Elman (in press), inter alia); 2)
reading tasks focused on filler-gap constructions
such as questions and relative clauses (e.g. Boland,
Tanenhaus, Garnsey, and Carlson (1995)); and 3)
analysis of anticipatory eye-movements during the
processing of unambiguous, declarative
constructions (e.g. Altmann and Kamide (1999),
Boland (2002))
Overall, these studies provide ample evidence to
support the case for verb-based information
playing an important role during processing.
However, a certain weakness remains in that the
bulk of this evidence comes from studies focusing
on how verbs can influence listener/reader
predictions about immediately upcoming
constituents. This fact creates a potential confound
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consecutive elements of a verb’s argument
structure and conceptual information.
The general emphasis on adjacent constituents
during sentence processing gives rise to another
potential confound, this time concerning
systematic differences in the relative strength of
effects between adjacent and non-adjacent
constituents. Since it is already expected that a
large share of processing resources will be devoted
to immediate upcoming constituents, activation for
these elements is predicted to be larger than for
downstream arguments. Therefore, even in cases
where evidence for downstream arguments might
be observed at the verb, it will likely be
overshaddowed by predictions that are being made
about immediate upcoming arguments. Results
presented in Boland 2002 may reflect such a result.
In this study, Boland observed anticipatory looks
to recipient arguments at the verb, but not to
instruments. This result was attributed to the
difference in argument status between recipients
(core argument of the verb) and instruments
(adjunct to the verb). In addition to argument
status however, recipients and instruments also
differ in terms of the surface positions they may
occupy within a sentence. Unlike instruments,
recipients can immediately follow the verb when
they occur in dative shifted constructions. In
sentence 3a, the recipient "Mary" occurs in a
prepositional phrase somewhat downstream from
the verb. In the dative shifted version of the
sentence shown in 3b, however, the recipient
directly follows the verb.

as recipients) will receive the larger share of
activation.
2

Background: Verbs and Instruments

Instruments have long been of interest to
researchers because of their intermediate status
with respect to verbs. While instruments are
generally thought to bear a strong semantic
connection to the verbs they are associated with,
often being an essential component of the action
the verb describes, syntactically speaking they are
somewhat removed from the verb, appearing in
optional adjunct phrases if they appear at all.
Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that contrary to
findings regarding other elements associated with
verbs, a close semantic connection between verb
and instrument results in a decreased expectation
that that instrument will be mentioned in the overt
syntax of the upcoming material (Kear and Wilson,
2000). In this way, verb-induced expectations
about instruments can provide an ideal testing
ground with regard to critical questions of verb
based access to syntactic vs. non-syntactic
material.
The earliest studies looking for activation
of instruments associated with verbs tended to
focus on activation of instruments in the context of
inferences calculated from the meaning of the
sentence as a whole rather than part of a verb's
specific lexical information. Generally, these
experiments would present participants with an
initial complete sentence. The sentence would
either overtly mention an instrument, or heavily
imply that some sort of instrument must have been
used, given the nature of the action described. The
second part of the task varied from experiment to
experiment, but was generally designed to test the
degree of activation for the instrument. It was
hypothesized that if participants are routinely
calculating instrument inferences, sentences that
overtly mention the instrument and sentences that
strongly imply the use of an instrument but do not
mention it overtly should show the same pattern of
results. One experiment of this type found
precisely this result (Garrod and Sanford, 1981).
However, a large number of similar experiments
showed the opposite. In these cases, activation for
the instrument was stronger when it had been
overtly mentioned earlier in the experiment. This
was taken as evidence that inferences about
instruments are not automatically calculated, even
when the meaning of the sentence strongly implies
that an instrument must have been involved in the
action (e.g. Singer, 1979, McKoon and Ratcliff,
1981, Dosher and Corbett, 1983, Lucas, Tanenhaus
and Carlson 1990).

1a. Fred gave an umbrella to Mary.
1b. Fred gave Mary an umbrella.
Thus, in the Boland experiment, the increased
looks to recipient arguments relative to instruments
may be the result of a certain percentage of
participants anticipating the dative construction,
and accordingly devoting the majority of their
processing resources towards predictions about the
immediately upcoming recipient. Since there is no
analogous "instrument shifted" construction, there
would be no corresponding percentage of
participants anticipating an instrument directly
following instrument verbs, which in turn would
result in a smaller amount of anticipatory looks to
instruments.
Thus, the observed difference
between anticipatory looks to recipients and
anticipatory looks to instruments may be an effect
of position within the construction rather than of
argument status; even if access to the verb provides
access to the instrument role, due to its
downstream position in the sentence, we expect
that roles that may occur adjacent to the verb (such
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More recent studies have characterized the
relationship between verbs and their instruments as
one of meaning rather than inference, and make the
assumption that instrument effects will be more
closely tied to lexical activation rather than cross
sentential reasoning. Ferretti, McRae, and
Hatherell (2001) show that in single word priming
tasks, verbs such as “stirred” reliably prime their
instruments (here, “spoon”). This result paralleled
priming between verb and agent (“sketching” –
“artist”) and verb and patient (“adopt” – “baby”).
By contrast, they found that verbs do not prime
their locations; there was no advantage in lexical
decision tasks for words like “kitchen” when
primed by closely related verbs (i.e., “cooking”).
Based on this evidence, the authors conclude that
whatever the relationship between verbs and their
instruments, it is more akin to the relationship
between verbs and their agents and patients than it
is to the connection between verbs and their likely
locations; that is, whatever representational status
is afforded to agents and patients should also be
true of instruments.
In an eye-tracking study, Boland (2002)
showed that upon encountering a verb with a
dative argument structure, participants were more
likely to look at a potential recipient argument than
they were to look at potential instruments in
conditions where they had been presented with a
verb that necessitated instrument use. Boland
argued that this is a result of the differing argument
status associated with recipients and instruments.
While recipients are uncontroversially considered
to be stipulated as part of the argument structure of
any dative verb, the argument status of instruments
is less clear. Though like arguments, instruments
often bear a strong semantic relationship to verbs,
syntactically speaking they pattern more like
adjuncts. Boland specifically chose verbs that
maintained that strong semantic connection
between verb and instrument at the same time that
the instrument was unambiguously a syntactic
adjunct. On these grounds, Boland interprets her
result as evidence that verb argument structure
rather than semantic association is the primary
source of specific lexical information introduced
by the verb. However, due to the confounding of
questions of argument status and questions of
sequence (discussed above) it is unclear whether
the Boland data can truly be taken as evidence that
information about instruments is not made
available by the verb during sentence processing.
3

associated with the verb, we need to examine the
case for activation for arguments that occur nonadjacent to the verb. At the same time, it will be
important to avoid situations that confound the
presence of activation for immediately upcoming
arguments with the absence of activation for
downstream constituents. In the experiments
presented here, we use instrument verbs as a way
of examining the full extent of verb-based
information. As discussed above, Ferretti, McRae
and Hatherell (2001) demonstrated that like agents,
patients and themes, instruments are closely
associated with a verb's lexical representation.
However, in spite of this close association between
instrument and verb, instruments appear
syntactically distant from the verb, and rarely (if
ever) occur in a positions adjacent to the verb.
Instead, instruments will typically appear separated
from the verb by its direct object (example 4a).
Furthermore, though instruments are often crucial
to the action of a verb, they need not be overtly
mentioned in the sentence (example 4b).
2a. Pacey cut the paper with scissors.
2b. Pacey cut the paper.
In this way, instrument verbs are a viable way to
test the extent and nature of verb-based activation
during sentence processing. Since there is no
cause for information about instruments to be
linked to processing strategies aimed at
anticipating the next upcoming constituent, it
becomes reasonable to conclude that if increased
activation for instruments occurs at the verb, this
constitutes evidence that the verb’s full range of
conceptual information is being accessed.
3.1

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 investigated the activation for
instruments during sentence processing. Materials
were constructed using pairs of verbs that denoted
similar actions, but varied as to whether the action
preferentially involved an instrument. For
example, the verb “poke” was contrasted with the
verb “touch.” In this case, both verbs denote some
sort of physical contact. For both verbs, this
contact may be enacted using only one’s bare
hands, or alternatively, via the use of some
intermediary instrument. However, the verb
“poke” is more likely to be interpreted as involving
the use of the intermediary instrument (like a stick
or a pencil), while the verb “touch” is more
associated with the use of one’s bare hands. Thus,
we predict that if information about instruments is
being brought to bear during sentence processing,
verbs like “poke” will elicit more looks to potential

Experimental work

In order to determine whether the role of verbbased information during sentence processing
involves access to the full range of information
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instruments than will verbs like “touch.”
Additionally, since the action of “poke” may be
performed even without the aid of an instrument,
we can insure that looks to the instrument reflect
the verb’s individual preferences, and are not
merely a pragmatic artifact of participants being
required to perform an action that by definition,
can only be performed by use of an instrument.

demands of action planning in a real-world context
than stemming from the activation of the verb's
lexical entry.
Experiment 2 presented the same instrument and
non-instrument verb pairs as in experiment 1, but
in a context where the participant was not required
to perform an action. In this experiment, the
participant was seated before a computer screen
depicting a person seated at a table containing
three objects, including both the item that served as
the direct object of the verb, as well as a likely
instrument for the action. As they viewed this
scene, they heard a sentence describing what was
about to occur. The sentences contained the same
instrument and non-instrument verbs as tested in
experiment 1. Eye movements to the display
during the pronunciation of the spoken materials
were recorded.

Figure 1: Experiment 1 display and materials
Participants were seated before a display
containing six real world objects. For each trial,
they would hear a pre-recorded sentence
instructing them to manipulate one of the objects in
the scene. For critical trials, this instruction
contained a member of the instrument/noninstrument verb pair. Participant eye-movements
were monitored throughout the trial.
Results showed that in cases where the
instruction involved an instrument verb,
participants were marginally more likely to look at
potential instruments in the display as soon as the
verb was encountered (F1(1,15)=3.20, MSE=.01,
p=.084, F2(1,7)=8.46, p<.05, MSE=.02) and
significantly more likely to look at an instrument
during the pronuciation of the patient noun in the
instruction (F1(1,15)=28.33, p<.01, MSE=.13,
F2(1,7)=31.89, p<.01, MSE=.06). This result
obtained even in cases when the participant
ultimately chose to perform the action of the
instrument verb without the use of an instrument
(t1(10)=1.99, p<.05). MSE=.03, t2(5)=1.68, p=.08,
MSE=.01).
3.2

The girl is going to
touch the dolphin

or

The girl is going to
poke the dolphin

Figure 2: Experiment 2 display and materials
Analyses of eye movements during the windows
of time corresponding to the pronunciation of the
preverb content, the verb, and the direct object
noun phrase revealed that the looks to the display
during the verb region varied across the two
conditions.
Unlike the previous experiment,
however, the difference manifested not as a greater
amount of looks to the instrument in the display
during instrument verb conditions, but rather as a
greater number of looks to the direct object item
during non-instrument verbs (F1(1,68)=5.63,
MSE=.02, p<.05, F2(1,28)=4.05, MSE=.01, p=.05).
This result is in line with the findings of Altmann
and Kamide (1999), which demonstrated that
access to the verb engendered immediate looks to
likely upcoming patients of the verb in the display.
However, the fact that the anticipatory looks to
upcoming patients obtained only during noninstrument verb trials raises questions. The
increase in looks to the direct object item may
reflect an unforseen difference in the predictability
of the upcoming direct object across the two
conditions, with the object of non-instrument bias

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was designed to address councerns
that the results of experiment 1 were an artifact of
the real-world pragmatic demand of the
experimental task rather than the specific
information provided by the verbs of the
experiment. In particular, there was some
legitimate concern that since participants were
required to carry out the action, looks to the
instrument may have been linked more to the
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verbs in this context being much more predictable
than objects of instrument bias verbs in the same
context, or alternatively, it may be that the
difference between the verbs is directly tied to their
instrument status; here, we are theorizing that
access to an instrument verb could provide access
to information both about its upcoming patient as
well as instruments that are likely to participate in
the action. Since both of these items are depicted
on the screen, we might expect anticipatory looks
to be split between the two possible participants.
For non-instrument bias verbs, on the other hand,
we expect that access to the verb makes available
only information about its upcoming patient. In
this case, we would expect all anticipatory eye
movements generated by access to the verb to
focus on the patient item in the display. Thus, it is
critical to determine the relative predictability of
the upcoming patient item for each verb condition
We conducted a post-hoc survey testing the
predictability of the upcoming patient for both
instrument and non-instrument bias verbs.
Participants saw a printout of the scenes from
experiment two, as well as a partial sentence based
on the spoken material corresponding to that scene.
For the example shown above, the participant
would have seen a printout version of the girl and
the table full of items, and seen at the bottom a
sentence like, "The girl is going to poke the" or
"The girl is going to touch the" (depending on
condition). Participants were told to circle the item
that they felt was most likely to complete the
sentence.
For both the instrument and non-instrument
verbs, the upcoming patient was highly
predictable, with participants choosing this item as
the likely sentence continuation on 87% of trials
which was significantly more than the instrument
and the distractor item (F1(1,46)=543.85,
MSE=.04, p<.001, F2(1,14)=274.97, MSE=.02,
p<.001). Additionally, the percentage of trials
where participants chose the patient item as the
sentence continuation did not differ across verb
type; there was no hint of a main effect of verb
type, and no interaction between verb type and
display item chosen (Fs<1) These results strongly
suggest that the combination of spoken materials
and visual displays in experiment 2 made the
patient of the verbs’ action highly predictable, and
furthermore, the degree of patient predictability
was the same for both instrument and noninstrument verbs.
In light of the results of experiment 2b, the
results of experiment 2 may now be reevaluated.
In particular, the high level of patient predictability
would lead us to expect a large number of looks to
the patient item in the display (following Altmann

and Kamide, 1999). And in fact, this is precisely
the result we see for the non-instrument verb
condition. For instrument verbs, however, we see
something very different. Instead of an increase in
looks to the upcoming patient, looks to both the
patient and the instrument remain relatively equal,
receiving 26 and 28 percent of looks, respectively
(F's < 1). This result, in turn follows if we assume
that access to the instrument-biased verb had made
available information about all of the verb's
upcoming participants, and thus anticipatory looks
are divided between the instrument and the direct
object in the display.
3.3

Experiment 3

The results of experiments 1 and 2 both show
evidence for verb-based activation of instrument
roles, manifested in different ways. While
experiement 1 required participants to act upon
real-world objects, experiment 2 allowed them to
listen to materials while watching a computer
screen. It is likely that the difference in evidence
for instrument activation stems from this difference
in task type. However, experiment 1 also involved
six available display items while experiment 1 only
involved two. We know that the predictability of
the upcoming direct object item plays a large role
in the distribution of anticipatory eye-movements.
The reduction in set items from six to three may
have increased the predictability of the direct
object items in experiment 2, in turn accounting for
the differences between the results of the two
experiments.
Experiment 3 was designed as a direct realworld parallel to experiment 2. Like experiment 1,
it required participants to manipulate items in the
real world according to spoken instructions while
their eye-movements were being tracked.
However, unlike experiment 1, only three items
were available within the display. These items
were the same three pictured in the onscreen
displays of experiment 2. Thus, experiment 3
matched experiment 1 in procedure and experiment
2 in direct object predictability.
Early results of experiement 3 match those of
experiment 1, with more looks to the instrument
during the verb region of instructions containing
instrument-biased verbs than during the same
region of trials containing non-instrument biased
v e r b s ( F1(1,60)=4.88, MSE=.07, p<.05,
F2(1,28)=3.19, MSE=.03, p=.08). In light of this
finding, we can conclude that changes in task type
rather than patient predictability account for the
different manifestations of instrument activation
between experiments 1 and 2.
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Conclusion
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This series of experiments demonstrated that
instrument information is immediately available at
the verb. This finding provides strong support for
models in which the full contingent of a verb's
participant information is immediately accesses as
soon as the verb is encountered. Additionally, the
finding bears upon the standing of instrument roles
within a verb's lexical representation. Though
instruments may not bear the same type of verbargument relationships as do more canonical
arguments such as themes or patients, their
activation upon access to the verb would seem to
indicate that instrument information is stored as
part of a verb's core representation. This view is in
line with models such as the one presented in
Koenig, Mauner, and Bienvenue (2003), where
lexical encoding of event participants is dependent
on a number of separate criteria. This in turn
allows for a diverse types and strengths of
argument relationships within a verb's lexical
entry.
Finally, the results underline the importance of
the nature of the experimental task on the form of
the outcome. In cases where the participant was
required to carry out the action described,
activation for instruments was seen in the form of
more looks to the instrument in the display. In
cases where direct action was not required of the
participant, however, activation for instruments
was measurable as a suppression of looks to a
highly predictable patient item.
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There are numerous approaches to verb
classification. For example, Levin (1993) defines
semantic verb classes that pattern according to
syntactic alternations. The Levin classes are the
basis of the online lexical resource VerbNet
(Kipper, Dang and Palmer, 2000; Kipper 2003).
However FrameNet (Baker, Fillmore and Lowe,
1998), another hand-crafted lexical resource,
classifies verbs using core semantic concepts,
rather than syntactic alternations (see Baker and
Ruppenhofer (2002) for an interesting comparison
of the two approaches). Machine learning
techniques have been used to induce classes from
distributional features extracted from annotated
corpora (e.g., Merlo and Stevenson, 2001; Schulte
im Walde, 2000).
This paper reports experiments on using
VerbNet as a resource for verbs not defined in
TRIPS. VerbNet coverage of unknown verbs
occurring in a corpus of spoken dialogs about
computer purchasing is evaluated. VerbNet
coverage has been previously evaluated in
(Kipper et al, 2004b) by matching syntactic
coverage for selected verbs in PropBank
(Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002). In the present
evaluation, TRIPS obtains representations from
VerbNet for use during parsing to automatically
generate semantic representations of utterances
that can be used by the system to reason about the
computer purchasing task.
The experiments explore methods for
automatically acquiring VerbNet representations
in TRIPS. The verb representations in TRIPS and
VerbNet were developed independently and for
different purposes, so successfully integrating the
two presents some challenges. Verb classification
in TRIPS is organized along semantic lines
similar to FrameNet (see section 2) instead of the
diathesis-based classification of VerbNet.
Dzikovska (2004) has noted that there is a good
deal of overlap between the two in terms of the
representation of predicate argument structure and

Abstract
This paper presents experiments on using
VerbNet as a resource for understanding
unknown verbs encountered by a spoken
dialog system. Coverage of unknown verbs in
a corpus of spoken dialogs about computer
purchasing is assessed, and two methods for
automatically integrating representations of
verbs found in VerbNet are explored. The
first identifies VerbNet classes containing
verbs already defined in the system, and
generates representations for unknown verbs
in those classes, modelled after the existing
system representation. The second method
generates representations based on VerbNet
alone. The second method performs better,
but gaps in coverage and differences between
the two verb representation systems limit the
success of automatic acquisition.
1

Introduction

TRIPS (The Rochester Interactive Planning
System) is a collaborative dialog assistant that
performs full loop intelligent dialog processing,
from speech understanding and semantic parsing
through intention recognition, task planning and
natural language generation. In recent years the
system has undergone rapid expansion to several
new domains. Traditionally the system has used a
hand-constructed lexicon, but increased demand
for coverage of new domains in a short time
period together with the availability of online
lexical resources has prompted investigation into
incorporating existing lexical resources.
The ability to handle spontaneous speech
demands broad coverage and flexibility. Verbs are
a locus of information for overall sentence
structure and selectional restrictions on
arguments, so their representation and
organization is crucial for natural language
processing.
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fill-container
parent: filling
roles: agent
theme
goal

(situation)
(+ intentional)
(+ phys-obj)
(+ container)
load
type: fill-container
templ: agent-theme-goal
“load the oranges in the truck”

agent

theme goal

subj

obj

pp-comp

Figure 1: Schematic of the three main components of a TRIPS lexical definition: semantic type, lexical entry,
and linking template for one sense of the verb load.
associated thematic roles. The experiments
reported here provide a more detailed comparison
between the two systems and show that in spite of
the similarities, there are enough differences to
make the integration challenging.
Two automatic acquisition methods are
explored. The first creates definitions for verbs in
VerbNet classes containing verbs already defined
in TRIPS, using the existing definition as a model.
The second method generates lexical definitions
based on VerbNet information alone. The methods
are evaluated by integrating the new definitions
into the system and parsing a corpus of transcribed
utterances containing the new verbs. Deriving verb
definitions directly from VerbNet provides a
greater number of acceptable definitions than
basing new definitions on existing representations
in TRIPS, highlighting some of the difficulties in
reconciling independently developed verb
representation systems.

The current semantic verb hierarchy takes
FrameNet frames (Baker, Fillmore and Lowe,
1998) as its starting point, but incorporates
characteristics that streamline it for use in practical
spoken dialog processing, such as hierarchical
structure and a reduced set of role names
(Dzikovska, Swift and Allen, 2004). Each sense
definition also includes an example of usage and a
meta-data vector that records the origin and date of
entry, date of change, and comments. A
(simplified) schematic representation for the
definition for the verb load is shown in Figure 1.

2

At the time of this evaluation there are 522 verb
lemmas in the TRIPS lexicon. Roughly half of
these are also found in VerbNet, although the sense
distribution for identical lemmas do not always
correspond, as the evaluation in section 4 shows.

The semantic hierarchy classifies verbs in terms
of semantic types that describe the predicateargument structure. Syntactic frames for licensed
constructions are not part of the class specification,
as they are in VerbNet. Rather, they are
enumerated in the lexical entry itself, as a
component of a sense entry.

Verb representation in TRIPS

A lexical representation in TRIPS consists of an
orthographic form, part of speech, morphological
specifications (if the standard paradigm does not
apply), and sense definitions. A lexeme may have
one or more sense definitions, which consist of a
semantic type with associated thematic roles and
semantic features (Dzikovska 2004), and a
template that specifies the linking between the
thematic roles and syntactic arguments.

3

VerbNet

VerbNet is a hierarchical verb lexicon that uses the
Levin verb classes to systematically group verbs
into “semantically coherent” classes according to
the alternations between the different syntactic
frames in which they appear. VerbNet expands on
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the Levin classes by providing explicit syntactic
and semantic information, including thematic roles
annotated with semantic features, and syntactic
frames for each verb. VerbNet frames use the
thematic role names to describe the syntactic
constructions in which a verb can appear. For
example, the frame Agent V Patient describes a
transitive construction for change of state verbs, as
in Floyd broke the vase.
The experiments reported here are based on
VerbNet v1.5,1 consisting of 191 main classes
subsuming more than 4000 verb senses and
approximately 3000 verb lemmas.
4

TRIPS structures and the other included target verb
definitions based on VerbNet data alone.
When target verb representations were not based
on a TRIPS class match, representations for 17
additional verbs were generated: advance, exit, fax,
interest, package, page, price, rate, set, slow, split,
supply, support, train, transfer, wire, zip. These
verb representations were evaluated on a separate
corpus of 32 transcribed target utterances.
4.1.1 Acquiring verbs based on TRIPS
representations
The first method automatically generated verb
definitions for the target words by identifying
VerbNet classes that contained verbs for which
definitions already existed. If a VerbNet class
contained a verb already defined in TRIPS, the
frames associated with the VerbNet class were
compared to the linking templates for all senses
defined for the TRIPS verb. If a match was found,
lexical entries based on the existing representations
were generated for the target verb(s) in that
VerbNet class. The new verbs were defined using
existing semantic types, their associated thematic
roles, and the linking template(s) corresponding to
the matching sense entry. An example of a
successful match is target verb subtract found in
VerbNet class remove-10.1, which includes the
frames Agent V Theme and Agent V Theme (prep
src)2 Source. The verb remove is in this class, and
it is also defined in TRIPS as semantic type
REMOVE with the roles Agent, Theme and
Source.
Although 49 target verbs are in VerbNet classes
that contained TRIPS exemplars, this method
resulted in just 33 target verb definitions since the
frame comparison procedure failed to find a sense
match for several of the target verbs.
Identifying a sense match for a given verb by
matching linking templates to VerbNet syntactic
frames is not straightforward (see also Kipper et al.
(2004a, 2004b) for a similar discussion of issues in
matching VerbNet and PropBank representations).
The verb classes and associated roles used in the
two systems were developed independently and for
different purposes. Currently TRIPS distinguishes
30 roles for verbs,3 and VerbNet distinguishes 21
(Kipper 2003). TRIPS roles and their (potentially)
corresponding VerbNet roles are listed below.

Evaluation

A new corpus in a computer purchasing domain is
used for the evaluation. The corpus data consist of
human-human dialogs collected as a basis for
development of a new computer purchasing
domain. The interlocutors model a scenario in
which users interact with an intelligent assistant to
purchase computer equipment. The corpus
comprises 23 dialogs totalling approximately 6900
utterances. At the time of the evaluation there are
139 verbs in the computer purchasing corpus that
are not defined in TRIPS (henceforth ‘target
verbs’). Of these, 66 have definitions in VerbNet.
Two methods (described in sections 4.1.1 and
4.1.2) were used to automatically acquire target
verb definitions from VerbNet, which were then
used to parse a test corpus of transcribed utterances
in which the target verbs occur extracted from the
computer purchasing corpus.
4.1

Method

The primary test set focuses on the 49 target verbs
in VerbNet that are in classes that also contain
TRIPS exemplars: accelerate, admit, bet, bump,
clog, concern, count, detect, differ, disappoint,
expand, filter, f o l d , freeze, grow, guarantee,
install, intend, invest, investigate, knock, lean,
listen, melt, oppose, overwhelm, paste, plug, print,
punch, render, roll, sacrifice, satisfy, scan, serve,
settle, shop, spill, stick, strip, subtract, suffer,
surprise, tack, tempt, void, weigh, wrap.
A test corpus of 82 transcribed utterances
containing instances of target verbs was extracted
from the main corpus. In some cases there is a
single instance of a target verb, such as void in
That voids the warranty, while other verbs appear
frequently, as is the case with print.
For the evaluation, the test corpus was parsed
with two different versions of the lexicon, one that
included target verb definitions based on existing

1

2

A class of prepositions that can introduce a Source.
Only roles that appear in the linking templates for
verbs are discussed. TRIPS also assigns role names to
common general modifying phrases (for example, the
for phrase in He studied for the test is assigned the role
Reason) and distinguishes roles for nouns, adverbs, and
adjectives to aid in parsing and interpretation (see
Dzikovska (2004) for discussion).
3

www.cis.upenn.edu/group/verbnet/download.html
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TRIPS
Core
Addressee
Agent
Beneficiary
Cause
Cognizer
Experiencer
Instrument
Recipient
Theme

VerbNet

Experiencer role. Conversely, VerbNet makes role
distinctions that TRIPS does not, such as Theme
and Patient. Furthermore, in the case of identical
role names, parallel usage is not assured. For
example, TRIPS and VerbNet both distinguish a
Cause role but use it in different ways. In TRIPS
the Cause role is used as a non-intentional
instigator of an action, i.e. “Causer”, while in
VerbNet it is used as the “Causee”, e.g., as the role
of the thunderstorm in Spike fears thunderstorms.
In another case, the TRIPS Instrument role is
required to be a physical object, while VerbNet has
a broader usage, as it assigns the Instrument role to
A murder in A murder began the book.
Another difference of the TRIPS role system is
the assignment of thematic roles to certain phrases
in a verb’s subcategorization frame that have no
corresponding role in traditional thematic role
schemes. For example, TRIPS identifies sentential
complements with role names such as Action for
the verbs try and want. In addition, TRIPS has a
more finely articulated role set than VerbNet for
locations and paths. TRIPS distinguishes roles
such as Along for the trajectory of an action, as in
Route 31 in The truck followed Route 31 to Avon
and Via for the location through which a motion
trajectory (potentially) passes, as in Avoid the
mountains.
Additional complexities are introduced into the
frame matching task for prepositional
complements (see Kipper et al., 2004a).

Recipient
Agent, Actor(1)
Beneficiary
Agent
Agent, Experiencer
Experiencer
Instrument
Recipient
Theme(1), Patient(1),
Cause, Stimulus

Spatial Location
Container
Location
Goal
Destination/Location
To-loc
Destination/Location
Source
Source/Location
From-loc
Source/Location
Path
Location
Spatial-loc
Location
Trajectory
Along
-Via
-Co-Roles
Co-Agent
Actor2
Co-Theme
Theme2, Patient2
Sentential complements (primarily)
Action
-Effect
-Other
Affected
Patient
Assoc-Info
Topic
Cost
Asset, Extent
Part
-Predicate
Predicate
Property
Attribute
Result
Product
Time-Duration Time

4.1.2 Acquiring verbs based on VerbNet
representations
The second method for generating new target verb
definitions used VerbNet data alone to generate the
semantic type, thematic roles and linking templates
necessary for the TRIPS lexical representation. For
every VerbNet class containing a target verb, a
new semantic type was defined using the VerbNet
class name and roles as the type label and the
associated thematic roles. The linking templates
were generated from the VerbNet frames, which
include syntactic category and thematic role
information.
This method generated definitions for all 49 of
the target verbs found in VerbNet, as well as for
the additional 17 target verbs that appear in
VerbNet, but in classes that did not include verbs
defined in TRIPS.

The mid-level thematic roles (cf. semantic roles
that are frame-specific, such as those used in
FrameNet, and macrorole cluster concepts such as
Dowty’s (1990) Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient)
used in TRIPS and VerbNet are difficult to apply
consistently, especially on a large scale.4 Attempts
to use one such system to predict another can be
problematic. In many cases TRIPS and VerbNet
role correspondences are not unique. For example,
TRIPS distinguishes a Cognizer role but VerbNet
does not – for the verbs think, believe, and assume,
the TRIPS Cognizer role corresponds to the
VerbNet Agent role, but for the verb worry, the
TRIPS Cognizer role corresponds to the VerbNet

4.2

Results

The two methods for generating new verb entries
were evaluated by integrating the target verb
definitions into the system (independently, in two
conditions) and then parsing test utterances derived
from the computer purchasing domain. The

4

PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002) eschews
such thematic role labels altogether, using numbered
place holders such as Arg0 and Arg1.
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analyses generated by the parser were then scored
for accuracy. For the parser representation of an
utterance to be counted as accurate, the analysis
must contain both an appropriate sense (semantic
type) for the target verb and correct role
assignments for its arguments. The results are
shown in Table 1.
A greater number of acceptable verb
representations were obtained by generating entries
directly from VerbNet rather than trying to base
them on an attempted match with existing TRIPS
structures. This is in part due to the complexity of
the matching process, and also because of the
relatively small number of verbs in TRIPS. Only a
few target verbs were successfully matched with
the first method, such as expand in You might want
to expand it, which was classified with TRIPS
semantic type ADJUST, and has the roles of Agent
and Theme.
Data

#
verbs

Method

Utts

Acc

Target verbs
with TRIPS
exemplars

49

I:
TRIPS

82

11%

Target verbs
with TRIPS
exemplars
Extra target
verbs from
VN

49

II:
VN

82

37%

17

II:
VN

32

37%

with the first method, but the instance of roll in the
test corpus is an idomatic one, as in Let’s roll with
that, and the system incorrectly assigns that to an
Instrument role. Predictably, neither method
yielded an appropriate sense for this case, nor for
other idiomatic usages such as Let’s stick with the
twelve-inch powerbook.
Missing senses and frames in VerbNet were an
additional source of error for both methods of verb
definition generation. For example, VerbNet lacks
a frame with a sentential complement for tempt, as
in I’m tempted to get the flat screen monitor.
Another case of missing sense is for the target verb
support, as in That capability is only supported in
Windows XP. Support is found in two VerbNet
classes, contiguous_location-47.8 and admire-31.2,
neither of which are appropriate in this case.
The evaluation revealed that several of the target
verbs occurred together with particles, such as
punch in as in Let me just punch in those numbers,
as well as bump up, clog up, fold up, knock off,
knock down, plug in, punch in, set up, split up,
slow down, and w r a p up. These were a major
source of error in this evaluation since particle
verbs are not generally represented in VerbNet.5 16
utterances from the primary target test corpus
contain particle verbs, and failure to handle them
accounts for 31% of the error for the condition in
which the VerbNet derived definitions are tested. 7
utterances in the test corpus for the extra verbs
contain particle verbs and these account for 35% of
the error for that test set.

Table 1: Results for parsing test utterances with
new verb definitions

5

Summary and Conclusion

It had seemed that using TRIPS representations to
model new verbs would yield better results, since
in principle more of the information built into
TRIPS could be used, but this turned out not to be
the case. This method could be improved with
additional comparative analysis along with
expansion of the TRIPS lexicon, but there will still
be enough differences to pose difficulties for
automatic mapping between the systems.
Automatically generating representations from
VerbNet data alone produced better results, but
adopting VerbNet classifications wholesale is
impractical as they are not always an appropriate
level of semantic representation for the parsing and
reasoning performed by the system. For example,
the class other_cos.45.4 has more than 250
members. Even though they are all change of state
verbs, efficient parsing and effective reasoning
require finer-grained distinctions to process

The results indicate that it is somewhat easier to
generate new linking templates based on VerbNet
information than trying to match them with
existing structures in TRIPS. Using VerbNet data
alone, successful interpretations for a number of
prepositional complements are generated, such as
What (Oblique) are you (Experiencer) interested
(amuse-3.1) in? However, in the interpretation of
He spilled coffee on it, coffee is assigned to a
location role. This type of error could be corrected
by incorporating semantic features for selectional
restrictions on argument selection, which are
included in VerbNet, and integrating them into the
lexical definitions is planned for future work.
However, TRIPS has its own system of semantic
features for the same purpose so additional
analysis required before the VerbNet feature
representation can be fully integrated with TRIPS.
In some cases there were idioms in the data for
which a correct analysis could not reasonably be
expected. For example, the target verb roll was
reasonably mapped to the MOVE semantic type

5

The clustering analysis reported in Kingsbury and
Kipper (2003) identifies particle verbs, such as pull out,
compatible with certain VerbNet classes.
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meanings as disparate as, for example, unionize
and vaporize.
The ability to use VerbNet representations
directly is still only a partial solution to expanding
the system’s verb coverage. For these experiments,
less than half of the unknown verbs were actually
found in VerbNet. Verbs not found include aim,
a p p l y , c o m p r o m i s e , c o n c e n t r a t e , customize,
discuss, elaborate, format, manipulate, optimize,
program, scroll, subscribe, and troubleshoot. Of
the target verbs found in VerbNet, an appropriate
sense was not always represented.
The Levin verb classes are not exhaustive and
focus on noun phrase arguments and prepositional
complements, so for example verbs with sentential
complements are underrepresented, although
VerbNet has extended and modified the original
classes on which it is based, and continues to be
refined (Kipper et al., 2004a). There are still
systematic gaps, most importantly for this
evaluation, particle verbs.
With its rich syntactic and semantic
representation, VerbNet promises to be a useful
resource for extending lexical coverage in TRIPS.
VerbNet representations also include links to
corresponding senses in WordNet (Fellbaum
1998), which strengthens the network of lexical
information available that can contribute to better
handling of unknown words when they are
encountered by the system. However, achieving a
representation that combines the predictability of
syntactic alternations together with the level of
semantic classification needed for spoken dialog
processing remains a challenge.
6
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of how a series
of different distributional properties of irregular and regular verbs affect lexical processing
in single-word comprehension and production.
(Tabak et al., 2005) show that it is possible to
predict whether a verb is (ir)regular from not
only frequency, but also from its neighborhood
density, inflectional entropy, morphological family size, number of synsets, its auxiliary, and its
number of argument structures. These variables
were observed to be predictive for both response
latencies and errors in a visual lexical study
of 286 Dutch verbs. Interestingly, the greater
number of synsets characterizing irregulars led
to especially short response latencies for irregular past plurals. Moreover, a higher information complexity, as estimated by the inflectional
entropy measure developed in, led to shorter response latencies, and especially so for irregular
verbs. In this study, we investigated whether
such measures of semantic density could be observed to play a role in word naming also. Two
word naming experiments were carried out, simple word naming as well as cross-tense naming.
Semantic variables were predictive primarily in
cross-tense naming, a task which also revealed
effects suggesting competition between the form
read and the form said. This competition challenges dual route models of production (Pinker,
1991; Pinker, 1999) and argues for exemplar
models of direct lexical access.

1

Introduction

It is widely believed (Pinker, 1999; Pinker and
Ullman, 2002) that the difference between regular and irregular verbs is restricted to form.
However, recent studies (Ramscar, 2002; Patterson et al., 2001) suggest that semantic and
contextual factors are also relevant for understanding how regular and irregular verbs are
processed. A lexical statistical survey (Baayen
and Moscoso del Prado Martı́n, 2004) revealed,
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furthermore, that regulars and irregulars differ
in semantic density: Irregulars have denser semantic networks than regulars. For instance,
when regulars and irregulars are matched for
frequency, irregular verbs tend to have more
meanings than regular verbs. Regular and irregular verbs also tend to have different aspectual
properties, as witnessed by the non-uniform distribution of auxiliary verbs in Dutch and German. Regulars favor hebben, ’have’, while irregulars favor zijn, ’be’, the auxiliary marking
telicity. Regular and irregular verbs are also
non-uniformly distributed over Levin’s verb argument alternation classes (Levin, 1993).
Another dimension on which regular and irregular verbs differ is the information complexity of a verb’s paradigm, as estimated
by the inflectional entropy measure in Dutch
(Moscoso del Prado Martı́n et al., 2004). Irregular verbs tend to have somewhat reduced
inflectional entropies compared to regulars.
(Tabak et al., 2005) probed the consequences
of these distributional differences for the comprehension of regular and irregular verbs in
Dutch with visual lexical decision. They used
a regression design with 143 regular and 143 irregular morphologically simple verbs, and contrasted number (singular versus plural) and
tense (present versus past). Examples of the
verb forms involved are shown in Table 1.
Tabak et al. observed facilitatory main effects of the frequency of the inflected form (obtained from the celex lexical database (Baayen
et al., 1995) henceforth surface frequency), the
verb’s morphological family size (Schreuder and
Baayen, 1997) (calculated from the morphological parses in the celex database), and the
number of synsets (Baayen and Moscoso del
Prado Martı́n, 2004) in which the verb is listed
in the verb section of the Dutch EuroWordNet
(Vossen et al., 1999), the Dutch version of the
English WordNet developed by Miller and colleagues (Miller, 1990). In addition, a facilita-

loop
liep
loop-en
liep-en
lach
lach-te
lach-en
lach-ten

singular
singular
plural
plural
singular
singular
plural
plural

present tense
past tense
present tense
past tense
present tense
past tense
present tens
past tense

irregular
irregular
irregular
irregular
regular
regular
regular
regular

Table 1: Examples of regular and irregular verb
forms in Dutch.
tory effect of inflectional entropy was observed.
Unsurprisingly, regular verbs elicited shorter response latencies than irregular verbs. More interesting are two interactions with regularity.
First, the synset measure revealed a greater facilitatory effect for the past plural forms of irregular verbs. Apparently, these forms, which
are both irregular and morphologically complex,
benefitted most from the higher semantic density characterizing irregulars. Second, the facilitatory effect of inflectional entropy was stronger
for irregulars than for regulars.
(Ullman, 2001) reported frequency effects for
regular verbs that rhyme with irregular verbs,
and the absence of frequency effects for regular
verbs that do not do so. Tabak and colleagues
therefore investigated whether there might be a
similar dissociation for the regular verbs in their
experiment. What they found was that regulars
that rhyme with one or more irregulars elicited
longer response latencies than non-rhyming regulars. However, non-rhyming regulars exhibited
a frequency effect just as the rhyming regulars.
These results show that the comprehension
of regular and irregular verbs is more intricate
and interesting than suggested by the dual route
model of Pinker and colleagues. The frequency
effects for regulars point in the direction of exemplar based models (Bybee, 2001), and the interactions of semantic measures with regularity
bear witness to the greater semantic entanglement of irregular verbs (Patterson et al., 2001).

2

Word Naming

The next question to be addressed is whether
semantic effects can be observed as well in word
naming, a task that adds production of the verb
form to visual recognition. It is well known
that semantic effects are reduced in word naming compared to visual lexical decision (Balota
et al., 2003). Hence, it is far from self-evident
that the greater effect of semantic density of ir-
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regulars would persist in this task. We therefore
ran a simple word naming experiment with the
same materials as in the lexical decision experiment summarized above, in which participants
were asked to say aloud the singular and plural
forms in the present and past tense presented
on the computer screen. Pronunciation latencies were measured from word onset.
The naming paradigm that has figured most
prominently in the debate about regular and irregular verbs requests subjects to name the past
tense form after having been presented with the
corresponding present tense form. This task
asks subjects to proceed from the present to
the past, presumably because this would reflect
the way in which the marked past tense form is
derived or accessed from the unmarked present
tense form. In the light of the evidence that
has been accumulating in recent years that lexical storage is not restricted to irregular inflected
words (Baayen et al., 2002; New et al., 2004),
the idea that a regular past tense form would
only be accessible through its present tense form
becomes unattractive. In a non-derivational,
exemplar-based approach to lexical access, the
directionality imposed by the cross-tense naming task taps into meta-linguistic skills that do
not necessarily reflect the normal processes of
lexical access. In fact, reversing the directionality of the task, by asking subjects to name
the present tense form when presented with the
past tense form, should lead to a very similar
pattern of results. In order to test this possibility, we ran two cross-tense naming experiments,
one going from the present to the past, and one
from the past to the present.
In simple word naming, it is possible to proceed from the orthography to the phonology
and from there to pronunciation without paying
much attention to word meaning. Cross-tense
naming is a more complex task, in which we
expected the role of word meaning to be more
substantial. In addition, an exemplar-based approach predicts competition in cross-tense naming between the form seen on the computer
screen and the form to be produced, irrespective of regularity.
The results of the two naming experiments
are summarized in Figure 1, which illustrates
the partial effects of the covariates. (A partial
effect is the effect of a variable when all the other
variables in the model are held constant.) The
grey curves represent the effects observed in the
simple naming experiment, the black curves vi-
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Figure 1: Partial effects of the covariates in the logistic regression model fit to the response latencies
of the simple (grey curves) and cross-tense (black curves) naming experiments.
sualize the effects in the cross-tense naming experiment.
A striking difference between the two naming
experiments is that cross-tense naming latencies are predicted from a much larger number of
variables than is the case for simple word naming. The only predictors (represented by grey
lines) for simple word naming are frequency
(upper left panel), family size (upper middle
panel), tense (upper right panel), and geometric mean bigram frequency (first panel on second row). As expected, higher-frequency words
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elicited shorter naming latencies (especially for
plurals), as did words with bigger morphological families. The latencies for past tense forms
were longer than those for present tense forms,
irrespective of number or regularity. Finally,
a higher bigram frequency corresponded with
shorter reaction times. In short, simple word
naming did not provide any evidence for a role
of semantic measures interacting with regularity. It is noteworthy that there is no interaction
of regularity by frequency. This indicates that
the frequency effect works the same for both

regular and irregular verbs.
The results obtained in cross-tense naming
(the black lines in Figure 1) were much richer.
We note, first of all, that the response latencies
are much longer than in simple naming, which
reflects the greater difficulty of the task. The
first two panels on the upper row show that
we have both a facilitatory frequency effect (for
regulars and irregulars) as well as a facilitatory
family size effect.
The upper right panel plots the effect of number and tense for regular and irregular verbs.
The lines are labeled with the form that subjects
had to say, not the forms they saw on the screen.
Regular words elicited shorter responses when
subjects were pronouncing the paste tense form
(on presentation of the present tense form),
compared to when they were pronouncing the
present tense form (on presentation of the past
tense form). No such difference emerged for
the irregular verbs. In other words, when subjects proceed from the regular unmarked form
to the regular marked form, they are faster than
when they have to proceed in the reverse direction. These faster naming times may be the
consequence of metalinguistic skills acquired at
school, where inflectional paradigms are typically taught going from the present to the past.
The faster naming latencies may also simply reflect markedness relations, indicating stronger
links from the unmarked to the marked forms
than from the marked to the unmarked forms.
The shorter naming latencies observed for regular past tense forms compared to their irregular
counterparts challenges the dual route model,
according to which irregulars would only require
lexical look-up in associative memory, while regulars would require both look-up, and upon failure of look-up (the regular inflected form would
not be stored), rule-driven affixation. Finally,
the upper right panel shows that singulars (represented by circles) were named faster than the
plurals (represented by triangles), as expected
given the greater morphological complexity of
the plural form, which always contains a plural
suffix, irrespective of regularity.
A higher geometric mean bigram frequency
(calculated for the wordform to be articulated)
led to increased naming latencies, as shown in
the first panel on the second row. This inhibition is independent of the direction of the inflectional operation required, and is suggestive
of some kind of form competition, possibly between the bigram transitions of the form seen
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(or whatever their mental correlates might be)
and the transitions of the form to be produced.
If our interpretation is correct, this inhibitory
effect supports the hypothesis that the crosstense naming task involves competition between
inflectional variants. Note that in simple naming, bigram frequency is facilitatory instead of
inhibitory, as expected for a task in which there
is no competition between two word forms.
The central panel shows how the response latencies vary with the length of the presented
item. As in visual lexical decision, we observe
a u-shaped curve, indicating facilitatory effects
for the medium length verb forms.
Recall that we observed an effect of frequency
in cross-tense naming. The frequency count
that we used here is the (log) lemma frequency
available in the celex lexical database. This
frequency count represents the summed frequencies of all the inflectional variants of a given
word. Two other frequency measures that are of
potential interest in cross-tense naming are the
frequencies of the inflectional form presented on
the screen, and the frequency of the inflectional
form that has to be pronounced. Obviously, all
three frequency measures are highly correlated,
and therefore it makes no sense to include all
three in a multiple regression analysis. In order to come to grips with the role of the inflectional frequencies, we calculated the ratio of the
logged frequency of the form seen to the logged
frequency of the form pronounced. We refer to
this ratio as the inflectional frequency ratio. It
is only mildly correlated with the lemma frequency (r = 0.176). We interpret the facilitatory effect of the lemma frequency (shown in
the upper left panel of Figure 1) as tapping into
the speaker’s overall familiarity with especially
the meaning of a given verb, following (Bates et
al., 2003; Moscoso del Prado Martı́n et al., 2004;
Baayen, 2005). We included the inflectional frequency ratio as a predictor in order to capture
potential competition between the form (or inflectional meaning) seen and the form (or inflectional meaning) to be said. We predicted that
a greater ratio, as an indication of increased
competition between the two inflected forms (or
meanings), would be positively correlated with
the cross-tense naming latencies.
The last panel on the second row of Figure 1 shows that cross-tense naming latencies
indeed increase with this ratio, providing further evidence for lexical competition between
the present and past tense forms (or meanings)

in cross-tense naming. As there were no interactions with regularity nor with the direction of
naming, this finding supports exemplar based
models of lexical access. We think, however,
that this competition is an artefact of crosstense naming, and that it is absent in normal
production when lexical access is not forced to
go to a given inflection via another contextually
inappropriate inflection.
The panel in the lower left of Figure 1 plots
the facilitatory effect of inflectional entropy.
Apparently, subjects benefit from a high inflectional entropy, just as in visual lexical decision.
Another variable that has been observed to
be predictive for regularity is the number of argument structures that a verb allows (Baayen
and Moscoso del Prado Martı́n, 2004). For this
study, we operationalized this variable by means
of a count of the number of argument structures and complementation patterns in a data
resource compiled at the Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen. The second
panel on the third row of Figure 1 shows that
the logarithmically transformed number of argument structures is positively correlated with
the response latencies when verbs have to be
named in the present tense. This suggests that a
verb’s argument structures are more likely to be
co-activated by the unmarked inflectional tense
form.
Our final piece of evidence that semantic
structure is mediating production in the crosstense naming task concerns the auxiliary of the
verb. Auxiliary selection in Dutch is determined
by the telicity of the event expressed by the
verb (Lieber and Baayen, 1997) and (Randall
et al., 2003), with telic verbs and verbs construed in a telic event requiring zijn instead of
the more common hebben. The lower right panel
plots the effects of the Dutch auxiliaries. Verbs
that take both hebben or zijn were named significantly faster than verbs taking only zijn or
verbs that take only hebben, although the effect
was small.
We also investigated the count of verbs that
rhyme with a given target verb, following (Ullman, 2001). As this count has very different
distributional properties for regular and irregular verbs, we studied its effect for the two
kinds of verbs separately. For regular verbs,
we distinguished between verbs with and without rhyming irregulars. Unlike (Ullman, 2001),
we observed a significant facilitatory effect of
lemma frequency for both regular verbs with
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and without rhyming irregulars. This effect was
stronger for regular verbs with rhyming irregulars (which is in line with Ullman’s findings for
English). At the same time, regular verbs with
rhyming irregulars elicited longer naming latencies than regular verbs without rhyming irregulars.
For the set of irregular verbs, the count of
rhyming irregulars itself could be included as a
measure of the productivity of the vocalic alternation of the verb. As expected, verbs exhibiting more productive vocalic alternation were
named faster, irrespective of frequency.

3

Conclusions

The view on the processing of regular and irregular verbs that emerges from our experiments
is fundamentally different from the dual route
model proposed by (Pinker, 1999) and related
studies. This model separates form and meaning, regularity is equated with productivity and
rule-based processing, and irregularity with a
lack of productivity and storage in memory.
Conversely, we have observed the footprints of
a much more complex, interconnected, exemplar based system in which inflected forms are
accessed directly instead of indirectly through
their stems. This system also departs from
the standard connectionist view of the production of the past tense as exemplified by the
seminal model of (Rumelhart and McClelland,
1986) and subsequent work, which inherited the
derivational view of the past tense from generative grammar. The challenge for this new approach to understanding the processing of regular and irregular verbs is to come to grips with
the neural architecture and processes that underlie the effects of the measures and variables
that we have studied here.
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available information about one story and more
reliable information integration, and on the other
hand
provide
richer
machine-executable
representations of multimedia material in retrieval
and browsing systems, such as film databases.
Natural language textual descriptions can be
collateral to a moving image and represent its
content in words. Extracting information from
collateral text (Srihari, 1995) can address higher
levels of semantic video content than video
processing alone, as language can express more
information than colours, shapes, motion etc. and
enhance video indexing, retrieval and browsing.
Films entail stories and their content can be
described by a range of collateral texts; a story told
in a novel can be turned into a film. Novels can
total 100,000’s words and give detailed
descriptions of charaters’ cognitive states, which
can be expressed by facial expressions in the
moving images. Screenplays are the directors’
scripts including dialogue, character and setting
descriptions as well as instructions to the camera
totaling 10,000’s words. Audio descriptions are
detailed descriptions of the characters’ appearance
and facial expressions, settings and what is
happening on screen at the moment of speaking
totaling 1,000’s words. Audio description is
scripted before it is recorded and includes timecodes to indicate when each utterance is to be
spoken, enabling the alignment of the narration
with the visual images. Plot summaries narrate the
major events of the film in 100’s words and
include character’s desires and goals. The
challenge is to understand what is common in
different collateral descriptions representing the
same events. Consider for example, how the same
event (burned) for the film English Patient is
described in different collateral texts, Figure 1.
Each source is heterogeneous, using different
vocabulary, grammar structures, amount and kinds
of information. These different collateral
descriptions can be aligned to audio description
fragments, which are temporally associated to the
film data;

Abstract
Collateral texts of different genre can describe
the same filmed story, e.g. audio description
and plot summaries. We deal with the
challenge of cross-document coreference for
events by matching verb attributes. Cross
document coreference is the task of deciding
whether two linguistic descriptions from
different sources refer to the same event. This
is important for reliable information
integration, as well as generating richer
machine-executable
representations
of
multimedia material in retrieval and browsing
systems. Corpora of audio description and plot
summaries were analysed to investigate how
they describe the same film events. This
analysis shows that events are described by
different verbs in the two corpora and has
inspired the algorithms for cross-document
event coreference, which match verb
attributes, rather than verbs themselves. The
preliminary evaluation was encouraging,
showing a significantly better performance
than the baseline algorithm.
1

Introduction

The present era can be characterised by a vast
amount of information available in different forms
of media; text documents, images, audio and video
files etc. Many kinds of electronic information
artefacts convey the same story; a fire event, for
example, can be broadcast on television or radio,
or narrated in a newspaper by the people that were
affected; or a fictional story, for example
Cinderella can be presented in films, theatre,
books, pantomime etc. Information can be
conveyed in the form of stories in history, science,
current affairs, financial news, fiction etc. The
process of narrating a story comprises a sequence
of causally connected events organised in space
and time. Matching events can be one way to
acquire major information about a story.
This research is motivated by the fact that
associating information in different texts
representing the same story can on the one hand
enhance the collection and verification of most
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Novel
“How were
you burned?
… I fell
burning
into a
desert…

Screen Play
Explosions
rock the
plane… He
looks up to
see the flames
licking at his
own
parachute …

Audio
Description
[03.55] His
clothes on fire
he struggles
desperately to
escape from
the burning
aircraft.
Plot
Summary
Burned
horribly in a
fiery crash
after being
shot down …

Although the two kinds of texts presented in this
paper, audio description and plot summaries,
describe the same story, they are very different in
the vocabulary used, the content and amount of
event-related
information
included;
crossdocument event coreference in films is perhaps
more challenging because it is harder to identify a
set of common events.
The goal of the current work is to develop a
computational account of how events are expressed
in different narrative discourses of the same story
in multimedia systems. We focus on the question
of how information about an event can be related
in different discourses. Our approach is inspired by
the corpora analysis, which shows the challenge of
matching events in heterogeneous texts, such as
plot summary and audio description, as they
include different verbs. However, several verb
attributes, for instance nouns and proper nouns, are
common in both kinds of texts. This analysis has
led to the proposal of a method including
algorithms that apply event cross-document
coreference by matching combinations of verb
attributes, rather than matching verbs themselves.

Film data

…

…

…

Figure 1: Different collateral descriptions for
the same film event.
1.1

Towards Information Integration

A number of terms can describe the process by
which information is extracted from different texts
relating to the same theme and then associated and
combined. The method followed in this work as a
first step to integrate event-related information is
called Cross-Document Coreference; this is the
process of deciding whether two linguistic
descriptions from different sources refer to the
same entity or event and has been applied in
specific sets of events, such as election and
terrorist events (Bagga and Baldwin, 1999). Recent
systems associate entities, extracting nouns and
pronouns from different news texts and matching
them (Radev and McKowen, 1998). Crossdocument coreference appears to be a sub-task of
cross-document summarisation by selecting and
matching of the crucial information in multiple
texts before summarising multiple documents. The
task of selecting candidate phrases is expressed in
the Document Understanding Conferences (DUC)
and is based on the principle of relevance:
syntactic patterns are significant, as they describe
either a precise and well-defined entity or concise
events or situations. Cross Document Structure
Theory (CDST) describes several relations
included in pairs of matched fragments tested on
news articles (Zhang et al, 2003). CDST is tested
on relations in homogeneous texts. Related
research includes the term information merging
describing the process of integrating information
about a set of football events, e.g. goal, free kick
etc.; the technique applied includes extraction and
matching of a set of specific entities, such as
football players’ names etc from different texts,
e.g. tickers, radio transcriptions etc. (Kuper et al,
2003).

2

Collateral Texts for Films:
description and plot summaries

audio

Audio description (AD) narrates what is
happening on screen for visually impaired people
and is available for a range of television
programmes, such as series, documentaries, films,
children’s programmes etc. It is produced by
trained experts who follow guidelines while
describing, for instance the use of present tense
showing that the actions take place at the moment
of speaking and the use of proper nouns when
there are a lot of participants in a scene to avoid
the confusion of the audience. The description is
first prepared in electronic format, time-coded and
then spoken. The audio description for films is a
detailed, long description which involves a story,
unfolded in a series of temporally and causally
connected events, including characters and plot
significant objects, location of the scene, who is
speaking, what the characters are doing and
wearing, facial expressions and body language,
text shown on screen and colours. The following
examples are from the audio description for the
film English Patient from 3m 40s to 3m 55s:
[03:40] Bullets tear holes in the fuselage.
[03:47] The plane catches fire.
[03:55] His clothes on fire he struggles to escape

In contrast, plot summaries (PS) are short
descriptions mentioning the major points of a
filmed story, the protagonists and their intentions,
locations, time and duration of main events and
cause of certain actions. The film is described
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may be described in audio description as he picks
up the gun and points at the man…he pulls the
trigger. In plot summaries there are more verbs
expressing mental processes (20%) than in audio
description (7%). Interestingly, the quality of the
mental processes is also different. Mental
processes of seeing are mostly depicted in audio
description, by verbs such as watch and see,
whereas plot summaries include mental processes
related to cognition or affection, what the
characters believe and feel, i.e. verbs such as love,
want, know, plan, decide etc. which are not
encountered in audio description.

according to the subjectivity of any author that
decides to publish a film summary electronically,
without following any guidelines. The following
excerpt is from the plot summay for the film
English Patient:
Burned horribly in a fiery crash after being shot
down while crossing the Sahara Desert ...

2.1

Corpora Analysis

Two corpora were created to represent and
analyse the language used in audio descriptions
and plot summaries. The corpora include nine
different film categories selected by audio
description experts based on the choice of
vocabulary, grammar structures and kinds of
information conveyed: children’s live action and
animation, action, comedy, period drama, thriller,
dark, romantic and other. The present audio
description corpus includes audio description
scripts for 56 films, approximately 376,000 words
(6,000-8,500 words per script). The current plot
summaries corpus includes summaries for the same
films (Internet Movie Database), totaling 9,500
words approximately (around 200-400 words per
summary). The 100 most frequent words include
41 open class words in the audio description
corpus, and 27 open class words in the plot
summary corpus. This suggests that audio
description and plot summaries are special
languages, while comparing them with common
language (2 open class words in the first 100 words
of the BNC corpus) and other corpora of special
languages (e.g. 39 open class words in the
linguistics corpus). The most frequent words in
both corpora are proper nouns and nouns referring
to characters, plot significant objects and time, as
well as verbs. However, only a few nouns and
proper nouns are the same. In language, an event is
typically realised in the form of a verb or noun. We
analyse verbs having selected a verb classification
based on the semantic properties of the verbs, used
to
structure
and
represent
event-related
information. In functional grammar, verbs can be
categorised in six kinds of processes: material,
mental, behavioral, existential, verbal and
relational (Halliday, 1994).
According to the frequency results, around 70%
of the verbs in both corpora represent material
processes, Figures 2a and 2b. However, the verbs
included in the material processes category differ
in the two corpora. Audio description includes
verbs describing motion such as walk, come, open,
fall etc., which, if separated by the context, do not
give explicit information about major events,
whereas plot summaries include verbs such as
murder, escape, die, find, help, follow etc. that
refer to the story plot; for example, a murder event

behavioral
17%

mental
7%
relational
3%

material
73%

Figure 2a: 4 types of processes in a 376,000-word
corpus of audio description based on the 30 most
frequent verbs

mental
20%

verbal
3%
relational
7%

material
70%

Figure 2b: 4 types of processes in a 9,500-word
corpus of plot summaries based on the 30 most
frequent verbs
The other verb categories encountered in audio
description and plot summaries are different. In
audio description, behavioral processes constitute
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the 17% including verbs such as smile, stare, look
and glance, as the narrators describe what can be
seen on screen relatively to the characters
physiological and psychological behaviour. These
processes may be proved to be important as they
can sometimes describe emotions, for example a
laughing process can express a positive feeling
related to the character and concerning the event
that has just preceded in the story. On the contrary,
the 30 most frequent verbs in plot summaries do
not include the behavioral category, as the authors
do not describe the character’s behavior. Plot
summaries also contain verbal processes (3%),
such as tell, that are not mentioned in audio
description due to the dialogue’s presence that
actually represents the verbal processes.
The frequency results suggest that the same
events are described by different verbs in the two
corpora. Material verbs may compose the biggest
category in both corpora, but the verbs differ
completely as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Process
Verbs in audio description
Material

Relational
Mental
Behavioral

Audio description
[23:54] Hana makes
her patient comfortable

Plot summary
a young, shell-shocked
war nurse Hana
remains behind to tend
her doomed patient

Figure 3: Audio description utterances for the
same plot summary event
The wordlists of the plot summary and the audio
description for the film English Patient do not
include any verbs mentioned in both texts.
However, they share other open class words;
interestingly, the most frequent ones are proper
nouns and nouns expressing the characters of the
story, locations etc, Table 3.
Common open
class words
Hana
Patient
Kip
Caravaggio
Desert
Nurse
Pilot
Burned

open, walk, run, step, hold,
close, go, wear, fall, lift, stand,
throw, carry, kiss, sit, lead, get,
give, cross, join, make, jump
be
watch, see
smile, stare, look, glance, nod

Verbs in plot summaries

Material

get, love, find, take, kill, help,
go, become, plan, die, give,
come, escape, make, murder,
try, turn, change, follow, lose,
need, run
be, have
tell
want, know, decide, seem

Relational
Verbal
Mental

OCW
PS
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

OCW
AD
73
33
31
22
17
6
2
2

Cumulative
OCW
74
34
32
23
18
7
3
3

Table 3: Common open class words and their
occurrence (OCW) in the PS and AD wordlists for
the film English Patient

Table 1: The 30 most frequent verbs describing 4
types of processes in audio description
Process

Audio description
[45:09] Gently Hana
washes the tender skin
on the patient's chest.

A major event described by one verb in the plot
summary, such as tend in the example used, may
not be explicitly expressed in the audio description,
but implied through a series of other events and
actions, e.g. wash and make comfortable. Common
event attributes are only the participants Hana and
patient. It is therefore possible to match their
combination instead of matching the verb tend.
2.2

Creating Test Data

We focus on a method to identify and relate
event related information in plot summaries and
audio description. The human task involves
reading plot summaries and watching the
corresponding films, associating the events read to
the events visualised. The annotators detect and
number the events read in the plot summary. While
watching the film, they are told the number of the
scene each time a scene commences and they
associate the number of the event visualised on
screen to the number of the scene, e.g. in the film
English Patient, the plot summary event 2 burned

Table 2: The 30 most frequent verbs describing 4
types of processes in plot summaries
In the following example, the tending event
included in the plot summary is expressed by the
verb tend, a series of moving images in the film
and a series of audio description utterances
including the verbal groups make comfortable and
wash, Figure 3. These verbs cannot be matched as
they are not synonyms to the verb tend.
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horribly in a crash can be visualised in scene 2 of
the film. The human task of matching the events
can be characterised as cross-modal event
coreference, as humans match events they have
read to events they visualise on screen. This had
caused disagreements on whether events not
explicitely expressed by the visual images but
inferred by the sound effects or the dialogue should
be annotated or not. The annotation of all events,
either explicit or inferred was taken into
consideration for the preliminary evaluation of this
work due to the multimedia nature of the data
included.
2.3

Find Proper Noun / Noun + other keyword:
a. Proper Noun / Noun + Proper Noun-s / Noun-s
(+ Noun-s +/ Verb +/ Adverb +/ Adj.)
If no other Proper Noun / Noun is found then find
b. Proper Noun / Noun + Verb +/ Adverb +/ Adj.

Figure 4: A Keyword combination rule
In the sentence A young, shell-shocked war nurse
Hana remains behind to tend her doomed patient,
the algorithm looks for the following
combinations: Hana + nurse / patient (+remains +/
tend +/ behind +/ young +/ shell-shocked +/
doomed), as Hana is a proper noun and nurse and
patient nouns, and then for the verbs remains and
tend, the adverb behind and the adjectives young,
shell-shocked and doomed. The next step is to
match the generated list of keywords to the audio
description utterances including all possible
combinations of these keywords without tagging
the audio description.
The second algorithm, called Keyword and
Keyword Role Combination List Generation and
Matching (KKRC), is based on the combination of
the keywords and their functional roles in the
sentence. Here we have used the machinese syntax
function of the Connexor tagger, which assigns
words with the roles of subject, agent, object etc.
This time, the algorithm looks for the combination
of the keywords in the specific roles assigned by
the tagger, which means we have to tag the audio
description script as well as the plot summary. An
example of keyword role combination list rules is
shown in Figure 5:

Proposed Algorithms

To compute the human task of event association,
we propose a method for cross-document event
coreference by identifying and matching verb
attributes. The task of event detection in plot
summaries has not been automated and main
events are already numbered by the human
annotators that have read the plot summary.
Having identified the main events in the plot
summary, we have used the Connexor tagger to
represent the plot summary sentences in terms of
grammar and functional roles. The algorithms
designed generate a list of combinations of event
constituents, i.e. verbs and their attributes,
according to the tags assigned and match them to
the corresponding combinations in the audio
description fragments, which are associated with
the film data by time-codes and divided into
scenes. The scene division was available as part of
some scripts by the audio describers who authored
the scripts, whereas we have separated the rest of
the films according to the scene division in the
visual data, i.e. when the location or time changes.
As shown from the verb frequency analysis, in
2.1, it is hard to match verbs from different
collateral descriptions expressing the same event.
However, characters, plot significant objects and
usually locations can be matched. The suggested
approach is to match the combination of all or
most of the event ingredients, i.e. participants and
their roles and circumstances. In the first
algorithm, called Keyword Combination List
Generation and Matching (KC), the identified plot
summary events are grammatically tagged by the
Connexor part-of-speech tagger. We then apply
rules combining the event constituents, Figure 4;
the participants are usually expressed by nouns or
proper nouns (as nominal heads), and the
circumstances, e.g. location, time, expressed by
nouns or adverbs etc. An obligation is to retrieve
the combination of the event participants, or one
participant and another keyword.

Find [keyword+subject/agent–role] + [other
keyword+functional role]:
a.Find [keyword+ subject/agent-role] + [keyword +
object-role]
If no [keyword +object-role] is found then
b.Find [keyword+subject/agent-role]+ [keyword +
prepositional complement]…

Figure 5: A keyword-role combination rule
In our example, the algorithm generates and
matches the combination of patient plus the role of
object plus another participant, Hana plus the role
of subject (plus the verb tend); Hana[subject] +
patient[object] (+tend [verb] etc.).
3

Preliminary Evaluation

The preliminary evaluation of the algorithms has
been realised for four films, based on the
comparison with human annotations, in terms of
precision and recall. We first compare the scenes’
identification number of the Computer-Retrieved
Scenes (CRS) with the scenes’ identification
number of the Human Annotated Scenes (HAS) to
find the number of Correct Computer-Retrieved
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love, escape, help, murder, plan etc. are amongst
the 30 most frequent verbs in the plot summary
corpus. A preliminary evaluation of using systems
such as CYC and WordNet to match events by
query expansion has shown that the difference in
the vocabulary choice used in the two corpora is
not based on synonyms. Matching verb attributes
in audio description and plot summaries may also
automate the task of event decomposition into
other events; for example a tending event may
include making comfortable, washing etc. or a
fighting event may include kicking, punching,
firing at etc. The algorithms should also be tested
on other kinds of data, such as news stories or
witness accounts.

Scenes (CCRS). To find the percentage of the
algorithms’ precision, we multiply CCRS by one
hundred and then divide it to CRS: CCRS + 100/
CRS. To find the percentage of the algorithms’
recall, we multiply CCRS by one hundred and
divide it to HAS: CCRS * 100/HAS. We have
assumed a linear relation between plot summary
and film time for the baseline algorithm, which
divides the number of the audio description scenes
to the number of the plot summary sentences and
allocates the first plot summary sentence to the
first audio description scene etc. The baseline’s
low performance (Table 4) is mainly due to the
fact that events are ordered differently in plot
summaries and in audio description. Film content
can be organised in shots and scenes, which relate
to film time and the events that comprise the
semantic video content, which relate to story time;
audio description is temporally aligned with the
video data in film time, whereas plot summary is
not, relating only to the story time (Salway and
Tomadaki, 2002).
Algorithm
Precision
Recall
Baseline
KC
KKRC

0.1875
0.5625
0.6497
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Discussion

The corpora analysis suggests the heterogeneity
of the audio description and plot summaries
corpora and the challenge of relating pairs that
describe the same events using different verbs,
structures and amount of event-related information.
This investigation guided the algorithms’ approach
to match verb attributes; characters and roles,
objects, locations or other circumstances. This can
show different relations in cross-document
structures. The preliminary evaluation shows that
precision is of more importance in our case and
that semantic role matching is more precise than
matching grammatical attributes. To increase the
precision, an event classification for filmed stories
may be proved useful; for example, the verbs kill,
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to what extent properties of events, as discussed in
linguistic proposals (described in more detail
below), are captured by specific features in our
database.
The database we consider includes 216 English
verbs and 216 Italian verbs (Vinson & Vigliocco,
2002; Sbisà, Collina, Vinson, Tabossi, & Vigliocco, 2003). For each word, 20 participants generated semantic features; each feature has an
associated “feature weight” corresponding to the
number of participants who produced that feature
for a given word; feature weights correspond to the
salience of a particular feature to that word’s
meaning.
The particular semantic fields we chose to focus
upon were body actions (e.g., bleed, tickle), change
of location (e.g., drag, push, pull), change of state
(e.g., blend, mix, stir), communication (e.g.,
preach, scream, talk), construction (e.g., build,
make, repair), contact (e.g., bump, hit, press),
cooking (e.g., bake, roast, steam), destruction (e.g.,
break, destroy, smash), exchange (e.g., borrow,
donate, lend), light emission (e.g., flicker, glow,
sparkle), direction of motion (e.g., arrive, descend,
enter, rise), manner of motion (e.g., creep, limp,
stagger), noises (e.g., chime, rattle, screech),
animal noises (e.g., oink, meow), and tool actions
(e.g., chop, cut, hammer, saw). We consider the
distribution across semantic fields of feature
classifications of three broad types: features related
to properties of event structure, features related to
properties of motion events, and features related to
thematic roles.
In order to investigate cross-linguistic differences, we focus particularly upon the contrast
between verbs referring to direction and manner of
motion, whose semantic content may differ
between English and Italian. These languages
differ in the information typically contained in
verbs describing motion (Talmy, 1985): in English
verbs are typically “satellite-framed”, expressing
manner in the verb (e.g. stagger, amble, shamble,
etc.) and path through verb particles (e.g. “into,
“across”, etc.), while Italian motion verbs are typically verb-framed, expressing path of the motion in

Abstract
We present analyses of speaker-generated
semantic features for words referring to
actions and events in English and Italian,
assessing the extent to which such features for
verbs provide information concerning aspects
of event structure, properties of motion and
thematic roles of the underlying events. We
also investigate how these properties differ
across the test languages, focusing particularly
upon motion events whose typical expression
differs in English and Italian.
1

Introduction

There is a long tradition within cognitive
psychology and cognitive neuroscience in using
speaker-generated features as a window into the
conceptual representation of words. Previous work
has revealed the utility of this approach in the
domain of nouns referring to objects. For nouns
referring to objects, models developed on the basis
of speaker-generated features have been used to
account for impaired performance in braindamaged populations (e.g. Cree & McRae, 2003;
Garrard, Lambon Ralph, Hodges & Patterson,
2001; Rogers, et al., 2004; Vinson, Vigliocco,
Cappa & Siri, 2003). These models have also been
shown to be successful at predicting behavioural
effects related to semantic similarity (e.g. McRae,
de Sa & Seidenberg, 1997; Vigliocco, Vinson,
Lewis & Garrett, 2004).
With regard to verbs, although far less work has
been performed, previous results illustrate that a
model of lexical-semantic representation developed on the basis of speaker-generated features
(FUSS: Featural and Unitary Semantic Space,
Vigliocco, et al., 2004) can successfully predict
semantic similarity effects, just like for the nouns
referring to objects (Vigliocco, et al., 2004;
Vigliocco, Vinson, Damian & Levelt, 2002).
Given the ability of our model based on speakergenerated features to predict semantic similarity
effect, in the current work we explore whether and
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the verb (e.g. entrare, to enter; uscire, to exit),and
manner through adverbial modifiers (e.g. correndo,
running). Through featural analyses we investigate
whether this general difference between verbs in
the two languages results in differences in speakergenerated features.
2

location, communication, cooking, construction
and destruction all had less than 1% of duration
features.
In English, the words containing the highest
proportion of duration features included mostly
verbs of motion: stay (28%), run (22%), jog (21%),
lend (13%); the highest Italian words were correre
(run, 13%), lampeggiare (flash, 12%), tintinnare
(tinkle, 11%) and rimbalzare (bounce, 10%).
We assessed cross-linguistic differences in the
production of duration features by examining the
difference between English and Italian production
frequencies for each semantic field, dividing each
by the overall rate of production of duration
features in that language (1.7% across all words in
English; 1.3% in Italian); this same method was
used for all subsequent feature classifications as
well. The largest resulting relative differences
occurred for the fields of light emission (1.2% in
English, 3.6% in Italian), body actions (2.9% in
English, 1.4% in Italian) and contact (1.2% in
English, 2.3% in Italian). English speakers were
broadly more likely to produce duration features
for movement involving the body, while Italian
speakers were more likely to produce duration
features for events involving inanimate entities.
Concerning verbs referring to manner of motion
and direction of motion, speakers of both
languages were similar in production of duration
features, producing many more for manner of
motion (4.1%) than for direction of motion (1.2).
This difference is consistent with the distinction of
such words along the durative dimension: manner
of motion verbs typically express activities, while
many direction verbs typically express
achievements (instantaneous transitions into a goal
state, such as “enter” and “arrive”).2

Event Structure

We assess two properties of events, telicity
(reflecting an endpoint) and durativity (reflecting
an interval), distinctions which allow classification
of events into four types (Vendler, 1967; Dowty,
1979), as in Table 1:
- telic

+ telic

- durative

STATE

ACHIEVEMENT

+ durative

ACTIVITY

ACCOMPLISHMENT

Table 1: Classification of event types
Properties of features can be used to illustrate
how verbs in different semantic fields reflect
different types of events: Features related to
duration should reflect preference along the
durative dimension; features reflecting a change of
state should reflect preference along the telicity
dimension.
2.1

Features reflecting duration

We defined features related to duration as those
overtly reflecting time period or speed of activity
(e.g. <brief>1, <constant>, <fast>, <short-duration>), also reflecting periodicity (e.g. <daily>,
<repeated>). We excluded features which might
express duration but required additional inference
(e.g., <flash>, <hold>, <process>).
For each word, we summed the weights of all
features classified as reflecting duration, and divided that total by the summed weight of all
features generated for that word; this figure reflects
the relative importance of duration features in a
given word (this same procedure was followed for
all feature type classifications).
Considering the distribution of duration features
across semantic fields (averaging the proportion of
duration features across all words in a given
semantic field, then averaging across languages),
the fields with the most duration features overall
were manner of motion (4.1%), light emission
(2.4%) and noises (2.3%); fields such as change of

2.2

Features reflecting change of state

Features related to change of state included not
only overt change of state features (e.g. <change>,
<consume>, <destroy>), but also start/end points
(e.g. <begin>, <end>), and instances of exchange
(e.g. <exchange>, <give>, <get>) which reflect
change of state regarding ownership.
Considering semantic fields, the fields with the
most change of state features across both
languages were destruction (33%), construction
and exchange (22%), change of state (21%) and
cooking (17%); the fewest such features were
produced for animal noises (2%), communication
(3%), manner and direction of motion (both 5%).

1 Examples of speaker-generated features are presented in English throughout; the same definitions were
always used to classify features in both English and
Italian.

2 Most often, event classification requires more sentence information than the verb alone!; these results
nonetheless illustrate differential typical behaviour
between manner and direction motion verbs.
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This generally is consistent with the distinction
between telic and atelic events: those semantic
fields with the highest proportion of change of
state features are also the most likely to express
telic events.
The English words containing the highest
proportion of change of state features included
exchange (58%), break (55%), blend, make,
destroy (51%); the highest in Italian were fracassare (smash, 34%), scambiare (exchange, 34%),
regalare (give as a gift, 31%), distruggere (destroy,
30%).
As for duration features, English speakers
produced more change of state features than Italian
speakers (13.3% vs. 8.2%). At the semantic field
level, the greatest difference was observed for
words referring to construction (English 34.5%,
Italian 9.3%). Importantly, the pattern of results for
change of state features also differed across
languages of direction and manner of motion:
Italian speakers produced more change of state
features for direction of motion than for manner of
motion (4.9% vs. 4.3% respectively), while the
pattern was reversed for English speakers (4.5%
vs. 6.2%).
This latter difference between English and
Italian is consistent with the relative importance of
manner and path to verb representations in each
language: manner is generally more important in
English verbs while path is generally more
important in Italian verbs. This correspondence
may render events from these particular semantic
fields (English manner of motion verbs and Italian
direction of motion verbs) more salient as events
with consequences.
3

3.1

Features reflecting path of motion

We defined features related to path of motion as
those depicting direction (e.g. <back>, <back-andforth>, <down>, <fall>, <forward>), including
relative motion (e.g. <direction-in>, <leave>). This
classification also included exchange type features
which reflect (abstract) direction of motion (e.g.
<give>, <receive>), but does not include simple
presence/absence of motion in which path is not
actually expressed (e.g. <move>, <motionless>,
<remain>).
In both languages, the words containing the
highest proportion of path features referred to
direction of motion. In English the most path
features were produced for enter (62%), return,
descend (58%), arrive and ascend (47%); in Italian,
for discendere (descend, 47%), entrare (enter,
46%), venire (come, 38%) and salire (go up, 33%).
No overall difference was observed between
English and Italian, in both languages there were
substantially more path features for verbs referring
to direction of motion (31.3%) than for those
referring to manner of motion (7.5%). This
correspondence reveals that verbs which specifically encode direction (as indicated by our intuitive
classification into manner/direction verbs) commonly elicit path-related features, despite the
difference in typical expression of verbs in the two
languages.
3.2

Features reflecting manner of motion

Features related to manner of motion were those
overtly reflecting manner (e.g. <awkward>,
<curve>, <drag>, <fast>, <out-of-control>), those
reflecting means of transportation (e.g. <airplane>,
<car>), and those related to orientation of a
moving entity (e.g. <low>, <upright>). This
classification did not include body-parts by which
motion is achieved (<uses-foot>, <uses-leg>, etc.).
In English, the most manner features were
produced for wander (48%), stagger (46%), creep
(43%), jog (41%); for Italian the most were
produced for marciare (march, 41%), vagare
(wander, 39%), zoppiacare (limp, 33%) and
saltellare (skip, 28%).
Speakers of the two languages were highly
consistent in producing manner features for verbs
we had judged to depict manner of motion (18.9%)
than for those depicting direction of motion
(8.5%). As was the case for path of motion
features, speakers of both languages generated
manner-related features for verbs overtly depicting
manner of the motion, even when this is contrary
to the overall tendencies of the language.

Motion events

Languages differ in the manner in which events
involving motion are expressed in sentences
(Talmy, 1985); they vary in the expression of
motion path, manner, figure (the object in motion)
and ground (the reference object). Here we
investigate the extent to which specific differences
between English and Italian are reflected in
speaker-generated features, as discussed in the
Introduction. Given the opposing tendencies in
which manner is coded in the verb itself more
frequently in English, and direction in Italian, we
would expect features to differ concordantly since
they are a reflection of the salient properties of
words. We examine features of four types for this
purpose: those depicting the path of motion,
manner of motion, the figure of motion and the
ground of motion. These analyses were applied
only to verbs of motion (direction of motion vs.
manner of motion).
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3.3

By semantic field, ground features were most
common for direction of motion (11.8%), manner
of motion (6.7%) and least common for change of
location (4.9%). In English, ground features were
produced most often for put (35%), wade (27%),
dive (23%) and fly (19%); Italian speakers
produced the most ground features for entrare
(enter, 38%), affondare (sink, 27%), tuffarsi (dive,
27%) and nuotare (swim, 25%).
For manner of motion, features referring to
ground of motion were more common in English
(7.5%) than Italian (5.9%), while this pattern was
reversed for words referring to direction of motion
(9.5% in English; 13.9% in Italian). As for figure
of motion and change of state features, groundrelated features were most commonly produced for
those verbs that reflect the typical expression of
motion events in a particular language.

Features reflecting figure of motion

Features related to the figure of the motion
reflected the entity that is moving in any motion
event. These can overtly depict the figure itself
(e.g. <ball>, <by-human>, <vehicle>), but also
parts of the figure (e.g. <wheel>). For this reason
any event involving motion of any kind is
considered (e.g. <face> for actions like sneeze,
<blink>). The feature <by-humans> was considered as "figure of motion" whenever it reflected
motion by a human entity.
In English the most figure features were
produced for send (43%), drive (42%), throw and
pedal (39%); in Italian the most figure features
were produced for volare (fly, 29%), inseguire
(pursue, 28%), affondare (sink, 16%) and seguire
(follow, 14%).
Overall, manner of motion had more figure
features (18.9%) than did direction of motion
(7.5%). Unlike features referring to manner and
path, however, we observed an interesting crosslinguistic difference (despite overall differences in
the base rate of such features across languages):
English speakers produced the most figure features
for manner of motion (19.8%), with very few such
features for direction of motion (7.7%); the pattern
reversed for Italian speakers with substantially
more figure features for direction of motion (7.3%)
than for verbs referring to manner of motion
(4.1%).
Here, the cross-linguistic distinction in the way
in which manner and path are expressed in verbs is
borne out in the features. For each language the
motion verbs with the aspect most typically coded
in the verb (manner or path) have more motion
features produced for them which refer to the
mover. This is consistent with the salience effect
for change of state features (section 2.2), in which
figures of motion are more salient for those types
of verbs most common in a language, and less
salient for atypical types (direction verbs in
English; manner verbs in Italian).
3.4

4

Thematic roles

This area of investigation considers the different
kinds of entities that can participate in events
depicted by a given verb, assessing claims that
thematic roles can be considered to be verbspecific and reflected in featural distribution
(McRae, Ferretti, Amyote, 1997). Here we investigate the extent to which speaker-generated features
reflect typical thematic roles for different verbs;
including agent, patient/theme, instrument, and
location, across all semantic fields in the database
of speaker-generated features.
4.1

Features reflecting Agents

Features related to Agent depict a sentient causer
of the action (e.g. <by-humans>, <by-adult>, <byanimal>, <carpenter>). This classification also
includes features which depict awareness/sentience
of the actor (e.g. <intelligent>, <intentional>,
<desire>, <want>).
By semantic fields Agent features were most
common for animal noises (28%, nearly all of
which reflected the animal that makes a particular
sound), communication (16%) and exchange
(11%); the fewest were produced for light emission
(1%), cooking (2%), tool action, noise and change
of state (5%). In English, Agent features were most
common for want (57%), notice (42%), oink
(41%), meow (37%); Italian speakers produced
Agent features most often for grugnire (oink,
30%), consigliare (suggest, 26%), marciare
(march, 25%) and miagolare (meow, 23%).
No particular cross-linguistic differences were
observed in this classification. Concerning motion
verbs, speakers of both languages produced Agent
features approximately equally often for manner of
motion verbs (8.9%) and direction of motion verbs
(7.6%), reflecting the fact that the causers of

Features reflecting ground of motion

Features related to the ground of the motion
reflected a non-moving entity upon which action
occurs (e.g. <church>, <floor>, <ground>,
<kitchen>.Building materials are not considered to
be ground (e.g. <wood> for "to hammer). The
feature <by-humans> was considered as "ground
of motion" whenever it reflected a non-moving
human entity upon whom an action can be
considered to occur (e.g. "to give", "to receive", "to
punch"). Most <by-human> features are also coded
as "figure", as they can also reflect a human in
motion.
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motion verbs are comparable in both languages,
despite the differences in whether manner or
direction is typically expressed across languages.
4.2

4.3

Features reflecting Instruments

Features related to Instruments overtly reflected
the instrument by which the action is achieved,
including body parts where appropriate (e.g. <usearm>, <use-hammer>, <machine>, <use-tool>).
This classification also included properties of the
instruments by which the action is performed (e.g.
<electric>, <metal>, <sharp>).
By semantic fields instrument features were
most common for cooking (24%), tool action
(21%), construction and contact (both 16%);
fewest were produced for direction of motion
(4%), exchange (5%), animal noises and light
emission (both 6%), and change of location (7%).
In English instrument features were produced most
often for write, steam (both 43%), bake (42%),
smoke and drive (both 38%); in Italian they were
most common for calciare (kick, 38%), pedalare
(pedal, 35%), scrivere (write, 34%) and disegnare
(draw, 31%).
Beyond the base difference between production
of Instrument features in English and Italian
(12.7% in English, 10.3% in Italian), more extreme
cross-linguistic differences were found for
Instrument features for words referring to cooking
(35% in English, 13% in Italian), and also for
contact (11% in English, 20% in Italian).
For motion events, both languages were similar
in that substantially more instrument features were
produced for manner of motion events (11.9%)
than for direction events (3.9%); most of these
features reflected more salient use of body parts (as
instruments) to carry out manner of motion verbs,
than to carry out direction of motion verbs (for
which instead patient/theme features were more
salient; see section 4.2).

Features reflecting Patient/Theme

Features related to Patient/Theme included
properties or identification of the entity most
affected by the action (e.g. <army> "to command",
<baseball> "to hit", <clothing> "to borrow"). Also
included were features related to consequences of
the action upon the patient/theme (e.g. <change
location> for "to carry", <change shape> for "to
bend", <death> for "to kill"). Agents were
excluded from this classification (except in
features like <2-humans> which can depict both
agent and patient). Features which apply only to a
subset of possible patient/themes for a given action
(e.g. <heavy> for "to carry", which does not apply
to everything that can be carried) were still classified as "related to patient/theme".
By semantic fields patient/theme features were
most common for cooking (38%), construction and
change of state (both 35%), exchange and contact
(both 28%), and least common for animal noises
(1%), manner of motion (8%), direction of motion
(10%) and noise (11%). In English, patient/theme
features were most common for burn (75%), steam
(66%), blend, pour (63%) and repair (62%); in
Italian the most patient/theme features were
produced for discutere (discuss, 40%), riempire
(fill, 39%), prendere (take, 36%) and scambiare
(exchange, 34%).
Features of this type were produced substantially
more often by English speakers than by Italian
speakers overall (23% and 13% respectively); beyond this difference, Italian speakers produced
more patient/theme features for communication
verbs (English 8.5%, Italian 17.6%), and English
speakers produced more for cooking verbs
(English 54.3%, Italian 21.0%), which may simply
reflect cultural differences in attitudes toward
cooking.
Considering motion verbs, the two languages
exhibited similar performance: slightly more
patient features were produced for direction of
motion verbs (9.8%) than for manner of direction
verbs (8.4%). This may reflect differences in event
typology: the tendency for manner verbs to depict
activities (which often do not include patients) and
direction verbs to depict achievements and
accomplishments (both of which typically include
patients; see section 2.1). Because information
about the specific event type is often expressed
outside sentences’ main verbs in both languages, it
is not surprising to find common patterns of
patient/theme features for motion verbs.

4.4

Features reflecting Locations

Features related to Location depict where an
action occurs. This classification largely overlaps
with Ground (section 3), but not completely (for
example, where Ground is a non-moving human
entity); examples include <church>, <garden>, etc.
By semantic fields location features were most
common for direction of motion (15%), manner of
motion (8%), change of location (6%) and cooking
(5%); hardly any location features were produced
for verbs of destruction, light emission, noises,
animal noises, communication, construction and
contact (all less than 1%). In English location
features were most common for arrive (40%), put
(37%), go (29%), leave (28%) and wade (27%); in
Italian they were most common for entrare (enter,
36%), affondare (sink, 28%), tuffarsi (dive, 27%)
and nuotare (swim, 25%).
Speakers of both languages produced location
features fairly infrequently (3.6% in English, 2.8%
137

in Italian), nonetheless some differences were
observed. English speakers were much more likely
to produce location features for verbs related to
cooking (9.0%, vs. only 1.9% for Italian).
For motion verbs, location features were produced much more often in both languages for
direction of motion verbs (14.9%) than for manner
of motion verbs (7.5%); Like all the other thematic
roles investigated here, no language differences
were observed in this classification.
5
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Conclusion

Through the use of speaker-generated features,
we found substantial commonalities between
properties of verbs in English and Italian. Besides
finding broad overall convergence across semantic
fields, we also observed specific relationships
between theoretical constructs and feature typology. Concerning event typology, this was most
evident for features related to duration, which were
in broad correspondence with typical event types
expressed with verbs in different semantic fields.
Concerning thematic roles, speakers of both languages produced broadly common types of
features for verbs from a variety of semantic fields,
illustrating aspects of agents, patients/themes,
instruments and locations that have differing
relevance for words from different semantic fields.
We also observed numerous differences between
English and Italian with respect to the salient
information encoded in verbs related to motion
events, information which typically differs across
the two languages. This difference had broad
consequences. First, change of state features were
more commonly produced by English speakers for
manner verbs, but by Italian speakers for direction
verbs, reflecting a difference in salience that is
presumably related to the way in which events are
typically expressed in the languages. A similar
pattern was observed for features related to Figure
and Ground: more such features were produced by
English speakers for manner verbs, and by Italian
speakers for direction verbs. Nonetheless, speakers
of both languages were consistent in producing
features related to manner and path of motion for
verbs that expressed that information, even when
inconsistent with the overall tendencies in their
language. These results highlight the utility of
speaker-generated features in illuminating specific
questions about cross-linguistic similarity and
variation, and illustrate how cross-linguistic
differences can have far-reaching semantic
consequences.
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Extensive research on the controversy between
symbolic (Pinker & Prince, 1988) and
connectionist accounts of the acquisition and
processing of the English past tense and of verb
morphology in general has effectively reached
stalemate as far as the observable properties of the
process are concerned. Current research is directed
to examining the properties of the neural systems
that underlie processing and representation of
linguistic material (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler,
1998).
Research has also turned to other languages,
morphologically richer than English, such as Greek
(Tsapkini, Jarema & Kehayia, 2002) or Hebrew
(Frost, Deutsch & Forster, 2000), in order to
definite the nature of cognitive mechanisms
implicated in the lexical access of verbs and
morphologically complex words in general. Some
researchers (Tsapkini, Jarema & Kehayia, 2002;
Pastizzo & Feldman, 2002; Voga & Grainger,
2004) question the relevance of such distinctions
as regular-irregular, at least as far as the masked
priming technique is concerned, without
necessarily
postulating
the
absence
of
morphological representation in the lexicon. There
is a growing body of evidence that the dichotomy
between regular and irregular inflections may not
be as sharp as claimed by the symbolic account.
This evidence does not only come from highly
inflected languages like Greek (Tsapkini et al.,
2002, Voga & Grainger, 2004), but also from
English data : indeed Pastizzo & Feldman (2002)
find that relatively to an orthographic control (as
opposed to the standard unrelated baseline)
irregular past inflections like “FELL” prime their
base form (33ms) “fall” almost as strongly as
regular forms (e.g. HATCHED – hatch, 44ms of
facilitation), while irregular inflections of
diminished orthographic similarity do not induce
significant priming (e.g. “TAUGHT-teach”, 15ms).
The reason why the regular-irregular issue is
central to our reasoning is that it shapes the
modelling of the morphological processing of
languages other than English, and inflections other

Abstract
The present study used the masked priming
paradigm to examine effects of morphologically
related primes on the recognition of infinitive
forms of French regular verbs, while varying the
level of neighbourhood density. Morphological
effects were assessed relative to form-related
control primes, while an incremental priming
technique was used . Neighbourhood density was
found to affect the presence or absence of
morphological
facilitation,
since
high
neighbourhood density inflections failed to prime
their base form, contrariwise to low neighbourhood
size verb category. These results are interpreted
within an interactive activation model of
morphological
representation,
and
more
importantly, they put forward a possible
explanation for some discrepant results in the
literature.
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Introduction

Since Rumelhart & McClelland (1986) first
presented their connectionist model of the English
past tense system, inflectional morphology has
acquired a particular significance in debates about
the nature of cognition. The representation and
processing of the English verb has become the
battleground of two approaches: one that postulates
that mental grammar is used directly for language
processing and that the processing system makes
the same distinctions as grammar does (Miller &
Chomsky, 1963; Jackendoff, 1997) and one that
postulates the total absence of the regular-irregular
distinction in the processing system. According to
the latter (Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000) the role of
morphology is captured by a general processing
system that treats both regular and irregular forms
in the same manner, in such a way that there is no
need to hypothesise the explicit representation of
morphology in the mental lexicon; besides, there is
no mental lexicon in such a model.
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than the irregular past tense. For example, one
important issue addresses the way French irregular
inflections (present as well as past) are processed,
and this issue cannot be isolated from the dualroute versus one mechanism controversy.
At the same time when the regular-irregular debate
was monopolising a great amount of scientific
interest, great progress has been made on the
representation and processing of orthographically /
phonologically related items in the mental lexicon.
With the masked priming technique, evidence was
found that orthographic similarity of the prime
affects (inhibits) lexical access of morphologically
complex targets, despite (or because of) the
absence of any morphological relation between
them (Grainger, Colé et Ségui, 1991). For
example, the prime “mûrir” inhibits the target
“MURAL” and this inhibition attains 27ms for
words that share their initial letters. This inhibition
is accounted for in terms of “preactivation of
lexical representations during the processing of the
prime, that interfere with the processing of the
target” (Grainger, Colé & Ségui, 1991, p.380). The
inhibitory effect of a prime like “blue” on the
target “BLUR” (Ségui & Grainger, 1990) is found,
according to the same logic, because “blue” is a
very powerful competitor in the recognition
process of its neighbour “BLUR”. The presentation
of “blue” as a prime does nothing less than
reinforce its competitor status, already quite
important (because of its frequency), thus delaying
target processing. This inhibition of O+M- primes
combined with the absence of such an effect for
nonword primes, is also found by Drews and
Zwitserlood (1995) on derivational morphology in
German and Dutch. The fact that nonword primes
do not behave in the same manner argues in favour
of the hypothesis that this competition indeed does
take place in the lexical level.
Within such a dynamic interactive activation
architecture of visual word recognition, it can be
argued then that the recognition of a verb will be
driven by the extraction of its linguistic features in
a way that the visual presentation of the stimulus
word at the entry of the cognitive system (prime)
will produce the successive activations of all its
characteristics at different (interconnected) levels
of processing. Because many words share multiple
features
(phonological,
orthographic,
morphological and semantic), word recognition
implies, in the very early stages of processing,
multiple competitions between word candidates
that could match a given stimulus. For instance, if
we consider the French word “mentons” (we lie), it
can potentially activate “mentir” (to lie) as well as
“sentir” (to smell) or “sentons” (we smell) or
“menton”(chin),
because
these
word

representations share either formal or semantic
features or both, in which case they share a
common stem morpheme. Thus processing of
morphologically complex forms does not simply
consist in activating its lexical representation. The
processing system has to make the right “choice”
as to which candidate should be activated the most
(or the first).
The experiment reported here is designed to test
the role of orthographic neighbourhood on the
recognition of French verbs. If the rationale
exposed above corresponds to the way things
happen in the processing system, then verbs which
have fewer neighbours (irrespectively of the
grammatical category of these neighbours) should
produce more morphological priming than verbs
that have more neighbours, i.e. that share formal
features with many other words. We used the
masked priming paradigm, developed by Forster
and Davis (1984), in which the prime is presented
for a duration that does not permit conscious
identification. This technique helps avoiding any
strategic processing based on the controlled
relations between prime and target, and sheds light
on the automatic cognitive processes governing
lexical access.
2
2.1

Experiment 1
Method

2.1.1 Participants
Thirty subjects who reported normal or correctedto-normal vision participated in the experiment.
They were first and second year Psychology
students from the University of Aix-en-Provence.
Participation was rewarded with some extra points
for Psychology courses.
2.1.2 Stimuli and design
Fifty-four French words and fifty-four nonwords
were used as targets. Targets were always the
infinitive form of French verbs, all regulars, 4 to 9
letters long (mean: 5.5 letters) with an average
frequency of 69.40 occurrences per million (New,
Pallier, Ferrand, & Matos, 2001) and consisted of
1) 27 verbs that had a large number of
orthographic neighbours, and 2) 27 verbs that had
a neighbourhood density as low as possible. These
two categories of target word represent the two
levels of the orthographic neighbourhood factor.
The criteria used to decide if a word was or was
not an orthographic neighbour of a verb were not
as strict as those used for nouns, simply because
there are less verbs than nouns in the language.
Words were considered as neighbours of a verb if
they shared the letters that form the root of this
verb. In the French language, verbs have a
characteristic ending, which can be “-er”, “-ir”, “140

re”, or “-oir” to cover most of the cases. Following
this criterion, a verb like “porter”, where the root is
“port” and the ending is “er” has numerous
neighbors, like “portail” (“portal”), “porte”
(“door”), “port” (“harbour”), “portier” (“porter”),
“portion” (“portion”), “portique” (“porch”),
“portrait” (“portrait”),
“portière” (“door”),
“portugais” (“portuguese”) etc. A verb like
“mourir”, on the other hand, has a very small
neighbourhood, limited to the rare “mouron”
(“scarlet pimpernel”). The number of neighbors
was estimated with the help of a French dictionary
(Petit Robert).
Each target was given three types of prime: a
repetition prime, a morphologically related prime,
and an orthographically related prime (see Table 1
for examples). Targets were always presented in
lowercase letters and primes in uppercase letters, in
order to minimize the visual overlap between
prime and target, and stress markers were
preserved in lowercase letters.
Morphologically related primes were inflections of
the infinitive (base) form: there were 15 past
participles, 26 present tense forms, 4 future forms
as well as 9 “imparfait” (past continuous) forms.
Orthographically related primes shared a high
proportion of letters with targets, but had no
semantic or morphological relation with them. The
orthographically related primes were used as the
control baseline. In fact, like Giraudo & Grainger
(2003) demonstrated (see also Pastizzo &
Feldman, 2002), morphological facilitation should
be estimated relatively to an orthographically
related baseline and not only relatively to the
unrelated condition, in order to evacuate form
effects, and this is particularly relevant when using
priming techniques.
54 French nonverbs were created respecting the
phonotactic constraints of the language and were
matched for length with the real verbs. The primes
for nonword targets matched the word primes in
terms of orthographic overlap, and were
constructed so as to mimic the morphologically
and orthographically related primes for word
targets. Three experimental lists were created by
rotating targets across the three priming conditions
using a Latin-square design, so that each target
appeared only once for a given participant and for
a given prime duration, but was tested in all
priming conditions across participants. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of the three lists.

Primes

Morphological
Orth. overlap

Target
monter
(climb)
montais
(was
climbing)
3.48 letters
in common
montagne
(mountain)

écrire
(write)
écrit
(written)

3.74 letters
in common
Orthographical
écrin
(jewel-)
case
Orth. overlap
3.4 letters in
3.62 letters
common
in common
Table 1: Examples of Stimuli Employed in the
Six Experimental Conditions.
2.1.3 Procedure and apparatus
The experiment was conducted on a PC computer
using DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003). Each trial
consisted of three visual events. The first was a
forward mask consisting of a row of nine hash
marks that appeared for 500ms. The mask was
immediately followed by the prime. The prime was
in turn immediately followed by the target word
which remained on the screen until participants
responded. The intertrial interval was 500ms. The
three prime durations used in this experiment were
26, 40 and 53ms. As is commonly reported in the
literature, these prime durations do not permit
conscious identification of the prime (e.g. Pastizzo
& Feldman, 2002). Each participant was tested in
all durations for a given list, which means that he
saw each target 3 times (one time for each
duration). Experimental trials were randomized in
such a way that an item of a given duration was
never followed by an item of the same duration
and a given target was never followed by the same
target in another duration. We developed a small
software tool to carry out this type of
randomization, which minimizes repetition effects
and responding strategies.
Primes appeared in the middle of the screen
presented in Times New Roman lowercase
characters (16 point) and targets in uppercase
letters. The participants were seated 50 cm from
the computer screen. They were requested to make
lexical decisions on the targets as quickly and as
accurately as possible, by pressing the appropriate
key on the computer keyboard. After 16 practice
trials, participants received the 324 experimental
trials in one block, interrupted by two brief pauses.
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2.1.4 Results
Correct RTs were averaged across participants
after excluding outliers (RTs>1000ms, <400ms).
Two items were excluded from the analysis,
because of high error rates. Results are presented
in Table 2. An ANOVA was performed on the data
with prime type (repetition, morphological,
orthographic control), neighbourhood size (high or
low) and prime duration (26, 40 or 53ms) as
independent variables.
D

R

M

O

O-R

O-M

541
554
543
540
545
539

547
552
542
554
551
553

7
11
15
20
19
19

6
-2
-1
14
6
14

difference between the two categories of targets is
statistically significant only by subjects. This
critical pattern of effects, that is, morphological
facilitation for small neighbourhood verbs and
absence of morphological effect for big
neighbourhood verbs, is shown in Figure 1.

ms

26
40
53

HND verbs
LND verbs
HND verbs
LND verbs
HND verbs
LND verbs

540
541
527
534
532
534

Figure 1: Net priming effects (in ms) for the
repetition and the morphological conditions as a
function of prime duration (40 and 53ms) and
orthographic neighbourhood density (high or
low).

Table 2. Reaction times (RT in milliseconds) for
lexical decisions to targets in the repetition (R),
morphological (M), and orthographic control (O)
prime conditions, for the three prime durations (D).
Net priming effects are given relative to the
orthographic condition.

3

Discussion

The experiment reported in this paper focused on
the orthographic neighbourhood size in the context
of verb processing, i.e. the number of orthographic
neighbours that a given verb can potentially
activate when presented to the visual cognitive
system. A word was called “an orthographic
neighbour” of another word when it shared initial
letters/phonemes (to the same degree as this word
shared with its morphologically related prime), but
without having any morphological relationship
with it. Thus, our measure was the opposite of the
morphological family size of a stem, defined as the
number of different complex words in which the
stem appears as a constituent. This morphological
family size has been found to affect response
latencies in tasks such as visual lexical decision
(Schreuder & Baayen, 1997) and in a variety of
languages, Germanic or Semitic (dutch : Schreuder
& Baayen, 1997; Bertram, Baayen & Schreuder,
2000; English : De Jong, Feldman, Schreuder,
Pastizzo, Baayen, 2002; Hebrew : Moscoso Del
Prado Martin, Deutch, Frost, Schreuder, De Jong,
Baayen, submitted) and reflects the amount of
words that will work as “synagonists”. Our
measure of “orthographic neighbours” reflects the
amount of words that will work as “antagonists”, at
least as far as an interactive activation view of the
lexicon is concerned.
We hypothesised that verbs of a larger
orthographic
neighbourhood
will
produce

There was a significant main effect of prime type,
F1(2, 58) = 10.64, p<.001, F2(2, 100) = 5.38,
p<.01, with targets preceded by an identity prime
being responded to faster than those preceded by
orthographical control primes. The main effect of
neighbourhood size was not significant, F1(1, 29)
= 2.13, F2<1, nor was the overall effect of prime
duration (both F1<1, F2(2, 100) = 1.56. The
interaction between prime type and neighbourhood
density was not significant (both Fs<1) nor was the
triple interaction (prime type x neighbourhood
density x prime duration), F1(4, 116) = 1.18, F2<1.
What is of more interest for the hypotheses under
study is the partial effects of main factors for the
duration of 40 and 53ms. The effect of prime type
was significant for the verbs with a small
neighbourhood density for the durations of 40ms
F1(2, 58) = 6.38, p<.01 and 53ms, F1(2, 58) =
3.98, p<.05, but it was not significant for the verbs
who had a big neighbourhood, F1(2, 58) = 2.74
and F1(2, 58) = 2.98 respectively. Planned
comparisons revealed that the difference between
morphologically related and control conditions was
significant for the verbs having a small number of
neighbours, for the duration of 40ms, F1(1, 29) =
6.45, p<.05, F2(1, 24) = 1.79, as well as for the
duration of 53ms, F1(1, 29) = 4.68, p<.05, F2(1,
24) = 1.64. On the other hand, morphologically
related primes of big neighbourhood verbs did not
induce significant priming (all Fs<1). This
142

morphological priming of a reduced amplitude
compared with verbs having fewer neighbours, the
later having no (or very few) competitors on the
lexical level. Our results confirmed this prediction,
since high neighbourhood density verbs failed to
induce priming, whereas low neighbourhood
density verbs induced significant morphological
facilitation (though significant only by subjects).
The fact that verbs of both categories induced
significant repetition priming demonstrates that
primes were indeed correctly processed and that
the two categories of verbs do not differ
significantly as to their other features. Thus, we
can attribute the difference observed in
morphological
facilitation
solely
to
the
manipulated variable.
In an interactive activation dynamic network,
where the morphological level is situated above the
lexical level (supra-lexical account of morphology,
Giraudo & Grainger, 2001) the facilitation that the
prime “port-ons” (“we carry”) induces to the
recognition of the target “port-er” (“to carry”) is
the result of concurrent activation and inhibition:
the activation would come from the shared
morphological unit (through feed back from the
morphological to the lexical level) and the
inhibition would be the result of the intra-level
inhibitory connexions at the lexical level.
Following this logic, the morphologically related
prime of a high neighbourhood density verb will
have to resolve the competition from all its
neighbours (like “porto” or “porte” or “portrait”)
before reaching the activation threshold required
for the identification of the corresponding
representation. A prime having no (or only a few)
neighbours will activate the corresponding lexical
representation in a more efficient way. Briefly
stated, we have shown that when a prime has many
orthographic
neighbours
(sharing
no
morphological relation with it) it will induce less
morphological priming than a prime that has very
few neighbours.
Of course, the results we present do not resolve the
question of the English past tense, since they
concern the processing of the French inflection.
Nevertheless, we consider that the variable
“orthographic neighbourhood size” has been
neglected, although a great amount of research has
been accomplished on these questions. Our results
show that such a variable is pertinent, at least to
the question of inflection in French. We can
therefore consider that some of the conflicting
results in the literature might be due to a lack of
control of the “lexical environment” of the
linguistic material.

4

Conclusion

Our study investigated the role of orthographic
neighbourhood size on the recognition of regular
French verbs, within the masked priming
paradigm. Primes were regular inflections (past
and present) of French verbs with different size of
orthographic neighbourhood. Our results establish
the relevance of an “orthographic neighbourhood
size” variable, i.e. the number of orthographically
but not morphologically related words a prime can
activate, that behave like competitors for the
recognition of the target (base form). Further
research has to be conducted to determine the role
of this variable on derivational and inflectional
morphological processing, but the evidence put
forward points out to a interesting direction.
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